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CH A PTER I

W H A T IS A W EBQUEST?

As an instructor o f preservice English teachers, I becam e interested in
technology, and ultim ately the W ebQuest, after realizing the potential im pact o f Webbased education on pedagogy and learning. I wondered how teachers were using
com puter technology in their classroom s and what impact technology m ight have on
learning in the future; and therefore, how my preservice teachers should be prepared
to use technology in their own classroom s. W as the “Net G eneration,” as Donald
Tapscott claims about the children o f today, in fact using the com puter and the
Internet for entertainm ent, learning, com m unicating, shopping, and a host o f other
things (Tapscott 4-5)? W ould students who did n ’t have access to or practice with
com puters “be deveiopm entaliy disadvantaged” as he claimed (7)? H ow would the
Internet im pact teaching and learning in English language arts?
Now, after researching the role o f technology and the Internet on teaching and
learning, I believe that teachers do need to know how to teach w ith the Internet. The
United States Com m erce Departm ent reported that in 2000, nearly half o f homes had
a com puter and that 41.5% o f homes had Internet access. Increases, although some
were only small, were seen at all social, econom ic, and age levels (U nited Falling).
Clearly, both o f these Indices will continue to grow. The Internet is already shaping
students’ lives, interests, and learning styles; therefore, effective teachers will tap into
W eb-based learning. Tom M arch/university professor and one o f the first W ebQ uest
creators, believes that

i
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[t]lie im pact o f the Internet and the W orld W ide Web on popular culture is not
hard to measure. Tally the jargon that's made it into our everyday language:
'N et-surfing, info superhighway, W eb site, chat room, cyber, brow ser, online,
hom epage, HTM L and @. If the Web has reached such broad public
aw areness, how do you think it's touched the lives o f our trend-tracking
students? In fact, people have begun referring to today's students as
G eneration Dot Com. So even if the W eb bore no educational value, we as
teachers would need to com e to terms with it to understand our students' world
and frame o f reference. The good news is that the Web is not ju st helpful to
education, but, used effectively, it can revolutionize student learning.
M arch’s analysis leads one back to a fundamental question: How can teacher
educators, such as myself, help preservice teachers use the Internet in educationally
sound w ays? W hat kind o f activities can teachers develop to “revolutionize student
learning?”
M y first attem pt at integrating W eb-based learning into preservice teacher
education was in my class, Teaching Literature in the Secondary School (English
480), the capstone course for English Majors in the Secondary English Curriculum at
W estern M ichigan University, one o f the largest teacher education universities in the
country. I asked preservice teachers to create interactive poetry assignm ents on the
W eb for th eir future secondary students. First, their students would read three
teacher-selected poem s that had teacher-created hypertext links to im ages, ideas,
definitions, critical theory, criticism , author inform ation, etc. that fit w ith the poems.
Second, their students w ould have to com plete a creative activity from a list of
teacher supplied possible activities. Lastly, their students would share their final
products with others in the class. W hen designing the assignment, I wanted to ensure
that preservice teachers w ouldn’t be creating lessons that would have their students
just read the poem s and answ er questions. By allow ing their students to follow the .
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teacher-created hypertext links, these new teachers would he encouraging their

■

students to make meaning o f poetry through a variety o f strategies. Student choice
would be instrum ental in this process. They could choose w hich hypertext links to
follow. They could choose to follow hypertext links within the docum ents they had
already hyperlinked to. Ultimately, they would use a wide variety of Internet
resources to facilitate their reading o f the poem. As my students discussed the value
o f the activity, these preservice teachers cited the advantages o f being able to tailor
the assignm ent to students of different abilities, and they w ere excited about how the
assignm ent went beyond traditional textbook work. The follow ing quotations, which
were written on our class electronic conference, dem onstrate that these preservice
teachers were critically thinking about content and teaching issues and how they were
using the Internet.
®While creating my Interactive Poetry Activity, I tried to keep in m ind that
some students will have visual problem s and others will have language
com prehension problems, thus I tried to use various neutral colors and give
explanations of words that m ight be rather troublesom e or hard to understand.
•I am not a very big fan o f poetry, but I really feel that interactive poetry
lessons could help a lot o f kids enjoy poetry more. I think they're beneficial in
the fact that they allow students to go to a link in a poem when som ething is
confusing or important. I really feel that this type o f activity (one that
encourages students to explore beyond the poem ) challenges the student to
learn more. I think interactive poetry assignm ents would be fun also and of
course anything that is m eaningful or fun is more easily rem em bered by
students. W eb page assignm ents are fun and creative ways for students to get
practice with technology, do som ething they enjoy (playing on the com puter)
and learn all at the same time.
"Personally, I really enjoyed creating the interactive poetry assignm ent....
Students could perhaps even w rite their own poetry and then connect im ages,
words, inform ation about their w ord choice on the internet. I found this
activity particularly interesting because it was interactive and surprisingly
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easy to get involved in ....I believe that students would like the chance to read
each others’ poetry and make it a fun interactive activity!”
I agreed w ith these preservice teachers’ assessm ents of the interactive poetry
assignm ent.

Teachers can m eet all o f their students’ learning needs by tailoring the

layout and content o f the activity. In addition, assignments could be m ade that ask
students to go beyond ju st reading the poem and telling what it is about. For
exam ple, one preservice teacher suggested that students create their own hypertext
poetry. These projects could potentially pull many students who dislike poetry into
the poem s. How many o f those students w ould be willing to look up words they
d id n ’t understand or background inform ation in books? This assignm ent showed me
that technology could provide another way, but not the only way, teachers could draw
students Into poetry. I was open to learning about other W eb-based research activities
and soon learned about W ebQuests. A year later, I was ready to teach preservice
teachers how to develop W ebQuests.
Before introducing the concept to my students, I researched the benefits of
using and the process o f creating W ebQuesls. In 1995, Bem ie Dodge asked his
preservice teachers to research A rchaeotype software. The A rchaeotype software
provided multiple resources that allow ed students to work in groups as archaeologists
to find and examine archaeological artifacts (“ Social”). Students in D odge’s class
were to “decide whether, and how, the A rchaeotype program could be used at the
inner-city school at which they were teaching” (Stair). M odeling his guided research
plan for his students after the software they w ere researching, D odge realized that by
providing varied resources, collaboration, and real-w orld problem solving,
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discussions ensued that were m ore critical and exciting than any he had heard before
from his students. After this lesson, he put together his own template for m aking
W ebQ uests, Tom M arch created one, and “the idea began to catch on” (Starr).
D odge maintains a W eb site for those interested in learning m ore about,
creating, or using W ebQuests at http://w ebquest.sdsu.edu/. On this site he provides
rationale fo r using W ebQuests, detailed descriptions o f each step o f the process, and
different levels o f exam ples o f W ebQiiests. The hom epage includes two im portant
links: one to training m aterials and one to a recently updated organizational, page for
W ebQ uests called “Portal.” The “Training” page has especially helpful inform ation
including articles about the creation o f the W ebQ uest and why the W ebQ uest helps
students learn, links to pages that help the creator w ith specifics about creating a good
task, rubrics, scaffolding, etc., and workshops that prom ote W ebQ uest creation. This
section provides 32 sources o f information. Linked in June of 2003, “Portal”
provides a new structure for the W ebQ uest page. M ajor differences include a place
for online conversations on topics such as creating, using, and researching
W ebQ uests and a different way o f categorizing W ebQ uests linked to D odge’s site.
N ow, users can access highly-rated, middle-rated, and new W ebQuests. W ebQ uests
from each level cover nearly every subject possible and every grade level; how ever,
the m ajority o f W ebQ uests address English, Social Studies, or Science topics in
grades 3-12. As the following chart dem onstrates, between June o f 1998 and M arch
of 2000, the interest in W ebQ uests has increased dram atically.
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Figure 1. W esbQ uest M ain Page A ccesses
The W ebQ uest site saw a 900% increase in hits per day in less than 2 years. In
Septem ber o f 2003, over 4.5 m illion hits had been recorded since February 28, 1998
(D odge W ebQ uest Page). People are clearly interested in w hat this W eb-based
activity can offer.
Because I think that D odge’s m odel, which asks individuals and groups to
com plete challenging activities using the Internet, offers a sound fram ew ork for using
W eb-based learning, I will focus alm ost exclusively on exam ples from his site. For
the purpose o f this dissertation, any reference to the W ebQ uest applies to the D odge
model. Dodge defines the W ebQ uest as
an inquiry-oriented activity in w hich m ost or all o f the inform ation used by
learners is draw n from the W eb. W ebQ uests are designed to use learners* tim e
well, to focus on using inform ation rather than looking for it, and to support
learners' thinking at the levels o f analysis, synthesis and evaluation. (“Site”)
Dodge also believes that students should w ork in cooperative groups, though m any o f
the examples included on his site are n o t collaborative in nature. Som e W ebQ uests
have students divide up the w ork on th eir ow n or some have students working
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independently. Typically, W ebQ uests are divided into 6 sections: introduction, task,
process, resources, evaluation, and conclusion. In the introduction the teacher sets the
scene for the impending task, trying to capture students’ attention. T he task section
clearly states what the final product will be. T he process section details the steps
students will take to com plete the product. W ithin this section, scaffolding, or
guidance in the form o f tem plates, visual organizers, or aids, helps students reach the
goal. U sually organized around the themes to be researched or the students’ assigned
roles in the project, the resource section includes previewed W eb sites and other
media, both print and non-print, for students to use to do their research. The
evaluation section usually contains checklists and/or rubric criteria for assessment.
Finally, the conclusion section restates what should have been accom plished in the
W ebQ uest and prompts students to reflect upon the process as a way to think about
future learning.
Although each section is im portant, an authentic and com pelling task and .a
well-designed process for com pleting the task are essential to a successful W ebQuest.
Before creating a W ebQ uest, these three questions should be answ ered:
1.

W hat do students need to learn?

2.

How should students learn?

3.

How do I design a W ebQ uest to m eet these goals?

Im plicit in these three questions is the assum ption that learning goals and process take
precedence over technology applications. A teacher shouldn’t create a W ebQ uest just
for the sake of using com puters. Indeed, Dodge believes that the technology aspects,
while important, aren’t as im portant as “being a good teacher” (Starr). Therefore,
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teachers w ho create W ebQ uests should first focus on content know ledge and
pedagogy, not technology. Follow ing D odge’s model, though, allows teachers to
utilize student-centered learning, cooperative learning, the developm ent o f higherorder thinking skills, and rubric assessm ent to learn selected skills or inform ation via
a highly engaging technology that opens the resources o f the Internet.
H ow then do teachers create a task that captures their students’ attention and
challenges them ? Project-Based Learning and Problem -Based Learning, both known
as PBL, can provide help. Since both apply to the W ebQ uest, i ’ll give a short
explanation o f each. Though not all W ebQ uest tasks require that students solve a
problem, theories of problem -based learning can help create m eaningful tasks with
which students can engage. Problem -based learning has three main characteristics:
It engages students as stakeholders in a problem situation. It organizes
curriculum around this holistic problem, enabling students to learn in relevant
and connected ways. And, it creates a learning environm ent in which teachers
coach student thinking and guide student inquiry, facilitating deeper levels of
understanding, (qtd. in Sage)
Frequently, a W ebQ uest task requires student to solve a com plex, m ulti-layered
problem with a variety o f rich and sophisticated solutions and products. Instead of
looking for ju st the “right answ er,” students are encouraged to collect and process
information in assigned roles and convene with the rest o f their group to com e up
with viable solutions. “PB L is also a natural means o f integrating technology. Just as
adults often consult experts, search the Internet, locate books, talk to friends, and
com pile and organize inform ation to solve a problem , so do students in PBL
investigations” (Sage). W ebQ uests draw on problem -based learning models to
provide pedagogically rich learning activities.
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In project-based learning, students produce projects as a part o f their learning
process o r as a result o f it. Conditions under which students com plete projects are
often the sam e as problem -based learning - students construct their ow n knowledge,
often in groups, and see the teacher as coach rather than inform ation-giver. Also,
project-based learning may connect to problem -based learning when projects are the
final product o f the problem to be solved. These creative projects call for authentic
assessm ent. Authentic assessment suggests that students are asked to learn and
grapple w ith real-w orld issues and show their understanding through something other
than a traditional test (multiple choice, true/false, fill-in the blank, etc.). Rather than
receiving a score based on number of answers correct, student projects are graded
using rubrics that list specific criteria their projects should meet. Authentic
assessm ent does not mean that students receive As for anything they turn in. Grant
W iggins believes that
. [assessm en t is authentic when we directly exam ine student perform ance on
worthy intellectual tasks... require students to be effective performers with
acquired k n o w led g e.... present the student with the full array o f tasks that
mirror the priorities and challenges found in the best instructional activities....
attend to w hether the student can craft polished, thorough and justifiable
answers, perform ances or p ro d u cts..... involve "ill-structured" challenges and
roles that help students rehearse for the com plex am biguities o f the "game" of
adult and professional life. '
Teachers who use W ebQ uests ask students to w ork through challenging tasks to
produce a product that they can authentically assess using rubrics and checklists.
Once the task has been identified, the W ebQ uest m ust be designed. Several
W ebQ uest design patterns have been identified, but I ’ll describe five identified by
D odge that I believe w ork especially w ell with English language arts curriculum:
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10
“ Behind th e Book” , “Beyond the Book” , “C om pilation”, “Persuasive M essage” , and
“C ollaborative Design”.
In “Behind the B ook” W ebQuests, students study information about a piece of
literature’s setting. For exam ple in “The Salem Sentinel” created by teacher Sara
Kajder, students research Salem in the 1600s in order to better understand the events
o f The C rucible. The students’ task is to create articles and ultimately a newspaper
based on the life and times o f the M assachusetts Colony residents. O bjectives for the
project include analyzing and evaluating historical docum ents, applying a perspective
from the 1600s, and synthesizing all of this Information into a new spaper. In roles as
editor in chief, layout editor, copy editor, and research editor, students work to
com plete the paper as a team, each responsible for his/her own part and for the entire
creation.
In “Beyond the Book” W ebQuests, students expand their know ledge of a
piece o f literature by “extending it beyond w hat was originally written or by mapping
it onto an entirely different dom ain” (D odge “ B eyond”). For exam ple in “Rewriting
Romeo and Juliet”, teachers Katherine Foret and Kristin W eber ask students to update
a scene from the play based on one o f the follow ing time periods: the W ild W est,
1920’s Chicago, 1950’s suburbia, or the 1960’s. Students have to analyze the
Shakespearean and target tim e periods, synthesize that inform ation by changing the
scene, and evaluate their ow n and others’ perform ances o f the scenes.
“Compilation” W ebQ uests ask students to gather and evaluate inform ation in
order to determine w hether or not particular inform ation should be included in a final
product. In “Threads o f C hange in the 19th C entury America” by V icki Seed, students
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individually research romanticism , transcendentalism , abolitionism, fem inism and
industrialism to pick one piece o f art, literature, music, artifact, etc. that em bodies
their “-ism .” Then they meet in groups to compile a 19th century exhibit presentation
to give to the Sm ithsonian, hoping that their exhibit will be chosen to be displayed in
the m useum . Students m ust carefully evaluate a variety of sources in order to choose
the m ost representative piece o f their “-ism .” In addition, they must synthesize the
different inform ation they found to form a cohesive group presentation.
“Persuasive M essage” W ebQ uests like April M oore’s “Studying the
Background o f A rthur M iller’s The Crucible” ask students to do thorough research on
both sides of a controversial issue to form an opinion that they can support. A fter
reading a poem about the Japanese internment cam ps from W orld W ar II, M oore’s
students are asked to research the Salem W itch Trials, M cCarthyism, and other
“witch hunts” in history. Their task is to write a letter to the editor explaining how
accusing innocent people o f crim es can be prevented in the future. Students choose
between roles o f experts on the w itch trials, M cCarthyism , other “witch hunts,” or
Power Point Presentations. Each role has specific duties and a rubric to which
students can refer to make sure they have com pleted their roles well. Finally, in the
conclusion, students are asked to question the viability o f their solutions to the
problem o f innocent people being accused o f crimes.
As a last exam ple, the “C ollaborative D esign” W ebQ uest assigns roles of
differing perspectives to students and asks them to com e to a consensus about
whatever problem they face. Jonnie W allis and G oehrig O rr’s “B anned Books
Q uest” asks students to take on the points o f view o f a concerned citizen, a school
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library m edia specialist, a lawyer and a public librarian to address the issue o f banned
books. A fter researching their respective positions and drafting their own position
statem ents, the group of four meets to reach consensus about the Information they
intend to present to the school board. Students are assessed on their Individual
contributions and ho w their team worked .together.
The abovem entioned exam ples are by no means com prehensive, and there are
many other ways o f m aking W ebQuests; however, the exam ples dem onstrate
im portant goals for student learning. They all require careful W eb research by asking
students to analyze, synthesize, or evaluate resources to construct their final product.
In all o f these exam ples, students have to work both independently and with their
groups to finish their tasks. In addition, students create final projects like
newspapers, rew orked scenes from plays, presentations for a “m useum ,” letters to the
editor, and presentations for a “school board” rather than taking tests. The process of
their learning is ju st as im portant as com pleting their task.
M oving from the interactive poetry assignm ent to the W ebQ uest allowed me
to do just what the W ebQ uest allows teachers to do for their students, use sound
educational practices to help preservice teachers learn methods course content while
also using technology. C hapter II provides a brief look into the learning theory
applicable to W ebQ uests and serves as a foundation for the rationale to use
W ehQuests. In C hapter III, I describe how my first attem pt at creating a W ebQ uest
helped me to better understand how much work and revision is needed to create a
truly successful W ebQ uest. Chapter IV addresses how to incorporate technology into
the methods course. In Chapter V, I analyze the process o f teaching preservice
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teachers to create W ebQuests in three separate English language arts m ethods
courses.

In Chapter VI, I exam ine how experienced teachers and W ebQ uest creators

use W ebQ uests in their classrooms. Chapter VII reviews the success o f my research
by briefly looking at how three o f my preservice teachers were able to use W ebQuests
in their intern teaching. The argum ent o f this dissertation moves from my own
experience tow ard that o f the preservi.ce teachers I have trained in technologysupported learning to the use o f W ebQ uest strategies in reai-world classroom s. My
preservice teachers’ positive attitudes after creating W ebQuests and my analysis of
their processes and products parallel those o f experienced W ebQ uests users:
W ebQ uests take work, time, and practice to create, but the benefits to students using
them are substantial.
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CHAPTER II

LEARNING TH EO RY AND W EBQU ESTS

W hether or not they are explicitly acknowledged, all instructional practices .
are based on m odels o f learning. W hile the W ebQ uest is founded on the
constructivist idea that students learn best when they construct their own m eaning
from a variety o f com plex stimuli and information, the W ebQ uest also draws on other
models o f learning. This chapter traces how certain aspects of behaviorism, .
cognitivism , and constructivism have influenced the W ebQ uest. My discussion o f the
different learning theories is based on the works o f particular key theorists and does
not attem pt to be fully com prehensive but rather dem onstrate the sound cognitive and
pedagogical foundations of the W ebQ uest activity.

Behaviorism and Com puter-Assisted Instruction

A lthough m ost com parisons o f behaviorism and constructivism put them.at
opposite ends o f the continuum, W ebQ uests have been influenced by both
approaches. O ne o f the m ost well-know n behaviorists, B.F. Skinner carefully studied
the effects o f environm ent on both hum ans and animals. From his observations, he
concluded that a subject’s behavior could be affected by controlling the environm ent.
Known as the theory o f operant conditioning, S kinner’s approach explained the
importance o f positive and negative reinforcem ent on controlling behavior. Tiene
' 14
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and Ingram describe the lasting effects on education o f this w ork as behavioral
objectives and program m ed instruction.
B ehaviorists believed that by stating clearly 'what behavior w ould be expected
o f students in the form o f objectives, learning goals could be m ore easily and
effectively reached. Because they were not interested in the abstract mental
processes’ effects on behavior, m anipulation o f the environm ent was considered key
to learning. A fter stating the behavior to be accomplished, the conditions under
which it w ould be accom plished and the degree o f success expected, teachers could
clearly m ark the progress o f their students. Positive aspects o f behavioral objectives
are that teachers plan instruction toward specific observable outcomes. In addition,
cognitive objectives as outlined in Benjam in B loom ’s Taxonom y o f Educational
O bjectives encourage the building of m ore com plex skills through the levels of
know ledge, com prehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.
W ebQ uest tasks typically em phasize the three highest levels, also know n as higherorder thinking skills. W hen they explicitly address these levels, teachers create tasks
that intellectually challenge their students rather than ask them ju st to recall
know ledge or choose a correct answ er from supplied choices.
Program m ed instruction (PI) and M astery Learning also stem from
behaviorists beliefs. PI and M astery L earning have students working systematically
through material to be learned in a unit. Students can branch in one o f two ways: 1)
Students who com plete work correctly can progress quickly to the end o f the material.
2) Students who m ake mistakes must com plete rem edial work until the material is
mastered. PI and M astery Learning differ in that PI students continue to work
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through units regardless o f where the rest of the class is working. W ith M astery
L earning, students usually engage in enrichm ent activities until everyone has
m astered a particular unit before progressing. Farrell cites studies that show M astery
Learning allows m ost students to learn the basic curriculum , but that “criticism has
been advanced that the programs are overly structured, even m echanistic...giving too
little attention to creativity” (66). Although students can work individually with
regard to time, PI and M astery Learning may not provide individual content
consideration from which students benefit. Program-creators pick out the material
and the sequence of activities, and often teachers have no control over content.
Student choice in learning certainly is not a factor.
In the realm o f technology enriched education, the effects o f behaviorism first
showed up in com puter-assisted instruction (CAI). Early CAI differs from PI and
M astery Learning only because students use com puters rather than books or
w orkbooks to progress through units. Picture students sitting in front o f com puters,
staring at the screen, answ ering questions, and progressing through lessons step-bystep. The only interaction they have is with the com puter, not with the teacher or
other students. The learning is m inutely task organized in a highly system ic and
progressive fashion. Though some touted the use o f such programs as a w ay to free
teachers for more interaction with students, som e technology experts believed
com puters could eventually replace teachers in som e subjects. H ow ever, teachers
resisted this type of instruction, and the high costs o f com puters and o f developm ent
o f the CAI programs hindered the success o f C A I in the 1950s and 60s.
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A lthough they utilize some elem ents of Pi and M astery Learning, W ebQuests
allow for m ore student independence and creativity. W ebQ uest creators do select the
material students will access and do provide a sequence of activities for students to
follow. C reators m ust search out credible Internet resources that allow students to
gain the inform ation needed to com plete the W ebQuest. In addition, clear steps guide
students through the process of the W ebQ uest so that they spend as little time as
possible w ondering what they are to do next and how they are going to do it. The
creator’s ultim ate goal is to simplify the process o f the W ebQ uest so that students can
concentrate on the content and process o f learning, not on how to do the W ebQuest.
However, this structure leads to student independence. The resources and steps form
a base from which students start. In addition, unlike PI or M astery Learning program
developers, teachers can tailor resources and process sections to m eet the diverse
needs of their current students. Because W ebQ uest tasks usually ask students to
synthesize, analyze, or evaluate inform ation, right or wrong answers are rarely the
expected final product. Students have the freedom to m anipulate inform ation into
their version o f the final product. In addition, the non-linear fashion o f the Internet
allows students to access inform ation beyond what the W ebQ uest provides.
The W ebQ uest also differs considerably from early CA I software. Though a
com puter may have more color, anim ation, sound, etc., C A I software w asn’t much
different than the PI booklets. CA I program s that follow program m ed instruction
methods didn’t account for individual differences other than providing corrective
practice based on a students’ incorrect answers. Rather than m aking a one-size-fitsall program, W ebQ uests pose problem s that usually have no prescribed answ er and
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will m eet th e needs o f a varied audience. O ne such WebQuest, Josephine Zarro’s
“eG allery o f Tragic Heroes in Literature and Life,” asks students to provide graphic
representations of characters, write summaries of the heroes’ lives, and argue for their
inclusion in a list o f heroes. This activity gives students of different abilities the
opportunity to shine. Students are asked to provide artwork in som e form , summarize
inform ation, and persuade others to accept their proposal. Bern.ie D odge states, “I
liked the idea of being both planful and creative about helping people learn [with
W ebQ uests]” (Starr). Early CAI program s treated all students alike and were
typically less creative.

C ognitivism and the First Steps toward W ebQ uests

As with behaviorism , the W ebQ uest is both influenced by and works against
tenets o f cognitivism . W hen behaviorism waned in the 1970s w ith the advent of
cognitivism , psychologists studied the im portance o f students’ m ental processes when
learning, focusing on the importance o f long and short term, m em ory, prior know ledge
and schemata, active processing and practicing o f information, and application of
know ledge “in m eaningful real-world contexts” (Tiene and Ingram 30). Just as
behavioral objectives m ay influence the developm ent of a higher-order thinking
W ebQ uest task, the im portance o f cognitive mind structures influences the overall
structure of the W ebQ uest and specifically the process section o f the W ebQuest. The
steps and scaffolding teachers provide in the process section channel students’ work
and thinking. H ow ever, unlike the highly structured environm ents proposed by
cognitivists, the W ebQ uest allows for greater student freedom.
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C ognitivists study mental processes to determ ine how students can learn
best. They believe that prior knowledge and schem a work together to help students
retain inform ation in long term memory. A teacher’s main focus becom es to devise
ways in w hich information to be learned moves from short to long term m em ory
because short term memory has limited space and tim e o f retention. By activating a
student’s prior knowledge and schema, teachers can direct the acquisition and
retention o f new information. Teachers encourage students to recall Inform ation
applicable to the lesson they are about to experience. For exam ple, w hen beginning
the novel To Kill a M ockingbird, students m ight describe elements o f Southern life or
talk about racial tension to activate their prior knowledge. The theory behind this
activity has to do with schema. The brain is made up o f “filing cabinets” that store
inform ation in long term memory. In order to process new inform ation, it m ust find
its way to an appropriate cabinet. If I asked you to close your eyes and im agine a
candle, I doubt that everyone would visualize the exact same candle, b u t everyone
would probably envision a w axy material containing a wick for lighting. The brain
relies on the “cabinet” that stores Information on candles. W ithin that cabinet, many
different shapes, sizes, colors, types, etc. o f candles exist in the files. So, to
understand new' inform ation, students have to be encouraged to open their applicable,
existing cabinets, or prior know ledge, to process new inform ation.
Several theories o f lesson design em erged from these theories. The teacher
may develop lesson plans sim ilar to R obert G agne’s “Nine Events o f L earning” or
M adeline H unter’s “Instructional Theory into Practice.” The table below lists the
steps to be used when planning lessons.
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Table 1
Lesson Planning Steps
R obert G agne’s
N ine Events o f Learning

M adeline H unter’s
Instructional T heory into Practice

G aining attention

Objectives

Inform ing learners o f the objective

Standards

Stim ulating recail of prior learning

Anticipatory set

Presenting the stimulus

Teaching: input

Providing learning guidance

M odeling

Eliciting performance

Checking for understanding

Providing feedback

Guided practice/m onitoring

A ssessing performance

Closure

Independent practice
Enhancing retention and transfer
Sources: Kearsley, Greg. “Conditions o f Learning (R. G agne).” Theory into Practice
(TIP) D atabase. 2 June 2002 <http://tip.psychoiogy.org/gagne.htrai>.
Allen, Tom. “An O utline o f Direct Instruction.” 7 Nov. 2003
<http://w w w .hum boldt.edu/~thal/hunter-eei.htm l>.
By following G agne’s or H unter’s steps, the teacher provides the learner with the
tools for successfully understanding material. Prior know ledge is accessed so that the
student may utilize existing know ledge to understand new know ledge. The teacher
plans activities for the student that will encourage new inform ation to be processed by
existing schema. Finally, after providing the help necessary, the teacher assesses the
student’s perform ance in light o f the stated objective.
The W ebQ uest acknow ledges the im portance of these issues but in a m ore
student-centered way. Once the W ebQ uest has been created, teachers rem ove
themselves as prim ary inform ation givers. Students becom e responsible for accessing
the resources to construct their ow n knowledge. Com pare the sequence o f learning to
those in Table 1 above:
introduction
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task
process
resources
evaluation
conclusion
Like “gaining the attention” and “anticipatory set,” the introduction motivates
students to undertake their impending task. Exam ples include asking students to
becom e them e park inventors (Adams), city council members (“W ringer”), or
m agazine creators (Labor). The task clearly identifies the final product. The process
section, though, provides the most guidance for students’ learning. Scaffolding can
m ean the difference betw een a good W ebQ uest and a great W ebQ uest according to
Dodge. H e defines scaffolding as "a tem porary structure that's used to help learners
at [aj particular part o f the learning process. It’s specific and it's temporary"
(“G eneral”). For exam ple in “W itchcraft o f W itchhunt” by D eborah Jacobs, students
can take on the role o f either accused witch o r accused communist. The task is to
create a 7-day journal docum enting the students’ experiences in a historically correct
way. Later, students com pare the two roles in a Pow er Point presentation. Finally,
they w rite articles describing their assum ed characters’ trial and verdict. Scaffolding
in this W ebQ uest includes a guide for Internet research, a chart for possible journal
entries, a link to how to write in a journal, l inks to how to set up com parisons,
instructions on how to make a chart, and finally, tips for writing an article. The
creator has to decide, how ever, how much guidance to provide. It’s a careful balance
betw een knowing w hat students need and controlling their every move. As students
becom e more fam iliar with the process o f the W ebQ uest and its accom panying
activities, they will likely need less scaffolding.
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Positive aspects of cognitivism include the recognition that learners do play a
role in th e ir learning, and that the learners’ prior know ledge and schem a are im portant
in terms o f learning new skills. T iene and Ingram write,
T h a t means that we must find ways to help students link new inform ation and
skills to what they already know, put them in context, develop their own
perspectives about it, and decide how meaningful this material is to them. We
m u st also ensure that people have the opportunity to perform the new sk ill....”
(30)
A W ebQ uests introduction aims to activate students’ prior knowledge and grab their
attention w hile the process section provides guidance in the form o f scaffolding to
help students organize new inform ation into their schemas. Ideally, students have the
freedom to develop a unique final product and through the conclusion gain insight
into how the new skill or know ledge can be used in the future.
H ow ever, such careful planning prescribed by cognitivists can be detrim ental
If the teach er’s plan overshadows the needs of the learner. W ith the Gagne or Hunter
m odels, teachers determine the objectives and structure of the lesson. A lthough the
teacher carefully designs the W ebQ uest, ultimately, the learner takes responsibility
for analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating the inform ation in the creation o f the final
product. Dodge realizes that “ .. .the benefit to them [teachers] is seeing the center of
gravity o f the room move to w here the kids are” (Starr). W ith a w ell-designed
W ebQ uest the centrality o f the teacher lessens and the role of the learner increases.
...constructivism suggests that when students need to understand a m ore
complex or sophisticated topic like those that com prise W ebQ uests, it doesn't
help to serve them sim plified truths, boiled down exam ples, or step-by-step
- formulas. W hat they need are many exam ples with lots o f inform ation and
opinions on the topic through which they will sift until they have constructed
an understanding that not only connects to their own individual prior
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know ledge, but also builds new schema that will be refined when students
encounter the topic again in the future. (March)
The ultim ate goal o f the cognitive approach to teaching is to transfer know ledge to
the student through carefully planned steps, and while know ledge transfer is
im portant in W ebQuests, the ultimate goal o f the W ebQ uest is for the learner to
construct know ledge.

Constructivism and W ebQuests

A lthough W ebQ uests often state or imply behavioral cognitive objectives and
utilize a lesson plan design similar to those created by cognitivists, they fit m ost
closely with a constructivist model o f learning. The objectives and plans give
structure and focus, but the basic W ebQ uest design should allow students to work
independently and with peers to m ake their own meanings. Jean Piaget, focusing on
the mental developm ent o f the learner, and Lev Vygotsky, focusing on both the
mental and social developm ent o f the learner, greatly influenced constructivist theory,
.and therefore, the W ebQuest. Because D odge recom mends that students work in
cooperative groups, both individual and social dynamics affect learning. In
W ebQuests that follow D odge’s m odel, students m ust be able to work independently
and with others to construct knowledge.
Sometimes called a radical constructivist (Huang and N ichani 40), a social
epistemologist (K earsley “G enetic”), o r cognitivist (Tiene and Ingram 31), Jean
Piaget, whatever one labels him, im pacted the developm ent o f constructivism with his
theories about how individuals construct knowledge. C ontinuing with research done
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by cognitive theorists on schema, Piaget carefully studied how children adapted to
changes in their environm ents. He noted that new Information had to be assimilated '
and/or accom m odated Into the child’s existing schem a in order for equilibrium to be
restored w ithin the ch ild ’s brain and learning to occur.
This theory can help us see how the steps o f the W ebQ uest w ork to help all
students learn. To make sure that students are able to understand im pending
activities, the introduction activates prior know ledge and motivates students to want
to com plete the activity. The task, too, must be something of consequence to the
student in order to make the process worth com pleting. If it is not, then students
faced with disequilibria, o r lack of assimilation or accommodation, w o n ’t bother
working to reach equilibrium . John Dewey had a similar idea and added the notion
that the unm otivated or “unguided” student w ouldn’t learn anything new. Although
he advocated student choice, he did not mean that students should be able to do
w hatever they wish:
If you simply indulge this interest fin drawing] by letting the child go on
indefinitely, there is no growth that is m ore than accidental. But let the child
first express his impulse, and then through criticism , question, and suggestion
[facilitation] bring him to consciousness o f what he has done, and what he
needs to do, and the result is quite different. (41)
In D ew ey’s approach, the teacher works as a coach to help students assim ilate and
accom m odate the new inform ation in order to com e to a higher understanding of the
m aterial studied. Finally, w ithin the process, the teacher m ust provide scaffolding
that allows students to assim ilate and/or accom m odate the new inform ation. Left
alone to figure out w hat they are supposed to do, some students m ight quit when
faced with challenges. Piaget writes,
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[T jhere is a much more productive form o f instruction: the so-called ‘activ e’
schools endeavor to create situations that...evoke spontaneous elaboration on
th e part of the child, if one manages both to spark his interest and to present
th e problem in such a way that it corresponds to the structures he had already
form ed for himself. (11)
Because th e learner has to grasp the material through these mental processes, learning
activities m ust “actively involve students and present challenges” (Kearsley
“G enetic” ). Otherwise, students may not make the effort to com mit process or
product to long term memory.
Jerom e Bruner took P iaget’s model for “active” schools a bit further and
developed the idea o f discovery learning. W hile earlier cognitive theorists began to
recognize the role of the student’s mind in learning, Bruner realized that students
have to be aw are o f how they learn: “Discovery teaching generally involves not so
much the process o f leading students to discover w hat is ‘out there,’ but rather, their
discovering what is in their own heads. It involves encouraging them to say, Let me
stop and think about that; Let me use my head; Let me have some vicarious trial and
error” (72). W hether in the stage o f working alone or in groups, students com pleting
a W ebQ uest have ample opportunity to uncover and test new knowledge. In addition,
because students usually d o n ’t have to come up w ith ju st one correct answ er to a

.

problem, less pressure allows trial and error to occur more frequently. Teachers also
must be careful to not ask students to “discover” the teacher’s predeterm ined
information. Discovery learning should be viewed as “a personal construction, rather
than as a discovery o f w hat exists....L earning to learn —including the ability to ask
questions, evaluate o n e’s strategies, and develop answers to questions in the content
dom ain— is the goal in this view o f discovery learning” (D uffy and Cunningham
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182). M etacognition, thought about thought itself, is likely to occur as a byproduct o f
discovery .learning as students become more proficient at and conscious of adjusting
their environm ent to m eet their needs.
V ygotsky, em phasizing the social dim ension of learning, can help us understand
why W ebQ uests can be successful cooperative learning activities. V ygotsky m ade a
connection between thought and language. He believed that ideas and words needed
each other to exist. If students don’t talk about their ideas, then the ideas become
“shadow fsj.” If students d o n ’t think before speaking, then their words are “dead”
(V ygotsky Thought 153). He elaborates on this idea later in M ind in Society, when
describing the difference between the interpersonal and intrapersonal functions of
speech. Y oung children, when confronted with a challenging activity that they cannot
perform on their own, automatically appeal to others in their vicinity for help. If help
is denied, then the children resort to egocentric audible speech to solve the problem .
W hen children learn to internalize this speech to help them solve problems that
cannot be talked through with others, they m ove from social (interpersonal) speech to
internal (intrapersonal) speech. Thus, social interaction allow s students to think aloud
and formulate conclusions, and this in turn, can lead to internalization o f thought
processes to be applied to similar situations when students w ork alone later.
W ebQuests, by encouraging independent work within groups allow s both to happen. .
F or example in “ Radio D ays,” students m ust produce a radio dram a modeled after
those heard in the 1930s and 1940s (M atzat). Each student has the individual
responsibility for com piling new inform ation in their roles as playwright, sound
effects person, and advertising executive. Then, each person has to com plete his/her
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part o f th e script before m eeting together as a group to finalize, practice, and perform
the script. The main com ponent o f cooperative learning, positive interdependence,
allows each student to be responsible both for his/her own work and the w ork o f the
group.
V ygotsky’s conception o f the Zone of Proxim al D evelopm ent (ZPD) also helps us
understand the importance o f cooperative learning in W ebQuests. Vygotsky defined
the zone as “the distance between the actual developm ental level as determ ined by
independent problem solving and the level o f potential developm ent as determined
through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with m ore capable
peers” (italics in original Vygotsky M ind 86). This concept helps explain the role of
teachers as coaches and o f other students in collaborative interaction. W hile Piaget
felt that students should be challenged within their developmental stage, the ZPD
works under the assumption that students can learn difficult concepts if given proper
support. The W ebQuest provides this support in three ways. First, teachers during its
creation have already built in scaffolding that provides “resource links, a compelling
problem or task, tem plates for student products, [and] guidance on cognitive and
social skills” (Dodge “W ebQ uests”). Second, students work with peers to accomplish
the task set before them. In group settings each person in the group m ay not have a
“m ore capable peer,” yet, the sharing o f know ledge alone can be enough to help
students grapple with difficult concepts. V ygotsky believed that harder information
could be learned “when the child is interacting w ith people in his environm ent and in
cooperation with his peers” (M ind 90). Finally, the teacher may be able to work as
the “ m ore capable peer.” Consequently, teachers should not divorce them selves from
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the students once the W ebQ uest begins. They work with students to help them
understand and com plete their roles and construct final products and understandings.
Technology-based learning activities do face criticism even when they are based
on sound learning theory. In “T he C om puter D elusion,” Todd O ppenheim er
delineates a dism al history of technology use and the im pact on education as proof
that the com puters fall under the sam e technological hype.
In 1922 Thom as Edison predicted that "the motion picture is destined to
revolutionize our educational system and ... in a few years it will supplant largely,
if not entirely, the use of textbooks." Twenty-three years later, in 1945, W illiam
Levenson, the director of the Cleveland public schools' radio station, claim ed that
"the tim e may come when a portable radio receiver will be as com m on in the
classroom as is the blackboard." Forty years after that the noted psychologist B. F.
Skinner, referring to the first days o f his "teaching machines," in the late 1950s
and early 1960s, wrote, "I was soon saying that, with the help o f teaching
m achines and programm ed instruction, students could learn twice as m uch in the
same tim e and with the same effort as in a standard classroom ." Ten years after
Skinner's recollections were published, President Bill Clinton cam paigned for "a
bridge to the tw enty-first century ... where com puters are as much a part o f the
classroom as blackboards."
TV and movies, radio, program m ed instruction, and com puters have all been hyped
as the cure for the problems with education. However, teacher acceptance and cost
largely have prevented these innovations from working in schools even when they
were well-conceived. Teachers and others worry m ore about their students and how
to teach them m ost effectively than the new est trends. Clifford Stoll believes that
[ijt’s easy to talk about com puters’ speed, memory, and novelty. M ore
difficult to grapple with are the frustrations they generate, their costs (both
obvious and indirect), and their side effects. Y et these dow nsides m ay be
more im portant than overhyped benefits. W h at’s lost when we adopt new
technologies? W ho’s m arginalized? W hat valuable things get tram pled? (xii)
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Larry Cuban, a wary com puter advocate, thinks that “ ...larg er social and civic goals”
o f A m erican Democracy “will trump the slow revolution in teaching practices
[toward constructivism ]” (196-97). He believes that traditional education has
supported “historical legacies in school structures and parents’ and taxpayers’ social
beliefs about what schools should be doing” (196). Fundam ental changes in the way
students are taught cannot and perhaps should not overcom e m ore than 200 years of
educational history, and technology is not likely to become any tim e soon an
exclusive or com prehensive way to im proving student learning.
Nevertheless, technology used appropriately and for good reasons can aid
student learning. W e need to think carefully and critically about how technology can
enhance and foster learning. W ebQuests must be w ell-designed, o f course, to be
effective. Patrick O ’Sullivan suggests a m ore balanced way o f thinking about
technology:

An alternative to extremes o f advocacy and opposition is a balanced view of
technologies, which recognizes that technologies are not inherently ‘g o o d ’ or
’ ‘bad.’...a thorough evaluation is unlikely to be a sim plistic ‘good’ or ‘b ad ’
dichotomy. M ore likely an evaluation will reveal a m ixture o f positive and
negative potentials, and different mixtures for different applications and users.
(57)
G ood teachers are able to make thoughtful decisions about w hen to use technology to
com plement their learning goals. In addition, good teachers know their students, so
they develop curriculum and activities around students’ developm ental and social
needs. O f course, good teaching can occur with or without technology ju st as bad
teaching can occur in both settings, and the use o f technology d o esn ’t guarantee
increased student learning and m otivation. However, pairing the technology with
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constructivist strategies greatly Increases the likelihood o f student m otivation and
success. B rucklacher and G im bert ask,

A re educators who use com puters and the Internet better educators? Are
students who use com puters and the Internet better learners? They can be.
T he cooperative learning that is possible in com puter settings with certain
role-playing software program s and with inquiry-based W eb pages can help
educators better guide students to construct meaning, to build knowledge, and
to becom e better learners. (42)
W ebQ uests, when thoughtfully developed, do allow students to create their own
understanding o f content knowledge and to focus on the process o f their own
learning. M etacognition, or thinking about thinking, asks students to go one step
beyond learning new inform ation. They become responsible for consciously thinking
about and guiding their own learning. During the W ebQ uest process students should
use the follow ing steps: develop a plan o f action to com plete the W ebQ uest, m onitor
how successful they are at com pleting the W ebQ uest task, and evaluate not only the
final product but also the steps that led to the final product (“M etacognition”) .

In this chapter I have set forward the learning theory that under girds the
W ebQ uest activity. Elem ents o f behaviorism, cognitivism , and constructivism
contribute to the form at o f the W ebQuest; consequently, the W ebQ uest, wellgrounded in sound learning theory, is an effective technology-based activity. In the
following chapters, I exam ine how specific W ebQ uests have been utilized in.
secondary English teacher education with a view to their function in secondary
English language arts classroom s. The W ebQ uest is not a simple or single teaching
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strategy, and through each of these chapters, i address different kinds o f W ebQ uests
and focus

ok

their successes and limitations. /
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CH APTER III

CREATING M Y O W N W EBQUEST

A lthough the W ebQ uest concept has been in existence since 1 9 9 5 ,1 first
learned o f it in Fail o f 2001. W hile talcing a graduate course on teaching literature, I
was asked to make a W ebQuest. As a class, we talked about the basic steps: task,
resources, process, and evaluation. W e also looked at Bernie D odge’s W ebQ uest site
and at som e examples. However, as I later realized, I didn’t really have a true grasp
o f the nuances of the W ebQuest. Exam ining the W ebQuest I created will illustrate
both the possibilities for learning about W ebQ uests and problem s that typically occur
in W ebQ uest design.

. Because I was studying American Literature at the time, I decided to
concentrate on American voices for freedom. I chose Benjamin Franklin, Thom as
Jefferson, and M artin Luther King, Jr. as people for students to research in order to
create a booklet celebrating the American tradition o f fighting for freedom . This
W ebQ uest was created as an activity for A m erican Literature students to com plete
during a unit on freedom . In the booklet, students would include early and
contemporary voices captured through photographs, drawings, new s headlines, and
articles. I diligently researched Web sites that provided songs, autobiographical
information, audio recordings o f speeches, e-texts, paintings, and photographs. I
w anted to utilize the m ultiple types of resources available on the Internet, and I
32
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intended to produce a W ebQuest that would be challenging and interesting. A s you
read this w ord processed version o f the first W ebQ uest I created, V oices o f Freedom
Collection, look for a challenging task that requires higher level thinking, a clear
process, scaffolding, and an appropriate method o f evaluation.

Task

W ith at least one other student, create a booklet, W eb page, CD -Rom , new spaper,
video, etc. that celebrates a tradition o f fighting for freedom. Your project may
include the three role models you investigate in the process and resources step, but
you m ust also include others that you find on your own. Look for leaders who have
worked to earn rights and fight injustice. M ake sure you choose at least 10 people to
profile. Briefly identify and highlight the cause and achievem ents o f the voices you
have chosen. Include copies o f photographs, draw ings, news headlines and articles,
and other images. If possible, include video or audio clips. Finally, com pose a
statem ent or artwork that dem onstrates your groups’ beliefs about freedom .

Process and Resources

The following steps will help you identify individuals and cultural docum ents
involved in American freedom struggles and introduce you to W eb-based research.
All o f these steps will be com pleted with your partner(s).
1.

Yankee Doodle
a.

Listen to and read the original version o f “Yankee D oodle” , G eorge
M. C ohan’s “Yankee D oodle D andy,” and the C onfederate parody.
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• Listen to the C ohan song and see the lyrics.
http://w w w .sm ickandsm odoo.com /aaa/Iyrics/yankeedoodle.ht

m
• Listen to the song, see the lyrics, and see more on the origin.
http://www.niehs.Eih.gov/kids/lyrics/yankee.htm
• Read the original and Confederate parody o f the song.
http://ingeb.org/songs/yankeedo.htm l
b. How do the meanings differ? W hy?
c.

Prepare a version to one o f the same tunes with your own lyrics to
perform for the class.

d. O ther W eb sites o f interest
• Learn how to m ake a macaroni hat.
http://w w w .20ishparents.com /holiday/july4th/yankeedoodledan
dy.shtml
Benjam in Franklin
a.

Read excerpt from Benjam in Franklin’s A utobiography on the 13
virtues.
• Start reading at “It was about this tim e I conceiv'd the bold
and arduous project o f arriving at m oral perfection.” T his point
is about half way through chapter 8.
http://w w w .earlyam erica.com /lives/franklin/chapt8/index.htm l

b. How does Benjamin F ran k lin ’s plan connect with building a new
nation?
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c.

Why does Benjam in Franklin think it is important to analyze one’s
behavior?

d. W hy does Benjamin Franklin write about his struggles for moral
perfection.?
e. M ake your own list o f 13 virtues. M eet with your group and discuss
how you m ight attain them. List 13 virtues that you can agree upon on
a poster board to hang in the classroom.
f.

O ther W eb sites o f interest
• Read information on Benjamin Franklin the printer.
http://sln.fi.edu/franklin/printer/printer.htm l
• Read Benjamin Franklin’s A-Z maxims.
http://sln.fi.edu/franklin/printer/abc.htm l
« View the “Join or Die cartoon.
http://sln.fi.edu/franklixi/printer/images/join-die.jpg
• View a picture o f Benjamin Franklin’s printing press.
http://sln.fi.edu/franklin/printer/im ages/press.jpg
• V iew pictures of Benjam in Franklin.
http://w w w .english.udel.edu/lem ay/franklin/
• Create a postcard with an almanac on the front.
http://w w w .classrooratoday.com /StudentC enter/postcards/creat
ePostCard.asp?ID =96

Thomas Jefferson
a. Read “T he Declaration of Independence.”
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• Read the text.
http://ww w .nara.gov/exhali/charters/deciaration/declaration.ht
ml
• See a photo o f the original stone engraving.
http://ww w .nar a. gov/exhall/charters/declaration./ decstone .jpg
b. Find the original version that Thom as Jefferson wrote. How was it
changed for the final draft? W hy?
• View and read Thom as Jefferson’s original version.
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/treasures/trtOO 1.html
• Read an excellent analysis o f the first draft.
http://ww w .loc.gov/loc/lcib/9907/jeffdec.htm l
c.

W hat arguments does Thomas. Jefferson use to support his opinions
and persuade the reader/King?

d. How does religion play a part in the “Declaration o f Independence?”
e.

W hat is a tyrant? W ho is the tyrant in this docum ent?

f.

Research at least one other “tyrant” from history or today. W ho was/is
fighting against this tyrant? W hy? Do the liberation fighters have any
similar docum ents to the “D eclaration o f Independence?” Create
artwork that represents the oppressed p erso n ’s (fighter’s) struggle.

g. O ther W eb sites o f interest
• View John T rum bull’s painting “T he D eclaration of
Independence” 1786. You will have to scroll dow n to alm ost
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the bottom o f the page.
http://m em ory.loc.gov/am m em /today/jun06.htrai
• View another site with T rum bull’s painting and read an art
critic’s opinion o f it. http://am ericanrevolution.org/decsm .htm l
• View a photo o f the 1781 flag with 13 stars and read about
the history o f Am erican flags.
http://www.hom eofheroes.com /hallofheroes/1 st_floor/flag/1Be
njarmin Frankhna__hist2.html
• View and read about Thomas Jefferson’s home M onticello.
http://ww w .m onticello.org/
• Browse through an excellent Thom as Jefferson archive o f etexts. http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/jefferson/
4.

M artin Luther King, Jr.
a.

Read and listen to M artin Luther King, Jr.’s “Letter from B irm ingham
Jail.”
• Read the full text.
http://w w w .stanford.edu/group/K ing/frequentdocs/birm ingham
.pdf

.

• Examine this extensive resource for everything having to do
with M artin L uther King, Jr., including audio clips o f the
“Letter from Birm ingham Jail” and the “I Have a D ream ”
speech. http://ww w .stanford.edu/group/K ing/index.htm
b. Read the article to w hich M artin Luther K ing, Jr. was replying.
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• Read the article that prom pted response.
http://w w w .stanford.edu/group/king/frequentdoes/clergy.pdf
c. How does religion play a part in the letter?
d. W rite a “Letter to the Editor” response to M artin L uther King, J r.’s
letter.
e.

O ther W eb sites o f interest
• Exam ine inform ation on the M artin Luther K ing, Jr. national
historic site, http://ww w .nps.gov/m alu/
• View Life im ages of M artin Luther K ing, Jr.
http://w w w .lifem ag.com /Life/m lk/m lkpics.htm l
• V iew Life covers o f M artin Luther King, Jr.
http://w w w .lifem ag.com /Life/m lk/m lkcovers.htm l
• Exam ine Stanford U niversity’s extensive W eb site for M artin
Luther King, Jr. http://w w w .stanford.edu/group/K ing/

Evaluation

Voices of Freedom Collection - You m ust turn in two parts.
1.

A booklet, W eb page, CD -Rom , newspaper, video, etc. that meets the
following requirements:
a.

celebrates a tradition o f fighting for freedom

b.

includes at least 10 people who have worked to earn rights and
fight injustice
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c.

briefly identifies and highlights the cause and achievem ents o f the
10 people

d.

includes copies of photographs, draw ings, news headlines and
articles, and other images

e.
2.

includes video or audio clips

A docum ent or artwork that demonstrates your groups’ beliefs about
freedom and how it applies to your lives.
W hen I completed this W ebQ uest, I felt that my task, process and resources

sections, and evaluation clearly outlined what students were supposed to do and
accomplish. In this W ebQuest students know that they will be researching freedom
fighters to gain a greater know ledge o f the people and their causes to help them
formulate and articulate their own beliefs about freedom . I tried to create a good
W ebQ uest task to engage students by making learning relevant to their lives. In
addition, within the process and resources section, I ask students to com plete a variety
of clearly w ritten tasks that require synthesis, analysis, and evaluation o f resources to
gain skills and knowledge for their final product. They would be using their
creativity and analytic skills, not sim ply restating som eone else’s material, in a
different way. They create a song. They analyze them selves and create their own
version o f Ben Franklin’s 13 virtues. They research a current or historical “tyrant”
and synthesize what they find out about him or her and the people he or she was
oppressing into artwork. Finally, they write a form al letter o f response to the fam ous
M artin Luther King, Jr. “Letter from Birm ingham Jail.” All o f these miniassignments require that I authentically assess student learning. Students create
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docum ents o r artwork that shows how they have processed the provided information.
In addition, students apply lessons learned about freedom to their ow n lives and learn
lessons about freedom in order to com pete the final task o f form ulating their ow n
beliefs about freedom.
A lthough this W ebQuest has a num ber o f strengths, it differs from the original
W ebQ uest design in several ways. First o f all, I left out the introduction and
conclusion steps. Though not necessarily a central part o f the task itself, the
introductory statem ent draws students into the project by highlighting the task ahead
in a manner that asks them to recall prior know ledge and/or piques their interest. The
conclusion ties up the activity by asking students to apply their new know ledge to
future situations. W ithout these steps, the W ebQ uest seems m ore abrupt, less
dependent on prior knowledge and less oriented to future learning. M y W ebQ uest
could be improved by adding an introduction that asks students to think about their
personal freedom in relation to others who seek freedom. W hat freedom s do they
have at home, in school, in their com m unity, and in the U nited States? How do their
lives relate to others who fight for freedom ? The conclusion, then, could ask them to
take the information they gained and apply it to their future. How can you work
toward more freedom in your life or help others to do so?
The task I created poses several problem s. My directions tell the student to
pick one or more partners to com plete the task. No specific assignm ents are m ade or
roles created for dividing up the w ork to insure that it truly becom es a cooperative
exercise. Furthermore, the final product asks students to profile ten people w ho have
worked to earn rights and fight injustice, m aking them search for seven other people
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to include in their booklet. O ne o f the points o f a W ebQ uest is to provide quality
resources fo r students so that they can spend more time on task rather than searching
blindly for credible resources. Additionally, the task provides several options for the
final product. W hile choice can be motivating, the vague directions o f “create a
booklet, W eb page, CD -Rom , newspaper, video, etc.” do not provide students with
sufficient scaffolding or structure to com plete the task. They are forced to guess
exactly w hat 1 want them to create. Com pounding this problem, the evaluation
method that I propose is not sufficiently thorough as it is nothing m ore than a
checklist. A rubric would provide students with a better idea about w hat is
exem plary, adequate, or failing work.
In my W ebQuest, when examining the process and resources, students find
that they actually have several sequenced tasks to com plete, not ju st the two tasks
described in the task section. In my W ebQ uest they must com pose original lyrics,
post their own lists o f thirteen virtues, create original artwork representing a tyrant
they m ust find and research on their own, and write a letter to the editor in response to
M artin Luther King, Jr.’s letter. I intended that these assignments w ould obligate
students to research historical figures. Then, they would take all that they had learned
and put it into their m ulti-genre projects. H ow ever, when looking at this list, I realize
that this W ebQuest m ight take weeks to com plete. Though W ebQ uests can differ in
duration, the W ebQ uest ! designed now strikes m e as needlessly long and difficult.
Furthermore, students have little idea as to how I will assess these sm aller
intermediate projects or even if or how these projects count in the final evaluation.
The evaluation section should mention these assignments. M ost im portantly, these
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projects should reflect the tradition o f fighting for freedom that is the central learning
goal. As their final task, I ask students to compose a docum ent or artw ork that
dem onstrates their groups’ beliefs about freedom. 1 am asking them to synthesize the
information that they have gathered about freedom fighters and then evaluate what
freedom m eans to them. This seems to be a more worthy, real-w orld task than
creating a booklet repeating information they’ve found on the Internet.
Exam ining my classm ates’ W ebQuests in the course where I created this
W ebQuest, looking at other exam ples, learning different W ebQ uest developm ent .
methods, and doing more research, clarified for me that my W ebQ uest needed
significant im provem ent. My ow n struggle to develop a sound W ebQ uest m ade me
even m ore intrigued with W ebQ uest design. I decided to learn m ore about them in a
way that I ’ve often found I learn best, by teaching. H aving had the experience of
trying to make a W ebQ uest would help me to better understand my students’ process
o f making them. First, I would make sure that students understand all o f the steps of
the W ebQuest. Then, I would stress the im portance o f creating a doable, challenging
task. Preservice teachers would also have to concentrate on carefully constructing
steps and scaffolding for their W ebQuests. Finally, they would learn about creating
and using rubrics to evaluate their students’ work. 1 hoped that I could pass.the
lessons I had learned about W ebQ uest developm ent on to ray students.
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C H A PTER IV

IN TEG RA TIN G TECHNOLOGY IN TO TH E M ETH O DS CLA SSRO O M

. A fter making the com mitment to teach preservice teachers how to create
W ebQ uests, I realized that attention would have to be paid to the technology and
support available to me and my students. W hen integrating technology into the
methods classroom, the following questions m ust be considered:
®How many computers do I have available to me during class time?
®Do the com puters have the hardw are and software available for what I want
to use them for?
®What other technology resources are available in the room for me to use?
®Do I feel com fortable using these com puters and the softw are?
®What type o f training is available to m e so I can use the com puters and the
software effectively?
W hat kind o f support is available to me in the classroom once my students
start using the com puters?
®What kind o f support is available to my students outside o f the classroom ?

At W estern M ichigan University, I taught in a brand new w ireless com puting
lab. The room had 24 wireless laptop com puters loaded with w ord processing, W eb
page design, im age-editing, and Internet brow ser software preservice teachers would
need to participate in our class electronic conference and create their own teaching
43
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W eb sites and WebQuests. The room also contained a data projector, tw o scanners,
and two laser printers. The layout consisted of individual tables and chairs on wheels
that could be organized in many configurations; therefore, collaboration could take
place in m any forms. Students could work by them selves, in groups o f any number,
or in a circle with their laptops.as well as theater style for presentations. The
flexibility o f the layout o f the room allowed preservice teachers the opportunity to
utilize all o f these discussion form ats and work environm ents within the confines o f a
fully functioning com puter lab.
In order to make their teaching W eb sites and W ebQuests, students needed
access to W eb page design software. The com puters in our classroom , in the open
labs in the basem ent o f our building, and in m ost o f the labs on cam pus included
various versions o f D ream w eaver® by M acrom edia® . W estern M ichigan
U niversity’s com puter store also sells the m ost recent version of D ream w eaver® at a
significant discount for students, or a free 30-day trial version o f the softw are can be
dow nloaded from the M acrom edia® W eb site. O ther W eb page design softw are they
may have access to like N etscape® Com poser and M icrosoft® FrontPage® or a
com m ercial sites on the Internet like Yahoo®G eoCities could also be used. Because
I created my own W eb site and W ebQ uests using D ream weaver® and G eoC ities. the
m ajority of students chose these tw o to use.
Let me briefly describe the positive and negative aspects o f w orking with a
W eb page design program like D ream w eaver® or a fully supported on-line
publishing resource such as G eoCities that both I and my preservice teachers have
discovered. In order to create their teaching W eb sites and W ebQ uests, preservice
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teachers need to know how to type, insert text and images, create m ultiple pages,
make links to other W eb pages, insert em ail addresses, and publish their pages. Both
D ream w eaver® and GeoCities allow students to perforin these basic functions though
at varying degrees of difficulty. D ream w eaver® allows W eb page designers a lot o f
flexibility to place text and images anyw here on the page and provides a lot o f
creative choices with regard to background colors and im ages and text color, font,
and size. Students can import text from other files with little or no distortion o f the
original form atting. Inserting im ages from a file or from the Internet can be done
easily. G eoC ities allows W eb page designers to do ail o f this, too. In fact, the
simplicity o f the site and the built-in tools on the screen m ake it easier than
D ream w eaver® to locate buttons to insert text and im ages and form at pages.
However, because GeoCities is a com m ercially driven site m eant for ease o f use, I
have two problem s with it. First, the free site, when published, has pop-up
advertisements appearing at any given time. The creator o f the site has no control
over the timing, amount, or content o f the ads. In fact, som e o f the advertisem ents
may not be appropriate for secondary students (especially W eb cam ads that show
women suggestively using the cam era). For a small m onthly fee, a site w ithout
advertisements is available. Second, the site doesn’t offer the flexibility of
Dreamweaver®. M y preservice teachers find that im porting text from word
processing files into the G eoCities site often causes a m ultitude o f form atting
problems that one doesn’t experience with D ream w eaver®. In addition, many o f my
preservice teachers choose tem plate pages available on the G eoCities site rather than
starting with a blank page. They som etim es have problem s working w ith w hat the
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tem plate provides while also doing what they want or need to do for the course
assignment. N onetheless, some preservice teachers do not have the tim e to use the
labs on cam pus, so many choose GeoCities so that they may w ork on their sites and
publish them from any com puter with Internet access.
One issue that students struggle with in regard to D ream w eaver© has to do
with its publishing protocols. The steps that m ust be followed to define and publish
the site can be com plicated. Unlike G eoC ities. which provides server space and
instant publishing at the push of a button, D ream weaver® is softw are, not a server,
and thus does not provide a place for publishing pages. A t our university, students
are able to publish W eb sites on the university server; therefore, preservice teachers
utilize their W estern M ichigan University com puter accounts to take advantage of
their allotted space on W M U ’s W eb server. Known as “H om epages,” students must
register for their space online and m ust know and use their student com puter account
user names and passw ords to get started and to publish every time. N ot only do the
D ream weaver® publishing steps sometimes confuse them, but problem s with
W M U ’s server can also keep them from publishing. Publishing using
Dreamweaver® often is more frustrating than the one button approach o f G eoC ities.
A fter experience, though, com pleting these steps becomes second nature and W eb
pages and files can in the end be m ore easily worked with w hen using
Dreamweaver® and a private server such as W M U ’s.
Another aspect o f our technology work included participating in a class
threaded-discussion com puter conference, C onfer V, accessible from any com puter
via the Internet using students’ com puter account user nam es and passwords. This
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resource Is provided by W estern M ichigan U niversity for its faculty and students, but
many other conferencing program s are available. Preservice teachers were asked to
use this conference to write both in and out of class. I asked them to respond to
specific topics related to English education, but I also encouraged them to add topics
they were interested In. I w anted them to discuss w hat they were thinking about and
had questions about, and I w anted to create an open forum for topics related to the
teaching o f English. The electronic conference was considered inform al, and
preservice teachers didn’t have to worry about gram m ar, spelling, m echanics, etc.
when posting their messages. H owever, I rem inded them to make sure that their
messages clearly conveyed their meaning as tone o f voice and facial expressions do
not accom pany electronic writing. Confer was graded with regards to am ount of
participation and thoughtfulness o f responses.
On Confer my preservice teachers had the freedom to express their thoughts
about and problems with technology and the teaching o f English both in and out of
class. Confer provided a significant forum for discussion o f W ebQ uests, and
preservice teachers’ com m ents on Confer are an im portant source o f data from which
I exam ine student attitudes. They cam e up with discussion topics like “I woke up
with a W ebQ uest headache!” and “I hate com puters!” W ithin these discussions,
students offered both positive and negative thoughts about using technology In our
classroom and advice for people who needed help w ith both technology related
assignments and other course assignm ents. The author o f the first C onfer item above
woke up In a panic at 5:30 In the morning, worried that she was part o f a group that
had to com plete the hardest W ebQ uest ever. She writes, “ And when I woke up I was
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having an anxiety attack.” One o f her fellow classmates com m iserates, yet offers
some hope:
The W ebQ uests have been time consuming but I think that we will all be
really glad that we not only know what they are and how we can use theirs in a
classroom but also how to create our own. They may be a little rough now but
1 think after we look at our critiques and at other groups W ebQ uests we will
have a better outlook.
The author o f the second Confer item above writes about her sheer frustration with
and lack o f know ledge about com puters: “M y whole life I have avoided com puters
whenever p o ssib le.. ..I cannot surf the W eb or send e-mail. All I know how to do is
this confer and W ord. I hate these stupid things.. . Her classm ates offered her the
following advice:
®YouTl adapt, you’ll get better on com puters, and life will go on, trust me.
®As frustrated as you m ight be you have to keep telling yourself that this will
all be worth it, that is if you d o n ’t throw your com puter out the w indow first.
•The W ebQ uest...seem s like a lot, but we will be working on it for the next
few weeks I think and I wish I knew more about com puters so in that sense
I’m glad we are learning this stu ff....
•This W ebQ uest assignm ent baffles me. I understand the content but the
com puter side o f it still rem ains a mystery. Com puters are only going to gain
in popularity.... lu s t a thought, I w onder how m any sixth graders right now
could find a book in a new library using a card catalog as opposed to the
number o f students who could send an em ail? I think that we would not be
too excited about the results o f that little experim ent.
®I think it’s cool that we learned how to build a W ebsite. Plus 1 think
W ebQuests are c o o l.. .1 d o n ’t really know how practical they would be in my
classroom (because I d o n ’t know how many com puters I would have access to
for one c la ss.. .plus internet). Even though we may hate
com puters...som etim es they are really great. Really they are.
All o f these responses show that preservice teachers used C onfer to think critically
about how. when, and how much they m ight use technology in their classroom s.
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As these com m ents show, once professors decide how they can use
technology in their classrooms, they then m ust consider their audience. In any class
that involves an extensive use o f technology, professors m ust address the issues that
m ake users hostile to and uncomfortable with technology so they can overcom e their
problem s and fears. Paim quist et al found that even if teachers who are
uncom fortable with new technology know that using technology will im prove student
learning, they w on’t use it. 37% o f my students indicated that technology problems,
alone caused them the m ost problems when designing their W ebQ uest. Therefore,
tim e spent in. preservice m ethods courses developing com fort with and addressing
technology issues is likely a positive influence on whether those preservice teachers
w ill actually use technology effectively in their own classroom s. A teacher survey
conducted in 1999 by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) found that
“23 percent o f public school teachers reported feeling well prepared [to use
com puters and the Internet in the classroom] and an additional 10 percent reported
feeling very well prepared to use com puters and the Internet in their teaching”
(U nited Teacher). These num bers are encouraging, but if they are to rise preservice
teachers should be allow ed to experim ent with and learn from technology. Less
experienced teachers and teachers who received more hours o f professional
developm ent felt more com fortable using “com puters and the Internet for classroom
instruction” (United T eacher). Even those preservice teachers that resist using
technology or feel less com fortable with it can benefit from the experiences. They
are. likely to be more open to future training once they becom e teachers.
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Therefore, methods professors should be proactive in setting up technology
support fo r their preservice teachers. G enerally, preservice teachers have learned
most effectively in my classes through the follow ing experiences:
■I . seeing different teaching with technology techniques m odeled
2.

learning programs hands-on in the classroom

3.

taking part in mini-lessons about the technology w e’re using

4. having one-on-one contact with me, classm ates, or technology support
people in the cam pus com puter labs.
First, methods professors should model the lessons that they expect preservice
teachers to create. Preservice teachers need to see that using com puters in the
classroom can happen in many different ways, including the use of W eb-based
instruction and research. W eb site and W ebQ uest creation, Confer, and general Webbased research goes on during each o f my classes. Second, preservice teachers
should be allowed to learn the program s that they will be using by experiencing them
during class time. This in-class tim e allows professors to assess how the preservice
teachers handle the new' program s and their assignm ents to adapt the help and
guidance they provide in class. Third, working in a lab environm ent on assignm ents
allows professors the opportunity to design m ini-lessons that directly address areas
with which students are having problem s. M ini-lessons about how to create links, add
images, im port resumes, find good on-line resources, respond to C onfer item s, etc.
give preservice teachers the know ledge they will need to use these resources. Fourth,
just having someone who can answ er questions and provide support m ay help
preservice teachers when using technology. B ecause my preservice teachers cam e
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from a variety of educational backgrounds, some were undergraduates, graduates
returning post-baccalaureate to get a teaching certificate, or practicing teachers
returning to add an English endorsem ent to their certification, they brought with them
a wide range o f life experiences, not to mention com puter skills. Some preservice
teachers cam e to class with a lot o f technology experience w hile others had
practically none. The methods professor must work to help heterogeneous classes
learn to help one another. Technology support outside the classroom is also im portant. At W estern
M ichigan U niversity, English education students have several avenues of support.
W M U has a Preparing Tom orrow ’s Teachers to use Technology, or PT3, grant that
supports professors, instructors, and preservice teachers in using technology in their
teaching. WM U is trying
to engage preservice education students in learning through technology in
order that they will be able to prepare their future K -12 students to m eet the
dem ands for a highly technology-dependent w orkforce. A technology
proficient w orkforce that is now the prerequisite for the region's, the state's
and the nation's economic grow th and com m unity well being. It is the
ambitious goal o f this program to ensure and docum ent that the 800
graduating W estern M ichigan U niversity preservice teachers each year m eet
or exceed, and practice rigorous standards o f collaborative learning practices
for integrating technology in the classroom. (Preparing)
University staff has received training to incorporate technology into their m ethods
classes in order to dem onstrate the use and effectiveness o f technology in the
classroom. These efforts have created a group o f colleagues who can support one
another and do research into their efforts to integrate technology. In addition to the
PT3 grant, the C ollege o f Education also has a com puter help lab where students can
receive one-on-one assistance on com puter related activities. O ne student com m ents,
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I hav e been to the lab twice in the last week, and they have been so helpful. I
w orked with two different people in the two days I went, and both were
equally kind and knowledgeable tutors when it came to D ream w eaver. They
g o t m e going so that I could work on my page at home over the weekend, and
I feel very com fortable going back when I need help with scanning pictures.
This lab is a great tool!
M y students benefited greatly from this outside avenue of support since one-on-one
help with D ream w eaver® is available. H owever, when such a lab does not exist,
professors can try to set up their own hours in an available com puter lab. Professors,
other students, or form er students could be available to help those w ho need it.
Finally, methods professors can urge preservice teachers to take advantage o f
future professional developm ent opportunities and to be open to learning from their
future students in order to continue their technology education. As Palmquis-t et al
realize “technology continues to change, obviously, and will change in directions we
cannot now predict. Teachers, then, need to know how to learn as new applications
appear” (212). Preservice teachers need to realize that they can seek help and further
education within their schools and look for help outside via professional conferences,
professional organizations and/or W eb resources. One o f my Secondary English
Education methods students wrote, “I think that 1 would feel com fortable using
com puters in my future classroom as long as I had a com puter teacher/m entor helping
me because there is still a lot that I d o n ’t know .” - Knowing that there will be someone
to help with technology activities may encourage teachers to create them. Preservice
teachers should also be encouraged to take advantage o f professional developm ent
opportunities and to pursue ongoing training once they get jobs (R ay 85). Another
avenue o f education may also come from their future students. Selfe describes,
“ ...g iv en the fact that m ost educators are still raised prim arily in a print-based culture,
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we have to prepare teachers to learn, not only from their own first-hand experiences
with m edia, but also from observing their students’ experiences system atically”
(“Preparing” 28). Preservice teachers should realize that often they could learn about
technology from their future students who may know more than they do. The
secondary English education methods classroom should prepare and em pow er
preservice teachers to continue learning about and utilizing technology.
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CHAPTER V

TEA CH IN G THE W EB Q U EST TO FUTURE TEACH ERS

As a doctoral student, I have been assigned English education methods
courses to teach. A t W estern M ichigan University, secondary English education
majors take W riting in the Secondary School (English 479) and Teaching Literature
in the Secondary School (English 480). Secondary English Education minors take
one or the other. Both are capstone courses taken after com pleting most literature
course requirem ents and com pleting at least some if not all o f a sem ester-long preinternship and at least three education courses. Therefore, the m ethods courses serve
to bring together content area know ledge with the know ledge gained in the education
classes. The writing m ethods course “focuses on the continued developm ent of
student writers in grades 7-12, and on ways one can encourage and respond to student
writing, assess w riting growth, and use writing as a means o f learning. [It fjosters a

•

theoretical understanding o f the w riting process, in part by w riting in varied genres
and forms, [ft ejm phasizes writing as an integral com ponent o f the entire curriculum ”
(“Undergraduate” ). The literature m ethods course is “a study o f techniques and
theories of teaching literature to young adults” (“ U ndergraduate”).
These courses seek to meet m any o f the standards national and international
organizations such as the National C ouncil for A ccreditation o f Teacher Education
(NCATE), N ational C ouncil o f Teachers o f English (N CTE), and the International
54
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Society fo r Technology in Education (ISTE) have enacted, standards relevant to goals
for preparing future English language arts teachers. These standards have been
created to help colleges and universities create program s and curriculum for teacher
preparation by providing guidance for im portant elem ents o f teacher preparation such
as content, pedagogy, and methods courses and intern teaching. Because the methods
course functions as a part o f the overall program , it should provide future teachers
w ith opportunities to com bine their content know ledge with their pedagogy
instruction. C reating a W ebQ uest not only allow s preservice teachers to dem onstrate
their content and pedagogical knowledge but also allows them to learn about,
experience, and create a W eb-based lesson.

Pedagogical, content, and technology

standards can all be met when asking preservice teachers to create W ebQ uests.
Please see Appendix A for a complete description o f the specific standards that the
W ebQ uest fulfills.
During my research on W ebQuests, I taught two sections o f the literature
methods course and one section of the writing methods course in three different
sem esters o f 2002. W hen deciding how I w ould integrate the W ebQ uest into the
curriculum for these classes, I followed three steps. First, I decided w hat core content
material I wanted to present. W hat teaching strategies would preservice teachers
need to teach literature and writing? Then I developed a sem ester plan that would
allow students to integrate their content know ledge and the teaching strategies they
had learned in their education courses and m y course. Second, I used the W ebQ uest
assignm ent as one way for students to practice assim ilating content know ledge and
teaching strategies into a learning activity.

Finally, 1 assessed their success at
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creating effectiv e W ebQuests, and I evaluated how well the integration o f technology
worked in o u r classroom.

Step 1 - Establishing the Curriculum

W hen preparing to integrate technology into my English Education m ethods
courses, I first determ ined my learning objectives for the course and then decided
how technology could fit into my curriculum .

Therefore, “ [t]he com puter supports

instruction b u t does not dom inate or dictate it” (Palm quist et al. 211).

B ecause I first

established the concepts im portant to teaching English language arts in the secondary
classroom , I knew that I would not be using technology ju st to use it. O nly through
extensive planning, practice, and experience did I finally feel that I could integrate
content know ledge and technology with success. The following pages will describe
that process.

Literature M ethods Course - W inter 2002

Before teaching this class, I identified several topics that I felt were im portant
for preservice teachers to learn about based on what I found important during my five
years teaching high school, my graduate course work, and my reading o f the
professional literature. I chose Leila C hristenbury’s M aking the Journey, Frank
Sm ith’s Reading without N onsense, and Sandra W ild e’s M iscue A nalysis M ade Easy
as required reading. Preservice teachers w ould also be picking from a list that I had
provided three other professional books to read that addressed the main topics o f our
class. In Christenbury’s book we focused on specific techniques for teaching
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-literature, strategies for leading discussions, and classroom m anagem ent for English
language arts classes. Because i had been trained to use cooperative learning, I
presented inform ation and strategies for successful cooperative groups. In addition,
preservice teachers used their know ledge about discussion form ats to analyze a
videotaped literature discussion, looking for strengths and w eaknesses. A nother
im portant goal that I had for this class, was to learn about teaching reading as well as
about teaching literature. Therefore, preservice teachers read the Smith and W ilde
books to better understand the reading processes o f their students and learn how to
support students w ho would need reading help in their classroom s. After listening to
a middle school student read a selected passage on audio tape, my preservice teachers
analyzed the miscues, any derivation from the printed text, the reader had made and
suggested strategies to help that reader im prove his reading strategies. Though many
o f my preservice teachers initially thought that reading w asn ’t the responsibility o f
secondary teachers, after this assignm ent they .realized that know ledge o f reading
pedagogy would certainly im pact the way they taught literature. Finally, my
preservice teachers created an individualized reading program to encourage
Independent reading by their students. The W ebQ uest would be another way in
which preservice teachers could com bine their know ledge about literature and sound
teaching practices.

Literature Methods Course - Sum m er 2002

For this sem ester, research into constructivist learning greatly Impacted the
goals for my classroom . A fter learning about constructivism , I realized that I had
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started to im plem ent its tenets in the previous sem ester, but in a disconnected way.
Thus in th e following sum m er session, I began the class with a brief review of
behaviorism , cognitivism , and constructivism . I let preservice teachers know that
because I believed in constructivism and wanted to model it, we would be running
our classroom in a constructivist fashion. Preservice teachers would be responsible
for their ow n learning in an active way, and I w ould work as a coach to help them
find the resources to learn. Though we tackled many of the same topics as the
previous sem ester including literature discussion formats, reading strategies, and
cooperative learning, we approached the learning in a different way. N ow preservice
teachers were working in groups researching professional materials and areas that
interested them within our topics of study. R ather than having them purchase books,
I developed a course pack with readings from Brooks, Nolan, and G allagher’s WebTeaching: A Guide to D esigning Interactive Teaching for the W orld W ide W eb,
articles from the NCTE published W eaving a Virtual W eb. Beach and M arshall’s
Teaching Literature in the Secondary S ch o o l and C hristenbury’s M aking the
Journey. They also chose tw o additional professional books based on the topics we
were studying in class and the extra inform ation they needed to know to create their
unit plans. I added, how ever, a more focused discussion of M ichigan’s English
language arts standards and lesson planning because I had found in the winter session
that my preservice teachers needed extra help and guidance in this area. The sum m er
term students wrote a unit plan to apply their content knowledge to the English
educational theories we had learned in class and through the outside reading that they
had chosen to do. In this course, the W ebQ uest would be a final project and
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culm ination o f their group work though not necessarily related to their unit plans.
Because w e had specifically discussed constructivism and participated in a course
modeled on it, I would be able to m ore clearly convey how the W ebQ uest allows
teachers to b e coaches, students to be constructors o f knowledge, and classes to be
collaborative work spaces.

W riting M ethods Course - Fall 2002

T he goal o f having a student-centered constructivist classroom continued in
this class. Because this class focused on the teaching of writing, the two texts that I
chose m odeled the ideas o f constructivism . Tom R om ano’s Clearing the W ay and
Linda C hristensen’s Reading. W riting, and Rising Up advocate student voice and
choice. In both o f these texts, the authors encourage readers to allow their students to
own their writing rather than telling students what and when to. write. Both propose
building a supportive classroom com m unity and encourage a w orkshop-style of
classroom. Preservice teachers w ere also asked to pick another professional book to
read that allow ed them to explore their own interests. .We looked first at standards as
discussed in B est Practice and those outlined by the State o f M ichigan in order to
more fully understand M ichigan’s standardized writing test. It was my hope that
when they teach writing, preservice teachers would be using the “best practice”
principles which call for classroom s and/or learning to be “ student-centered,
experiential, holistic, authentic, expressive, reflective, social, collaborative,
democratic, cognitive, developm ental, constructivist, and challenging” (Zem elm an et
al 8). Once we understood the standards, we drew upon R om ano and C hristensen to
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explore how to best support secondary students in meeting these standards. My
preservice teachers focused on developing activities that would allow their students to
enhance their writing skills and voices. I asked preservice teachers to focus on
finding ways to allow students to m ature as writers and, sim ultaneously, meet the
standards we had studied. In groups, they created unit plans know ing that their
culm inating project o f the unit plan would be a W ebQ uest activity m eeting “best
practice” standards for the teaching of writing.

Step 2 - Implementing the W ebQ uest into the C urriculum

A fter I devised what preservice teachers should know about teaching English
language arts, I had to create lessons to help them learn and utilize that information. I
tried to create a balance between technology and non-technology related activities.
M arch argues:
If you're like most educators, you get excited about new ideas for helping
students learn and grow, but then feel your chest tighten or your spirits sink
when you rem em ber your already bursting curriculum requirem ents and the
logistical dem ands o f classroom teaching. W ith everything else that m ust be
taught, how can we add these new and important strategies? W ebQ uests were
designed to address this dilem m a by bringing together the m ost effective
instructional practices into one integrated student activity.
Technology activities would be one way in which preservice teachers dem onstrated
that they had m et curriculum requirem ents.
For all three classes, I asked preservice teachers to create individual teaching
W eb sites to showcase their lesson plans and activities for students, philosophies o f
teaching, and links for parents, students, and other teachers. C reating these sites at
the very beginning o f the sem ester served an im portant purpose. Preserviee teachers
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learned how to publish on the Internet before designing the W ebQ uest. Therefore
when creating the W ebQuest, they focused their efforts on creating a lesson plan
grounded in content know ledge and based on educational theories rather than
straggling with the technical aspects o f W eb page design and publication. The
teaching W eb site, m odeled after an assignment created by Dr. A llen W ebb, required
that preservice teachers design six main pages: a hom e page, a teaching philosophy
page, a student page, a teaching page, a parent page, and a professional page.
Because I wanted students to im m ediately begin learning how to m anipulate text and
images on their Web sites, the homepage was due first and contained text, links to
other pages, a photo o f the preservice teacher, and images. The teaching philosophy,
teaching, and professional pages allowed preservice teachers to articulate their
theories about teaching English language arts for other teachers, parents and
prospective employers. The student and parent pages would eventually allow
applicable interested parties to see what is happening in the teacher’s classroom . See
A ppendix B for a more detailed assignm ent sheet o f the teaching W eb site.
A t first, students had m ixed reactions to creating their W eb sites, but by the
end o f the semester, the m ajority o f students show ed great pride in their creations.
They used Confer, our electronic com puter conference, to voice som e o f their
com plaints about the tim e and effort that designing the pages took and about the'
problem s.they were having. O ne preservice teacher adm itted, “I ’m scared too! I'm
more than com puter illiterate, I don't have one at home. O f course I use the school
com puters, but I live an hour one way from school, so I have to try to fit this in
betw een classes two days a w eek.” For this particular student who d id n ’t even own a
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com puter, finding the time to get to a com puter on cam pus and overcom ing h er lack
of confidence about using technology was difficult. H owever, preservice teachers
soon becam e w onderfully supportive o f one another, sharing their com m on m iseries
and helpful hints. Three students offer their encouragem ent and share helpful hints:
•I feel your pain. I'm not the m ost creative either! But...! have found it really
helpful to check out as m any exam ples o f other "teacher W ebsites" as
possible. I've noticed that different backgrounds can really spruce things up.
®Okay. I think we're all a little afraid because technology is so prevalent in our
society and all this has happened in the last decade. W hen I was doing m y preintem ship my m entor teacher asked me to edit her W eb page. Luckily w e .
never got around to that.
•E veryone’s W ebsites are looking really good so far. I am im pressed that
everything is turning out as w ell as they are. I had my doubts in the beginning
o f the year about doing the W eb pages, but I am feeling much better about
w orking on them now.
In the end, the m ajority o f students in each o f the three classes enjoyed m aking their
W eb sites. Figure 2 represents the percentage o f students from each class w ho cited
the W eb site as one the top four “strategies/ideas/lessons” that they learned from our
class.
W hat I found surprising about these numbers was that it was my clear
impression, based on confer and in-class com m ents, that the Fall 2002 w riting
methods course students were less negative from the very beginning about creating
W eb sites because the majority o f them felt com fortable using com puters from the,
beginning o f class. Perhaps the w eb site did n ’t m ake as m uch o f an im pact w ith then
because they w eren’t stressed about using technology from the start.
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Figure 2
Percent o f Preservice Teachers Citing Web Sites as
Top 4 Strategies/Ideas/Lessons Learned
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Because the W ebQuest assignm ent cam e at the end o f the semester, preservice
teachers were able to combine their know ledge o f teaching literature or writing with
their technology skills. Since 3 two-hour class periods had been spent ju st on W eb
page design instruction at the beginning o f the semester for W eb site developm ent,
introducing the W ebQ uest design was accom plished in one class period. From the
very onset of the technology and W ebQ uest learning, students were learning about,
learning by, and applying the constructivist idea that students leam better by doing
rather than receiving. I provided access to inform ation about W ebQ uests, but I
expected students to make sense of them through independent research o f and direct
experience with com pleting a W ebQuest. They produced W ebQuests showing that
they had learned not only the technology but also English language arts pedagogy.
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Elem ents th a t were Consistent across A ll Three Classes

.

O n ce students w ere fam iliar with the technology needed to create a W ebQ uest
and had th e English language arts content inform ation and teaching strategies to

;

develop a m eaningful activity, they were asked to do specific reading about
W ebQ uests. I chose m aterial w ritten by B em ie D odge, the creator o f the W ebQ uest'
site, training materials from the official W ebQ uest site, http://W ebquest.sdsu.edu/,
and articles taken from on-line educational resources like Education W orld.
http://w w w .educationw orld.com . I provided handouts for the m ajority o f the reading,
and students were also asked to access inform ation via the Internet w ith links that I
provided. This reading introduced the main steps o f the W ebQuest: introduction,
task, process, resources, evaluation, and conclusion. Some preservice teachers
accurately identified that the steps o f this process resem bled the lesson planning we
had been doing earlier in class. Follow ing the W ebQ uest format, preservice teachers
w anted to gain students’ attention, give them direction, m ake sure they understood
what they were doing, allow them to work on their ow n, and apply the learning to
their lives. A fter students learned w hat a W ebQ uest was, we review ed different
W ebQuests using our data projector, pointing out strengths and weaknesses, o f those
W ebQuests we viewed. B ecause each student had their own lap top com puter, they
were able to view both the elem ents I was discussing and elem ents they w anted to '
discuss because they had the exam ple W ebQ uests on a screen right in front o f them,
too.
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A n o th er m ajor step in orienting preserviee teachers to W ebQ uests involved
com pleting a training W ebQuest exercise, “A W ebQuest about W ebQ uests,”
provided o n the W ebQ uest site. Preservice teachers directly experienced the steps o f
the W ebQ uest by com pleting this training W ebQuest that asked them to evaluate
different W ebQ uests. See A ppendix C for a print version o f the activity. First,
groups o f four w ere formed, and each person was assigned a role to carry out. The
roles of efficiency expert, affiliator, altitudinist, and tecfanopMle required that
preservice teachers assum e different personas to evaluate five exam ple W ebQ uests on
their own. A fter each person had evaluated the five W ebQ uests, I asked people with
the same roles to group them selves together to discuss their evaluations. Then, the
original groups o f four m et to jig saw their different personas ’ opinions about the five
exam ple W ebQ uests. Students w ere able to work independently, in jig-saw ed samerole groups o f five or more, and in their original groups. Finally, preservice teachers
evaluated any three W ebQ uests that they had chosen from the “M atrix o f E xam ples”
on the W ebQ uest site. A fter we com pleted all o f this prep w ork, each class w as
required to form groups in order to m ake their W ebQuests.

Elements that V aried across All T hree Classes

As I gained experience w ith teaching preservice teachers to design
W ebQuests, I p u t increasing em phasis on evaluating each others’ W ebQ uests.
A lthough preservice teachers in th e three courses had essentially the sam e am ount o f
time to create the W ebQ uest, I added m ore tim e for peer-evaluation o f the W ebQ uest
each semester. In m y first m ethods course, preservice teachers took half an hour
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during class to look at and evaluate another group’s W ebQ uest w ith the rubric I
slightly m odified from “A Rubric for Evaluating W ebQ uests” on the W ebQ uest site
(see A ppendix D). They m et with the other group and discussed their findings also
for about h a lf an hour. This class took about one hour, in total, to evaluate a
W ebQ uest and then talk to the other group about their evaluation o f the W ebQuest.
In m y second methods course, preservice teachers had one w eek to evaluate another
group’s W ebQ uest w ith the rubric and then m et with that group fo r at least one hour .
to discuss w hat they had found. Corresponding via email w ith other faculty who
teach the W ebQ uest that summer, I learned that having preservice teachers com plete
classm ates’ W ebQ uests led to a better and m ore thorough evaluation. I decided to ■■
have my third m ethods course preservice teachers actually com plete another groups’
W ebQuest. Thus, they w ould not only im prove their understanding o f how to use the
rubric to evaluate the W ebQ uest, but they w ould also be able to assess ju st how
feasible the W ebQ uest w ould be for secondary students. A fter com pleting their
individual roles as specified in the other groups’ W ebQuest, preservice teachers
evaluated how feasible their task had been. See Appendix G fo r th eir evaluation
form. Then, they evaluated the W ebQ uest using the rubric and m et w ith the group
that had created the W ebQ uest to review specific elements that needed to be
improved.
Because I had benefited from em ailing other teachers and professors who
w ere using and teaching about W ebQ uests, I decided that in m y second methods
course, Summer 2002, preservice teachers could also benefit from com m unicating
w ith teachers who actually used W ebQ uests in their classroom s. It was one thing for
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me to say th a t they were being used, but another, m ore pow erful learning event, for
preservice teachers to be able to em ail practicing teachers who used W ebQ uests with
their secondary students. In their em ail letters, preservice teachers asked these
practicing teachers about the use o f W ebQuests in their classes and the tim e taken to
create them . Preservice teachers even invited the practicing teachers to look at the
W ebQ uests they were creating in class. One student com m ented on our com puter
conference,
T hough I still think that the way that W ebQ uests ju s t consum e larg e .quantities
o f class time, coupled w ith the potential lack o f com puter accessibility may
becom e a problem with this kind o f p ro ject.. .1 don’t fear it as m uch as I
originally did. A fter having created my own, and corresponded w ith another
teacher who has actually used.them in her classroom —F m starting to develop
m y ow n ideas about incorporating a refined form o f a W ebQ uest into my own
classroom . Because o f my form er fear o f com puters, I w ould never have
considered building a lesson around som ething that was/is so reliant upon
technology. Now, I think that it m ight work.
Corresponding with a practicing teacher who actually used W ebQ uests w as’an
essential part o f helping this student see the relevance of technology-infused
activities.

Step 3 - E valuation

To evaluate the success o f incorporating W ebQ uests into the m ethods
curriculum , I first had to evaluate the W ebQ uests preservice teachers produced. I
used the rubric provided on the W ebQ uest site that they had used to peer-evaluate
each other’s W ebQ uests so that they knew right from the start the criteria I w ould be
using to evaluate their work. See A ppendix D to read the print version o f this slightly
m odified rubric from the W ebQ uest site. Preservice teachers had the opportunity to
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change th e ir W ebQ uests after receiving feedback from peer-evaluations. In the
following tw o sections, I discuss how I evaluated these W ebQuests. In order to folly
understand m y evaluations, please read Appendices E and F for print versions o f the
two W ebQ uests I evaluate, or read them online at the W eb sites provided below . I
took out all graphics from these print versions due to copyright issues. The
evaluation o f the first W ebQ uest below (Appendix E), “Tim e Travel to A ncient
G reece,”
(http://hom epages.w m ich.edu/~clkosiba/W ebquestA V ebquestgreekm ythology.htm ) is
the final product o f a student group after the W ebQ uest had been peer evaluated using
the rubric and peer evaluators had m et w ith the group to go over their thoughts. My
second evaluation is o f the “The P earl” W ebQ uest (Appendix F)
(http://hom epages.w m ich.edu/~cO cherl/W ebquest.htm ). It is the final product after
another group perform ed the actual roles o f the W ebQ uest, filled out an evaluation o f
their job com pleting the role (see A ppendix G for this evaluation form), and used the
rubric to evaluate it. Though I found that the creators o f the second W ebQ uest did
not seem to heed the evaluations o f their peers, especially in relation to their critiques
o f the roles they had to complete, I found that adding this elem ent to the process
helped me evaluate the final W ebQ uest in a m ore thoughtful manner. After adding
the activity o f students actually com pleting their peers’ W ebQ uests to my third class
in this study, I realized that com pleting and critiquing their classm ates’ W ebQ uests is
ju st as im portant as creating the W ebQ uest. In evaluating this W ebQ uest after doing
it, peer evaluators discovered m ore problem s than I w ould have in m y one-tim e
evaluation.
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“T im e T rav el to A ncient G reece”

' O verall A esthetics

T his W ebQ uest was intended as an introductory unit on G reek mythology. It
introduces its topic and a map o f Greece on a w elcom e page. From this page,
students can access all steps of the W ebQ uest via a navigation bar. This navigation
bar can be found at the bottom o f each o f the m ain steps of the W ebQ uest. Each page
has as its h e a d e r a picture o f some form o f ancient G reek Art. The font chosen even
seems to look ancient. The size o f the font is large enough that students can read it
easily. A t the tim e I evaluated it, all o f the links worked, and there w ere very few
gram m atical errors. Judged by overall aesthetics, the W ebQ uest m eets all o f the
requirem ents.

Introduction

The beginning question, “W hat w ould it have been like to w ear togas, w atch
the original O lym pic G am es, or to eat grapes on the stone steps o f the Parthenon?”
sets, the tone for a w ell-w ritten introduction. It draws on prior know ledge by
m entioning togas, the O lym pics, and even the Parthenon. The tone is upbeat and
interesting, drawing students’ attention by telling them they will w ork as a com pany
trying to win an account to do a travel guide.
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Task

Students learn from this task that “Odyssey Tim e Travel, Inc. needs a “ design
team to produce an inform ative and eye-catching travel guide.” A fter the guide has
been com pleted, the travel agency will hear presentations to make a final decision
about w hich design team will be hired to produce the guide.
Som e W ebQuests that I ’ve seen on the W ebQ uest site include specific
reference to standards and the rubric found on the W ebQ uest site evaluates this
aspect. Though we had talked about standards in class, preservice teachers did not
have to articulate the standards m et in their W ebQ uests. The task tells students that
they m ust know about the culture, daily life, geography, history, art and architecture
o f A ncient G reece after researching the provided Internet resources. M ichigan’s
Standard 11 addressing inquiry and research states that “all students w ill define and
investigate im portant issues and problem s using a variety o f resources, including
technology, to explore and create texts” (“English”). This W ebQ uest’s task,
however, doesn’t ask students to go beyond rote repetition o f know ledge gained

.

elsewhere. They are taking m ultiple sources o f inform ation to create the travel guide,
but I suspect that students could cut and paste the inform ation from the resources
sites. W hat is m issing is the higher level thinking com ponent. Students aren ’t asked
to take a position or go beyond the literal data. In addition, M ichigan’s standard 11 as
described above stresses identifying an “im portant issue,” and this research clearly
could be a part o f the higher-order thinking. W hile background inform ation about
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A ncient G reece m ay be needed, how can students deal with this inform ation beyond
just finding it and writing about it?

Process

This section begins with asking students to take roles, w hich is an im portant
part o f w hy the W ebQ uest fits the constructivist model since students are responsible
for researching independently and then com ing together to report their research and
divide up the w ork o f m aking the travel guide. Taking roles o f historian, geographer,
cultural anthropologist, and art historian, students are asked to look at a w ide span o f
history, 2300 B.C. to 399 B.C., to pick out m ajor highlights to include, in their reports
back to the group. T heir form al requirem ent is that each role identifies at least four
pieces o f inform ation from their section. A good strategy, students are rem inded to
follow a link at this point that leads them to the rubrics that w ill be used to grade their
work.
The clarity o f the process falls slightly short o f w hat could lead students to do
their best work. Each step is stated fairly clearly and is set apart w ith bullet points.
In m ost cases, how ever, I think that labeling each step of the process as “ Step 1”,
“Step 2”, etc. m akes the process even clearer for students, and this clarity is an
im portant part o f a successful W ebQ uest. Students should be able to com plete it on
their own with little need for asking the teacher technical questions such as w hat they
should do next.

The other problem w ith the steps is that there are not enough

guidelines to really know w hat the teacher wants, especially exactly w hat to w rite and
how to do the presentation.
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B etter scaffolding w ould solve these clarity problems. Som e students may not
know w hat a travel guide is or how to write articles for one. W hat should an
advertisem ent look like in a travel guide? How do students structure a presentation to
get som eone to pick their travel guide? The activities are clearly related to one
another b u t do not ask for higher level thinking. By answering these questions, this
W ebQ uest could be revised to have students go beyond looking up inform ation and
then sim ply reporting it. Finally, other than leading them to rubrics and a peer edit
checklist, w hich only ask them to look at m echanical aspects, not content, there are
no checks fo r understanding to make sure they are com pleting a good product.

Resources

The resources section for the W ebQ uest is for all m em bers o f th e group and
provides seven W eb sites from which to choose. The historian and geographer could
easily find inform ation from the tim eline, ancient history sources, and history for
kids. The cultural anthropologist could find the inform ation needed for that section in
the previous resources or also from the tw o m ythology resources. Finally, the art
historian could find pictures at the pictures o f G reece site, though I ’m not sure how
they could be a know ledgeable “historian” ju st by looking at the pictures. A ls o '
included in the resources section is a link to help with M icrosoft® Publisher® w hich
will help groups put together their travel guide. These resources seem adequate for
w hat students need to accom plish, though they d o n ’t include any audio o r video
inform ation that can be interesting for students to access.
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T h e resources section could be im proved in several ways. First, it could be
annotated. B y providing a little introduction to or explanation o f W eb sources,
preservice teachers provide their students with a preview o f the sites they will be
viewing. Second, many W ebQ uests divide the resources up in the process section
specifically based on the roles students take. Those W eb sites that apply to the role
would be found in that role’s description. By coordinating the role w ith the
resources, students are more likely to understand their roles. Third, w hen choosing
resources, and, ultimately, w hether or not this project should be a W ebQ uest rather
than a non-W eb assignment, preservice teachers should look for W eb sites that
present inform ation needed to com plete the W ebQ uest in a rich and effective way.
Before even beginning to design a W ebQuest, teachers should ask them selves,
“Could this assignm ent be done ju st by using resources from the library?” If so, there
is no reason to create a W ebQuest. Although library resources can be part o f a
W ebQ uest’s resources, print sources w ouldn’t m ake up all o f them. The “tim eliness
and colorfulness” o f the Internet m akes using a W eb-based activity like the
W ebQ uest lesson worthwhile. The resources for this W ebQ uest do n ’t stand out as
being m ore than what m ost libraries m ight have about ancient Greece. The
W ebQ uest designer needs to do an adequate exam ination o f W eb site resources in
order to take advantage o f the unique inform ation available on the Internet.

Evaluation

In this section, preservice teachers provide tw o rubrics: one that students will
use to evaluate themselves and one that the teacher w ill use to evaluate students.
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B oth have the sam e requirements. Students are assessed on w hether they have
participated cooperatively, com pleted the travel guide, included the four pieces o f
inform ation, and participated in the presentation. They are also evaluated on overall
visual appeal and num ber o f mechanical and gram m atical problem s. Though this
W ebQ uest includes tw o rubrics, students could not determ ine their success at creating
the travel guide or presenting it to the “com m ittee” that w ill choose the w inning travel
guide. The descriptions for the different levels basically break dow n to the question
o f w hether the students did the assignm ent or not, not how well the students did i t
F or exam ple, the category “Com pletion o f the Travel G uide” gives students the
highest score possible, four, if the “ Student was able to find all the inform ation
needed to com pete role work.” In addition, under “R esearch Inform ation” students
receive the four full points if “Student research provides four or m ore pieces o f
interesting inform ation as the role required.” The “O verall Visual A ppeal” section is
better with students receiving a four if “A ppropriate and them atic graphic elem ents
are used to m ake visual connections that contribute to the understanding of the travel
guide content. D ifferences in type size, font, and/or color are use w ell and
consistently.” In sum, the rubric seem s m ore like a checklist than a qualitative
analysis.

“The Pearl” W ebQ uest

Overall A esthetics
W hen preservice teachers create their W ebQ uests for class, I stress that the
graphic elements are not as im portant as the content. I w arn them to spend m ore tim e
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creating a w orthwhile and challenging task. This W ebQuest definitely lacks graphic
elem ents, as the only graphic for the entire W ebQ uest, a picture o f six pearls, occurs
on the introduction page. W hile I would rather see no graphic elem ents than
superfluous graphics that are added ju st to m ake it showy, the com plete absence of
graphics on all but the introduction page does not take advantage o f the technology
available. Pictures and graphics can add to a lesson, making it m ore m otivating or
interesting, perhaps even easier to understand. The navigation and flow is seamless
as all pages are linked together from the side m enu, allowing easy access to any page.
In addition, links to scaffolding sheets are easy to access, though links back to the
m ain page on those scaffolding sheets could be m ore helpful than having to use the
back button from the brow ser. A t the time o f m y exam ining the W ebQ uest, there
were no broken links and no gram m atical errors that took away from the activity.

Introduction

A fter reading the introduction, I thought that the symbol and them es
introduced in the first section w ould be a large part o f the task o f acting out a scene
from the novel. Bringing up “love, luck, and prosperity” could catch the interest of
teens. The idea o f the pearl bringing evil to the m ain characters’ lives could be a
“com pelling problem ” that students could address. Therefore, I felt that this
introduction foreshadow ed that the scenes they w ould be turning into plays would
focus on these ideas. (A fter evaluating the rest o f the W ebQuest, though, I find that
the scenes do have com pelling ideas and them es, but students are not asked to
concentrate on or stress them. Thus, the introduction really do esn ’t accurately
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foreshadow w hat the lesson is about.) Overall, the introduction lacks a hook for
students’ interests though it does draw on their prior know ledge since they have
already read the novel.

T ask

This section begins w ith the statem ent that the w ork o f creating the scenes to
be acted out w ill be fun. Students are given seven steps to follow. F or this particular
section o f the W ebQuest, the num bered steps would not be needed, so I only discuss
the first paragraph. (The num bered steps should be in the process section.) A t this
point, the task definitely seems doable, and secondary students should be engaged by
the idea o f perform ing a play. H owever, the level o f thinking isn ’t discernible at this
point since the task is not described sufficiently. W ill students ju st be analyzing
inform ation or will they be synthesizing inform ation in order to create the script?
As stated in the previous W ebQ uest evaluation, preservice teachers w ere not
required to explicitly state how their W eb-based lesson m eets any standards. This
W ebQuest, w ritten for a m ethods class about how to teach writing, does m eet
M ichigan’s Standard 6 that addresses voice: “All students will learn to com m unicate
inform ation accurately and effectively and dem onstrate their expressive abilities by

creating oral, written, and visual texts that enlighten and engage an audience”
(“English”). O nce the role responsibilities are explained, w e leam that the creative
processes of w riting a script and designing costum es, sets, and lighting require
advanced com m unication skills. In addition, the research that students m ust do to
accomplish this m eets M ichigan’s Standard 1 w hich addresses m eaning and
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com m unication in reference to reading: “All students will read and com prehend
general and technical m aterial” (“English”). The material that m ust be accessed on
the Internet requires that students read about the technical aspects o f producing a
play, and they show w hether they com prehended the m aterial or not by the success o f
the play.

Process

Overall, the process section com es close to m eeting the highest standards.
Those specific changes and additions noted below , if made, w ould m ake a good
process section excellent. A fter m oving the num bered steps from the task section to
this section, secondary students would definitely be able to follow through the entire
process with the exception o f some o f the individual role requirem ents.
The producer’s role o f writing the script requires that students research how a
script is written and convert the chosen scene into a script. O ne elem ent o f the
directions, however, was unclear to m e and the peer review er com pleting the role:
W hat is blocking? As with all o f the roles, a role sheet link is provided that gives
students a place to take notes on the W eb resources visited. This sheet provides a
good check that students are finding and organizing the inform ation they need.
The costum e designer’s role provides additional helpful scaffolding. The
costum e sheet link provides places for each character’s costum e needs and states who
w ill provide those needs. There is a character description link that also helps students
organize the descriptions they m ust w rite. (Based on know ing the w orkload for each
role, I suggest that this part o f the role w ould be better done by the producer w ho '
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w rites the script and, therefore, develops the character. Once the character’s traits
have been established, the producer could share the inform ation w ith the costum e
designer w ho would then tailor the costum es to the role. A t the very least, directions
to work on and share this inform ation with the producer would be im portant.)
Finally, there is a num bered list o f jobs the costum e designer can look at as a
reminder o f what needs to be done.
M ore scaffolding like the organizational sheets provided for the costum e
designer w ould be helpful for the set designer. A fter researching the W eb resources,
the set designer m ust prepare a proposal for his/her group. A proposal sheet provided
for this role would m ake the student’s jo b easier and more uniform though the
directions state that the proposal m ust include “item s needed, m aterials with
instructions, and reasoning behind your ideas.” Part o f this role also asks that the set
designer consult with the producer about how their ideas will w ork w ith the rest o f
the dim ensions o f the play. This requirem ent should also be a part o f the co stu m e.
designer’s role.
The final role, lighting technician, needs the most reworking. A s I understand
the directions, the lighting technician only needs to do research about lighting and
write a two page paper about w hy lighting is im portant while also including a little bit
o f history about lighting. D oes the lighting technician do the lighting fo r the play? If
not, I agree with the peer review er w ho thought that this role was a b it “light” in its
workload. The paper w ould also ju st be a dem onstration o f com prehension o f the
inform ation from the W eb resources. If the person is doing the lighting, m uch more
direction and scaffolding w ould be needed to do such a technical job. This also
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reinforces th e point that a i the resources don’t have to be found on the Internet. O n
site faeip w o u ld be needed for lighting. Anything that can help students com plete
their roles should be stated in. their role definitions.

R esources

A lthough this W ebQ uest5s resources are found w ithin the process section, this
group chose to also include the resources again on their ow n resource page. This step
w ouldn’t be needed, and one o f the peer reviewers felt that having them again on a
separate page was confusing for him. A nother critique offered by the peer review ers
was that the resources w ithin each role were often from the sam e main page, m aking
getting varied information difficult. For example, the four resources provided for the
producer com e from the sam e m ain page: w w w .vcu.edu/artW eb/playw riting. The
four sources fo r the costum e designer com e from two m ain pages, and three o f the
four for the lighting technician com e from the same m ain page. O nly the set designer
can find four varied sources from w hich to choose. T hough these sources w ould
provide the inform ation needed, different perspectives and inform ation m ay be more
helpful to students. A final critique by the peer review ers was that links to T he Pearl
W eb sites and historical and cultural inform ation surrounding The Pearl w ould have
been helpful in writing the script, designing the costum es, and doing the sets.

Evaluation

The rubric provided for evaluation provides good explanations for the four
quantitative levels. A fter reading the rubric, students know that their play needs to be
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creative an d interesting and be w ell-organized. There has to be an appropriate
am ount o f dialogue, and written w ork m ust be turned in looking professional. These
requirem ents represent four o f the six categories o f the rubric. T he problem with this ■
is that the m ajority o f this work falls to the producer o f the group. Therefore, there is
no direct evaluation o f the costumes, sets, o r potentially the lighting. The two
rem aining categories “requirem ents” and “w orking with others” check to make sure
that all steps were followed by all group m em bers and that all group members w orked
together on the project. The “requirem ents” section could include a check list for
students to m ake sure they know exactly w hat they should have accom plished for this
part o f the rubric. A s a final evaluation, students m ust also evaluate them selves and
how they w orked as a group. Because cooperative work is so integral to the
W ebQ uest, keeping students honest and accountable for their w ork is important.
Each o f the three semesters that I have asked preservice teachers to create
W ebQ uests I have looked more and m ore carefully at how the W ebQ uests they
produced should be evaluated. Though studying why W ebQ uests are effective from a
theoretical perspective and creating them allow preservice teachers to experience
m ost o f the elem ents o f using W ebQ uests, not being able to adapt their final products
based on secondary student experience rem oves an im portant part o f the process.
Practicing teachers observe and adapt lessons based on the strengths o f their
individual students and the outcom e o f those lessons. By adding the com ponent o f
having preservice teachers com plete their p eers’ W ebQ uests as if they were,.students,
not ju s t evaluators, preservice teachers have a better, if not com plete, idea o f how
their W ebQuest will w ork in a secondary classroom .
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T echnology Survey

O n e final way I evaluated the success o f the W ebQ uest is by having students
fill out a technology survey on the last day o f class to ascertain the effects o f our
curriculum . A copy o f this can be found in A ppendix H. C om bining the totals from
m y three classes, I was able to com pile inform ation based on 58 responses.

C om puter Usage

In o rd er to better understand the technical abilities o f my preservice teachers
and to h elp m e evaluate their reactions to W eb site and W ebQ uest design, I needed to
know how often they participated in com puter activities on their ow n. K now ing how
often they used em ail (Figure 3) and the W eb in general (Figure 4) w ould help me
understand their com fort levels w ith technology. G enerally, people w ho can use
em ail and su rf the W eb should feel com fortable accessing the Internet.

Figure
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Figure 4
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W hile 67% o f preservice teachers use em ail alm ost every day o f the week, they spent
a little less tim e accessing the W eb fo r general use. W hen asked on the survey to
w rite-in w hat they used the W eb for, 26 o f 58, or 44% , o f preservice teachers
specifically listed school-related reasons such as research, projects or inform ation.
Since alm ost h a lf o f m y students use the Internet for their o w n education, using W ebbased research assignm ents like W ebQ uests with their future students should seem
feasible and productive. W ebQ uests provide more structure than an assignm ent

'

asking a student to research a topic anyw here and any w ay on the W eb. P reservice
teachers also m entioned m ore personal reasons to access the W eb like news
-inform ation, shopping, travel, m usic, w eather, etc. Those preservice teachers w ho
use the Internet are com fortable using it for varied purposes beyond schoolw ork;
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therefore, after receiving instruction about and practice with finding a variety o f
resources for W ebQ uests, preservice teachers should feel com fortable com pleting the
assignm ent.

Planned U se for Future Students

A fter com pleting their W eb sites and W ebQuests, preservice teachers have
technology skills such as W eb page design, W eb publishing, online research, etc.
from w hich they can draw . However, how m uch they think they m ight utilize these
skills indicates how im portant they feel technology will be to their future teaching.
Preservice teachers w ere asked to estim ate how often they w ould ask future students
to surf the web and access their teaching W eb sites. See Figures 5 and 6 for the
results.
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Figure 5
Amount: of Time Future Students will Surf the Web
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93% o f preservice teachers thought that they w ould ask students to su rf the W eb at
least once a week. W hen asked w hat they will have their students use the W eb for,
42 o f 58 respondents specifically said for research. O ther specified uses included
W ebQ uests, games, gram m ar program s, and news. Providing preservice teachers
with the skills needed to create W ebQ uests gives them a constructive and useful way
to utilize Internet resources fo r research projects.
A lthough preservice teachers thought they w ould be having students access
the Internet, not as many o f them thought they w ould have students use their teaching
W eb site. As Figure- 6 show s, 67% o f preservice teachers hope to have their students
access classroom teaching W eb sites.
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Figure 6
Times Per Week Future Students Will Access Teacher's Web Site
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T he m ajor reason fo r not having students access classroom W eb sites for syllabus
inform ation or doing W ebQ uests was that preservice teachers w ere concerned about
students’ access to com puters. A study o f the NCES o f “nationally representative
sam ples o f approxim ately 1,000 public schools” found that “ the percentage o f public
schools connected to the Internet has increased each year, from 35 percent in 1994 to
95 percent in 1999” (U nited Internet). W hile these num bers seem encouraging, two
concerns arise w hen faced with this statistic. First, w hat about the differences
betw een schools w ith high concentrations o f low -incom e o r m inority students and
higher incom e w hite students? T he study found that “by 1999, these differences had
disappeared; all schools, regardless o f level, poverty concentration, and m etropolitan
status, were equally likely to have Internet access” (U nited Internet). Second, ju s t
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because a school has Internet access do esn ’t mean that students can access that
technology. lu s t one Internet connection, even per room, makes accessing the
Internet problem atic. W ho will use the com puter? When, is the com puter available?
“In 1994, 3 percent o f ail U.S. public school instructional rooms w ere connected to
the Internet, by 1999, 63 percent were connected” (United Internet). W ithin this
statistic though, schools with higher concentrations o f poverty had few er instructional
room s w ith access than those schools w ith low er concentrations o f students living in
poverty. In addition, “schools with the highest concentration o f poverty had 16
students per instructional com puter with Internet access, com pared to 7 among
schools w ith the low est concentration o f poverty” (United Internet). Because many
W ebQ uests divide the w ork into four different roles, 16 students per com puter and
even 7 students per com puter makes com pleting the W ebQ uest m ore difficult. M y
preservice teachers definitely have reason to question the availability o f computers.
Perhaps, though, as in the past, Internet access will continue to grow and the digital
divide w ill continue to decrease as Internet access and com puters becom e more
w idely available and affordable.

Preservice T eachers’ Com fort Levels

Knowing how com fortable my preservice teachers felt using com puters by the
end o f class helped me to evaluate how successful our W eb-based part o f the course
was. Those who felt fam iliar enough w ith search engines and know ledgeable enough
to sift through the vast am ounts o f inform ation on the Internet w ould be better
prepared to create W ebQ uests as a great deal o f w ork goes into finding appropriate
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resources. Preservice teachers w ere asked to rate their com fort levels for bo th surfing
the W eb and using the com puter in general. I also asked them to write in why they
had a particular com fort le v e l Figure 7 shows the results.

Figure 7
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74% o f m y preservice teachers felt com fortable or very com fortable w ith
surfing the W eb. M ost o f these students w ho chose to com m ent in addition to rating
their com fort levels felt that they w ere com fortable because they spent a lot o f time
surfing the W eb and had been using a com puter to surf the W eb for a long tim e;
therefore, they w eren’t afraid o f surfing the W eb. Those that did not feel as
com fortable cited reasons such as difficulty finding and sorting through inform ation.
O ne student didn’t trust the Internet, and another “hated” it. Som e d id n ’t feel
qualified doing even their ow n research not to m ention helping their future students
do research. Tim e, then, m ust be taken in the m ethods course to teach preservice
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teachers how to do Internet research effectively in order to assure that they can
becom e com fortable searching for resources for the W ebQuest. V alm ont believes,
S tudents will need to leam to set purposes for accessing the Internet. They
will n eed to leam to conduct efficient inform ation searches and leam to accept
or re je c t inform ation they find as being relevant to their task. They w ill need
to k eep accurate records o f the sources they find in order to provide proper
identification o f m aterials they quote o r use in their ow n reports.
(“T ech n o lo g y ” 73-74)
B ut, even if m y students did find the inform ation they were looking for, som e often
couldn’t decide if the inform ation was valid. Since my students also revealed that
they spend the m ajority o f their Internet tim e on research, and the m ain activity that
they plan to have students do with the com puter is research on the Internet, I know
that m ethods professors need to help preservice teachers becom e m ore proficient
teachers o f on-line research methods.
Figure 8
Preservice Teachers' G eneral C om puter U se C om fort Levels
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N o t only were preservice teachers com fortable surfing the W eb, but 71% also
felt com fortable or very com fortable just using a com puter (See Figure 8 ). O f that
percentage, many com m ented again that they had been using the com puter for a long
tim e and now use it all the time for a variety o f tasks. Two students even wrote in
that they couldn’t live w ithout their computers. O f the 14% who felt uncom fortable
or very uncom fortable som e felt that com puters were “frustrating” and “unreliable.”
A t least three o f these students didn’t ow n their ow n computers. M ethods teachers,
then, should also encourage students to overcom e their fears about using computers
by providing ample tim e for those student having problems to get help in class.
H aving the experience and confidence to troubleshoot a hardw are or softw are
problem can mean the difference between creating a W ebQ uest or not.
Learning how to utilize technology in the English language arts classroom is
an im portant part o f Secondary English E ducation methods courses. W estern
M ichigan U niversity’s education program prides itself on producing “reflective
practitioners.” In order to do our very best teaching, we have to be w illing to evaluate
new teaching practices and material, educational and adolescent research, and
technology. Selfe believes that
[wje need to give colleagues the resources to develop an increasingly critical
perspective on technological literacy. ...w e need to m ake sure that young
professionals are not taught sim ply to use computers. R ather, they should be
taught to pay critical attention to technology and the issues that result from,
and contribute to, the technology-literacy link. (Technology 156)
M y preservice teachers consistently questioned w hether they w ould be able to use
technology in their future classroom and w ere w orried that students w ho did not have
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access to com puters would fall behind in their w ork or even be left out. They were
not only u sin g technology, but they w ere also reflecting about how they w ould use
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CHAPTER VI

EXPERIENCED W EBQUEST USERS

A fter my preservice teachers and I corresponded during sum m er 2002 with
teachers, w ho used W ebQuests, I realized that the expertise that the experienced
W ebQ uest users had to offer would be invaluable to my understanding of .WebQuests.
Therefore, I decided to ask those that I had corresponded w ith and others who had
created W ebQ uests linked to D odge’s W ebQ uest site to respond to a survey about
creating and using W ebQuests in classroom s. T he survey can be found in A ppendix
H. The data is based on 35 respondents originating from all areas o f the United States
and one teacher from Australia.

Background Information

The teachers who have been creating and using W ebQ uests have extensive
teaching experience and technology expertise; therefore, they feel com fortable using
technology in their classrooms. 40% o f those com pleting the survey had been
teaching for over 20 years. Another 33% had been teaching anyw here from 6-20
years.

80% o f them use email, word processing program s, W eb page design

software, and the Internet, and they feel com fortable and fluent using com puters and
m ost software. These two statistics have im portant im plications for preservice
teachers. First, they w on’t necessarily be entering the teaching profession as the only
91
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advocates fo r using technology in schools. They m ay have colleagues that know as
m uch as o r m ore about using technology effectively in the classroom. Second, if we
w ant preservice teachers to use technology, we m ust work to give them com fort and
confidence using available technology. C om fort levels definitely affect how m any
teachers w ill use technology in the future. In this regard, our task as m ethods teachers
is tw ofold. W e need to provide opportunities that allow preservice teachers to
develop technology enriched activities, and, in the process, give them confidence in
their technological abilities.

Figure 9
W h e re S tu d en ts C o m p le te W eb Q u ests
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' B ecause my preservice teachers have expressed their concerns over access to
com puters in the schools, I w as interested in know ing w hat kind o f access teachers
who used W ebQuests have. 64% o f respondents have access to 23 o r more
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com puters connected to the Internet, and o f those people 34% have access to more
than 30 com puters. W hen asked where students com plete W ebQuests, respondents
were able to choose as man}? places that applied to their situations. See F igure 9 for
their responses. Other places listed include a language lab, a com munity center lab,
and a virtual schooling classroom. The schools that these W ebQ uest users w ork in
appear to allow for a lot o f flexibility as to w here students w ork with com puters
which m ay be one reason why these teachers w anted to and were able to use
W ebQ uests in the first place. I w ish I had asked some more questions about access to
com puters since my students often ask me about this when we are discussing
W ebQ uests. Since ju st over 50% o f the respondents indicate that their students can
use com puters in the classroom, I now want to know how many com puters are in their
classroom s. Although 74% o f the respondents were able to use com puter labs, I have
found using com puter labs can be problem atic. I also wonder, now, how m any
com puter labs they have available to them. In the high school w here I taught, w e had
two com puter labs that were used by com puter classes. W e could reserve them
during the one class a day each was open. A lthough we did have access to com puter
labs, we could rarely utilize them , and w e couldn’t plan on using them unless we
reserved them w ay ahead o f time. Too many people w ere vying for the sam e space.
Just over 50% o f these teachers also had students w ho do W ebQuests from their own
homes. Having the ability to ask students to com plete w ork at hom e m akes using the
W ebQ uest easier. Not only do the respondents have interest in com puters, b u t they
also apparently have access to com puters so that they can use their technology
expertise in their schools.
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K now ing about how and when the respondents first learned about and began
using W ebQ uests is also im portant (See Figure 10). Respondents w ere asked to m ark
all w ays that applied to their situations and to include other w ays they learned about
the W ebQ uest. T hose w ho m arked “other” cited workshops and graduate coursew ork
as their m ain sources o f inform ation about W ebQ uests. The Internet, how ever, stood
out as the main resource fo r learning about W ebQ uests. The D odge W ebQ uest idea
first appeared in 1995 and tw o respondents explained that they began using
W ebQ uests between 1995 and 1996. 29% began using them betw een 1997 and 1998,
w hile 46% began using them betw een 1999 and 2000. I did not learn about
W ebQ uests until 2001 or use them until 2002. The trem endous increase in daily hits
the D odge W ebQ uest site has seen supports this data. In 1998, the site experienced
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approxim ately 200-400 hits per day (“Site”)- In 1999, the daily hits per day increased
from 200-1200 per day (“Site”). In 2000, the num ber rose to over 1800 hits a day
(W ebQ uest). In 2003, daily hits seem to vary betw een 2000 and 4000CW ebO uest).
The staying power of the concept over the years suggests that it is a successful
activity for students, not ju st a passing fad.
N ot only did the majority of respondents learn about W ebQ uests around the
time they were developed, but they also continue to use and create them. The number
I was m ost surprised with was that 15% o f respondents have used 1 1 or more
different W ebQ uests in their classrooms. 16% have used 7-8. 19% have used 5-6,
and another 19% have used 3-4. Generally, these teachers have students complete
W ebQ uests once a sem ester or once a year. H owever, 14% do one W ebQ uest a
month. One teacher even wrote in that students w ork on W ebQ uests three times a
week. By continuing to use W ebQ uests rather than trying one and abandoning it,
these teachers endorse W ebQ uests as a valuable learning activity for their students.

Creation of W ebQ uests

The first decision W ebQ uest creators confront is how to work a W ebQ uest
into the curriculum. W ill they w ork it into the existing curriculum or change the
curriculum to utilize a W ebQ uest? The m ajority o f respondents, 79%, work their
W ebQuests into their existing curriculum s by either creating their ow n or adapting an
existing one. One teacher writes, “It w asn’t that I changed it [the curriculum ] to use
the W ebQuest. Instead, the W ebQ uest was one o f several tools and strategies that I’d
pull from when it was the right fit to enrich and extend student learning.” A nother
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teacher believes that “W ebQ uests are ju st a more interesting way to teach the same
m aterial.” 15% replied that they had both adapted and changed their curriculum to
use W ebQ uests. W ebQ uests can allow for changes in the curriculum because
teachers m ay have access to sources not available in their schools. One teacher
describes, “ 2 W ebQ uests are new units that I couldn’t teach w ithout the Internet'
resources because we have not other source for the sam e inform ation.” O thers may
use W ebQ uests to help them to develop new curriculum.

Figure 11
P ro b lem s E n c o u n te re d When C re a tin g W eb Q u ests
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O nce the decision to use a W ebQ uest had been m ade, teachers have tw o
options: create one or adapt an existing W ebQ uest to m eet students’ needs. 59% of
respondents have created three o r m ore W ebQ uests that they m ay or m ay not have
used with their students. 42% have created three or m ore W ebQ uests that they have
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actually u sed in their classrooms. The difference in these num bers, 17%, shows that
those W ebQ uests that these teachers have created have been used rather than done for
a w orkshop o r class and abandoned. Therefore, the problems that they have
confronted while creating W ebQuests and w hat they have learned by the creation o f
W ebQ uests will likely be helpful to preservice teachers facing sim ilar issues.
Respondents were asked to write about creating their W ebQuests. Figure 11 shows
the results o f my coding their written-in answers about problem s encountered. These
results support w hat m y preservice teachers had found when creating their own
W ebQ uests. Time, resources, technical difficulties, and good tasks require a lot of
thought and attention when creating a good W ebQuest.

Tim e

W hether a preservice teacher or a practicing teacher, tim e m ust be taken to
create any new lesson. W hen technology is involved, more tim e m ay also be needed
to w ork with softw are and hardware. One teacher states, “Tim e is the greatest
enem y.” However, another comments, “The biggest problem is carving out enough
time to work on the project daily. M y W ebQ uest took me about 60 hours to finish
because I was new at doing research on the Internet. Now it m ight take about half to
three quarters that tim e.” Although creators m ust spend tim e planning the W ebQ uest
as they would any other lesson, the extra tim e taken in publishing the W ebQ uest will
decrease with experience and fam iliarity w ith the software and hardw are.
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Resources

T h ree different aspects o f resources can cause problems: finding rich,
com plex, and inform ative ones, keeping them updated, and maintaining them for the
public. It takes time and patience to find W eb sites that utilize the m ultim edia nature
o f the Internet In addition to sites that require only inform ational reading. One
respondent writes, “The greatest difficulty is finding W eb sites other than
inform ation-rich - e.g. Emotive, perturbing - that provide students with the
opportunity to use higher level thinking skills o f evaluation and synthesis of
conflicting/challenging stim uli.” In addition, the creator must assess the site’s
credibility and accuracy. N ot only is it hard to find useful sites, but it’s also hard to
keep track o f them. Several respondents found that changing U R L’s and dead sites
caused a lot o f problems when trying to maintain a W ebQuest. Finally, one teacher
was surprised to find that keeping his/her W ebQ uest up-to-date would be a
responsibility. The respondent writes,
An unexpected finding - maintaining the W ebQ uest can be a beast. On one
hand, they provide a ‘snapshot’ in some regards o f my teaching/classroom at
one particular mom ent in time. On the other, they have grown Into a resource
used by many other teachers. Posting the W ebQ uest online established a
responsibility to a larger com m unity o f learners than that which filled my
classroom.
Because teachers post W ebQ uests on the Internet, the benefits o f the lesson go
beyond their own students. Even the W ebQ uests created by preservice teachers
becom e a resource for practicing teachers. Creating and posting a viable and well-
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thought-out W ebQ uest becomes an im portant goai when considering the potential
audience w ho may view and use it.

Technical D ifficulties

Technical difficulties in the creation phase often revolve around W eb page
design softw are, though problems with hardware also occur. Learning how to
m anipulate text, im ages, and hyperlinks to get the exact layout wanted can b e difficult
and time consum ing, and having the W ebQ uest turn out exactly as the creator w ould
like may not happen. In addition, the network firewall may not allow creators to
access resources that m ight enhance the W ebQuest. Experience can usually solve
problem s with software, but some schools’ com puter-use policies control w hat can be
accessed.- H ardw are problems may include the com puter or network running slowly
or crashing. O ne respondent writes, “A t times, our network firewall prohibits us from
getting to some sites. Sometimes our connection is slow and unreliable. Som e fonts
and graphics d o n ’t always transfer to the final W ebQ uest page.” Because the
W ebQ uest relies on graphic as well as textual im ages, having the entire activity
appear as it should is essential to its success and having the computers functioning
well helps the activity run more sm oothly.

G ood Task

Like my preservice teachers, experienced W ebQ uest teachers also found that
creating a good task can be difficult. R ather than asking students to com plete tasks
that allow them to cut and paste inform ation as they may have done with traditional
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research reports, W ebQ uest projects must “involve higher level tasks, such as
com paring, contrasting, making choices, and weighing inform ation to m ake
judgm ents and conclusions” (Balajthy 207). Students should be required to do
som ething with the information, not ju st find it and recount it. O ne respondent finds
that “M y biggest difficulty is being creative in trying to come up w ith an authentic
task fo r students.” A nother finds that “m aking the project a real w orld experience is
challenging.” It is the teacher’s responsibility to create a suitable task that is both
interesting and challenging and w ell-suited for a W eb-based lesson. V alm ont and
W epner believe that
Although some people believe that inform ation equals education, teachers
know that understanding is not autom atic with the acquisition or
mem orization o f facts. Knowing how to apply inform ation, how to use new
ideas in new ways, how to evaluate inform ation, and how to extrapolate or go
beyond basic information are im portant aspects of learning. T oday’s students
m ust learn how to think and how to use the vast am ount o f unfiltered
information that is available to them through the Internet and other
technological forms. (9)
Since the task forms the core of the W ebQ uest, tim e and thought m ust be com m itted
to generating an engaging one. Tasks that ask students to synthesize, analyze, or
evaluate information from the Internet rather than cut and paste inform ation support
higher-order thinking skills.

U sing W ebQ uests

I also asked respondents to com m ent on problem s experienced while using the
W ebQ uest in their classrooms.- Figure 12 shows the results o f m y coding o f their
answers. Technical difficulties stood out as the m ost com m on problem . Some
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problem s included facts that c a n ’t be controlled: the Internet being slow o r dow n, the
com puter crashing, the school netw ork being down, and students having problem s
w ith their ho m e com puters. B ecause we were w orking in a wireless com puter lab,
m y preservice teachers, experienced all o f these problem s both in and out o f class.
They have experienced the frustrations o f technical difficulties and realize that back
up plans and flexibility are needed in a classroom that uses com puter technology.
Figure 12
Problem s E ncountered W hen U sing W ebQ uests
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N ot only do W ebQ uest creators have difficulty finding time to create the
W ebQ uest, but they also find that planning the tim e fo r the students to do the
W ebQ uest can be problem atic. Teachers com m ented that they take m ore time than
planned, often due to technical difficulties o r the inability to access com puters when
needed. Therefore, tim e is taken from the curriculum because o f technology issues;
tim e that could have been spent on content learning. O ne teacher com m ents that
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allocating enough time to com plete the tasks to the level o f research, thinking
and the group synthesis process desired is the m ajor problem in a curriculum
which is controlled by a central Education' D epartm ent and where much of the
em phasis is on knowledge acquisition rather than encouraging thinking skills
development.
Although higher-order thinking skills, o f course, should be called for in a mandated
curriculum, som etim es ju st fitting in all o f the curriculum m aterials takes tip.the
majority o f class time. Therefore, covering the material of the curriculum takes
precedence over time-intensive creative lessons like W ebQuests.
The challenges o f students reading hypertext lead to another area of concern.
One of the benefits o f using a W eb-based activity like the W ebQ uest is the non-linear
approach to research and reading. Though the teacher provides the resources needed
to complete the task, seemingly limitless links can lead students away from the
thoughtfully selected resources. V alm ont and W epner point out that although some
W eb sites may have linear text, generally W eb sites have nonlinear texts.
Hypertext is nonlinear in the sense that readers can, at will, move to another
piece o f electronic text created by the same author in the same Web site; or
readers can be led to entirely new W eb sites written by others, thereby
creating a variety o f paths that readers can take in their search for meaning..
(7)
Students will need extra guidance in learning how to handle the m ultitude of
information responsibly and effectively. Teachers, then, should encourage students to
investigate that inform ation which will aid them in finishing the task rather than
distract them. Valm ont-and W epner believe that “the intelligent processing of
multim edia-based electronic texts m ust be part of an array o f skills that students
acquire as they progress through school” (7-8). One respondent agrees. “Students
wanted to print everything on their screens - the antithesis o f som e o f my
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instructional goals. W e had to work to becom e screen literate—which m eant time
spent exploring what it m eant to be a reader o f hypertext.”
Teachers also showed concern for how hypertext can affect student motivation
and on-task time. A lthough the majority o f teachers surveyed felt that W ebQuests
can be a motivating activity, some believed there will always be those students who
resist any type of assignment. No matter what the assignment is and w hether it is
classroom or W eb-based, some students will have no interest in com pleting the
assignm ent at all. One teacher writes that “som e students don’t w ant to read and m ust
be encouraged to participate during each visit to the lab.” Some students may not
participate just because the W ebQ uest is W eb-based. In fact, students unfamiliar with
com puters may resist the W ebQ uest more than they would have resisted a non-W ebbased assignment. M otivating a diverse group o f students will always be a part of the
teacher’s job. The W ebQ uest functions as another activity which teachers can use to
m eet the needs and interests o f all students.
Attention m ust also be paid to students who appear as if they are engaged with
the com puter but who are actually ju st pointing and clicking on the hypertext. The
cause for this behavior m ust be assessed. Do' the students understand the assignment?
Those students who are unfam iliar with com puters can be lost in a sea o f hypertext
and may not want to ask for help. A lthough they may be busily w orking at the
com puter, they may not be getting the Inform ation needed to com plete the task. Do
the students know how to move beyond ju st looking to learning? Spending time
learning print and nonprint research skills will help students with any project. One
teacher writes, “Final presentations often do not have the depth needed simply
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because the students do not want to take the time to read the information on the
screens. - They prefer to look at pictures and jum p to new links.” Final products that
truly call for higher-order thinking cannot be successfully com pleted ju st by viewing,
cutting, and pasting information. Finally, do the students need to be redirected from
off-task sites? Keeping students on task challenges teachers every day, and
com puters can offer a variety o f distractions. W orking on the Internet may be a
novelty for those students who d o n ’t have computers at home, and for those that do,
accessing their favorite sites or em ail can be a distraction.
A final concern about using W ebQuests is m anaging collaborative work. The
key to m aking the collaborative aspect o f W ebQuests work comes before the
W ebQ uest even begins. Students m ust be trained how to work effectively with others
for all lessons, not just W ebQuests. As a high school teacher, I had been form ally ■
trained to use the Kagan cooperative learning structures. I learned how to facilitate
group interactions with students that would allow them to do some independent work
while also being held responsible for group outcomes. For example, in “Think-PairShare” students would individually free-write about a poem read the night before.
Then, students would pair up and discuss their thoughts. Finally, students could share
their ideas within their groups o f four or perhaps in front o f the w hole class. I always
began my high school classes by explaining and m odeling what was expected in
cooperative groups. However, som e problems will still occur even if students have
been properly trained in cooperative work. “Some students truly need m ore structure
and do not do well in an engaged learning environm ent,” one teacher writes. And
another teachers adds that “different groups [will be] in different places doing
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different things.” Therefore, teachers need to realize that classroom m anagement will
be an issue even though students ideally need very little teacher direction. Close
teacher observation and participation help students to stay on task and to work well
together.

Final Products

I w as also interested in the kinds o f products that result from respondents’
W ebQuests. Respondents could m ark all final products that they had students create
and supply others not included on my list. Figure 13 shows the num ber o f responses
each o f the provided products from the survey received. M any people also supplied
more specific or different options for final products. These, like those that I provided
in my survey, fall into some broad categories.
W ritten - newspapers, essays, letters, books, plays, memos, trip itineraries,
magazines, newsletters, annotated bibliographies, poem s, inform ational
brochures
Perform ance Products - skits, songs, monologues, speeches in character
Oral Presentations - general presentations, discussions in forum s, debates
Technical Products - Power Point presentations, W eb pages, digital narratives,
virtual m useum s, H yper Studio presentations, Inspiration softw are concept
mapping
Art-Related Products - Posters, scrapbooks, craft projects, murals
O f course, some o f these categories overlap in that a written project like a travel
brochure may be com pleted on M icrosoft Publisher, incorporating technology, artistic
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im ages, and written work. A w ell-balanced com bination of traditional and
technological final products em erges. Just as resources can be print and nonprint,
final products can be either. N early 30 respondents chose presentations, w hich 1
assum e m ust be print in nature, and Power Point presentations, w hich w ould be
Eonprint. G iving students a variety o f activities and assignm ents to com plete allows
teachers to m eet a diverse group-of learners’ needs.

Figure 13
Products that Result from the W ebQ uest
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Because W ebQ uests do take so much tim e for teachers to create and students
to com plete, assessing the effectiveness o f the activity is crucial. 69% o f respondents
felt that th e W ebQuest was m ore effective than the previous m ethods used to teach
the particular skill o r concept addressed by the W ebQ uest, w hile another 23% felt the
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W ebQ uest was ju st as effective. Therefore, 89% found that using the W ebQ uest
com plem ented their existing curriculum. The respondents were also asked to cite
specific benefits for their students5 learning. They could select all benefits th at they
felt applied to using W ebQuests in their classrooms. Figure 14 represents the results.
All 35 respondents felt that W ebQ uests allowed them to use technology effectively in
their classroom s, an im portant consideration for teachers trying to incorporate
technology into the traditional classroom . Teachers also cited benefits from three
integral com ponents of the W ebQuest: cooperative learning, tasks requiring higherorder thinking skills, and assessm ent by rubrics. Asking students to work together to
complete a challenging task and then assessing them w ith a clearly defined rubric
allows students to progress through the W ebQ uest as independently as possible,
working to construct their own knowledge. I t’s no w onder that 33 teachers thought
that another benefit of the W ebQ uest was that they could w ork as facilitators for
student learning.
Overall, 86% o f respondents found that using W ebQ uests benefits
their classrooms. W hen asked to rate W ebQ uests as a learning strategy in the English
classroom on a scale o f 1-7 with 1 being an excellent strategy, 61% rated them with a
1, while another 25% gave a rating o f 2. The satisfaction shown by experienced
teachers who use W ebQuests solidifies my decision to ask preservice teachers to
create W ebQuests. I find it to be an excellent learning strategy for them, allow ing
them to com bine content and pedagogical know ledge to create a challenging task
while also im plem enting technology in their lessons. I have been satisfied w ith their
W ebQuests as representations o f their learning in our m ethods course.
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Figure 14
Benefits o f U sing W ebQuests
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A lso im portant, though is the reaction o f high school students to the
W ebQ uest. Figure 15 dem onstrates that teachers who used W ebQ uests thought that
the m ajority o f their students responded w ell to using W ebQ uests. 58% o f them felt
their students loved doing W ebQ uests and w ould enjoy doing others, while another
25% saw their students as m ore com placent but still accepting o f the W ebQ uest.
E qually im portant a percentage, though, is that none o f the teachers felt that their
students disliked W ebQ uests o r com puters. T hese numbers aren ’t surprising since
F igure 6.6 dem onstrates that 31 o f 35 teachers felt one benefit o f using W ebQ uests
was higher student m otivation.
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Figure 15
Teacher Observation of Student Evaluation of WebQuests
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Advice

T he follow ing section contains advice offered by experienced W ebQ uest

teachers about creating and using WebQuests taken from survey answ ers. Those
ideas presented w ere chosen based on their frequency o f occurrence after coding

written com m ents to the survey.
1.

P lan, plan, plan.
a.

“Planning is the m ost im portant stage.”

b. “Focus the project tightly. K now w hat will be required from the student and
■ w ork backw ards.”
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c. “K now the W ebQ uest intimately! It is essential for m e to know every detail,
step, and link from the W ebQ uest in order to fully assist and guide my
students in the project.”
2.

B e patient and flexible.
a. “B e flexible! Technical difficulties have a solution—be creative and calm in
figuring one out. Schedule m ore time than necessary for technical difficulties
and ‘last m inute’ problem s that m ay arise.”
b. “Set realistic attainable goals for your students, even if that means m odifying
tim e lim its and perhaps adding or changing com ponents o f the W ebQ uest for
use in you ow n classroom. N o one knows your students like you do and a
W ebQ uest is not a ‘one-size-fits-all.”

3.

C reate a challenging task.
a. “The type o f learning that a W ebQ uest affords and challenges students to
experience requires exploration and time. The question has to matter. It
needs to be an authentic task that allows students to ow n the process and the
learning.”
b. “The end product should require students to synthesize or m ake a judgm ent
w ith the know ledge they g ain —it should avoid ju st a reporting o f facts.”

4.

Be clear in process steps and scaffolding provided: “B e very m ethodical in
outlining the steps o f a W ebQ uest, so it’s easier for students to follow the
step-by-step procedure to the final assignment. Include scaffolding (i.e.
worksheets or such) for students to be com pleting D U RIN G the project; this
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Ill
helps the teacher m onitor whether students are on task or not. Include
sam ples and/or templates for the final project.”
5.

T ake the tim e to find quality resources, keep links up-to-date, and teach
students how to use these resources.
a. “W ebQ uests were most powerful w hen they allowed us to tap into a greater
com m unity.”
b. “ [R jeview W ebsites for content and accuracy . ..check links from the sites
used, [and] ... recheck links.”
c.

“Students need to be proficient with researching on the Internet. M any times
students expect to click on a link and the answer to ju st jum p up on the screen;
they d o n ’t realize that the W ebQ uest links are a portal from w hich they need
to explore to find the inform ation needed.” Learn how to find and maintain
them.

6.

Teach students how to collaborate.
a.

“Lim it the students to ONE com puter per group. Enforce cooperation.” “

b. “Collaboration is something that has to be learned and therefore opportunities
for it m ust be created.”
c.

“I developed a rubric for helping students evaluate and understand excellent
strategies for cooperative work versus w eak strategies. The rubric is used
early in the year during very short cooperative assignments to fam iliarize the
student w ith w hat is expected during cooperative work.”

d. “Teachers who are already com fortable acting as facilitators o f student
learning are the ones who seem to create pow erful learning experiences for
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student w ork with W ebQuests. I really think that needs to be in place
beforehand.”
7.

A lw ays be prepared for technical difficulties.
a. “A lw ays have a back-up plan.”
b. “Teach them the com puter skills they w ill need.”

8.

A llow time fo r learning about and reflecting on the W ebQ uest as an
instructional tool: Have students decide “[wjhat worked well, w hat d id n ’t why not [and] if we did another W ebQ uest w hat topic w ould you like to
investigate and how would you approach it differently.”

9.

L eam how to find good W ebQuests to adapt to your classroom.
a.

“A beginning teacher has an entire project laid out that they can adapt as they
see fit. It gives them a great experience in putting together a som etim es major
project w ithout the headache o f creating every step o f it.”

b. “I am a strong believer in the use o f W ebQ uests if properly constructed
through a com bination o f technology that allows for online thinking a n d .
reflection, pedagogical principles, and appropriate scaffolding. U nfortunately,
many ‘W ebquests5 do not fit this design brief as proposed by D odge and
M arch.”
10.

Create W ebQuests that can be used across the curriculum: “Y ou need to get
the whole faculty thinking along the lines o f W ebQuests. That w ay you can
integrate m any o f the subjects. F or exam ple, Lord o f the Flies connects to the
Cold W ar in history, environm ent in science, group dynam ics in m ath, plus
psychology, art, even physical education!”
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11.

Expand technology knowledge: “A teacher’s know ledge o f the com puter and
various softw are will allow him /her to create a m ore dynam ic W ebQ uest
(D igital Im aging, Digital Video, Digital Audio, Inspiration, etc.). W ith only a
basic know ledge o f word processing and Power Point, teachers will construct
W ebQ uests that are not m uch m ore than a glorified w orksheet.”
The advice and inform ation shared by the 35 teachers m irrored the topics I

had tried to focus on when teaching preservice teachers about the W ebQuest: creating
quality tasks, w riting clear directions, providing scaffolding, and utilizing cooperative
groups. The only topic not really addressed was evaluation o f their students’ final
products other than know ing that the majority o f them used rubrics and/or checklists.
Their com ments also mirrored that o f m y students. Q uality W ebQ uests are hard to
plan for and make. Invaluable, too, w ere the responses that reinforced m y feeling that
W ebQuests are sound educational tools. These experienced teachers have created
and/or used them over a m atter o f years. They feel that W ebQ uests enhance their
curriculum, so they take the time and effort to create and use them. I, too, feel that
having students create W ebQuests in the English language arts methods course is
worth both my and their time.
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CHAPTER VII

CO NCLUSIO N

A lot o f research and preparation w ent Into my decision to begin and continue
teaching preservice teachers how to create W ebQuests. Learning theories and
professional standards reinforce my belief that W ebQuests are sound educational
activities that allow preservice teachers to synthesize English language arts content
inform ation with sound teaching strategies. Nonetheless, personal testim ony, both
from experienced teachers who have used W ebQ uests and m y preservice teachers,
makes the most im pact on my decision to continue teaching this strategy. One area
that I have concern about, though, is whether or not preservice teachers will be able to
use W ebQuests in their intern teaching and in their own classroom s. W hile I have
very little data indicating how my preservice teachers actually use their W ebQ uests, I
do know that they have cited benefits to creating their W ebQ uests. Figure 16
represents the percentage o f students from each class who cited the W ebQ uest as one
the top four “strategies/ideas/lessons” that they learned from our class.
The majority o f students believed that learning how to create W ebQ uests was
an im portant part o f th eir learning in my m ethods course.
Trying to ascertain if preservice teachers had been able to use their
W ebQuests, I sent out an em ail to the 63 students I had had in m y three classes
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Figure 16
Percent o f Preservice Teachers Citing WebQuests as
Top 4 Strategies/Ideas/Lessons Learned
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H ow ever, I only received responses from 12 o f these people. O nce preservice
teachers do their intern teaching and then graduate, com m unication via em ail
addresses from the time o f our class can be problem atic. O f the 12 w ho actually
responded, only three had used W ebQ uests in their intern teaching. T hough F m
pulling m y inform ation from a very sm all sam pling o f preservice teachers, I do
believe that the experiences they had with W ebQ uests will help me im prove how I
ask future students to create W ebQ uests. In addition, w hat little data I do have about
preservice teachers who used W ebQ uests in their intern teaching validates m uch of
the sam e inform ation I received from experienced W ebQ uest teachers. I include the
follow ing data as a springboard fo r future study.
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T he three intern teachers were working in large urban public high schools
with m entors who had not heard about W ebQuests. One intern teacher w orked in a
high school with tw o com puter labs that contained 40 com puters and a m edia center
with 60 com puters. The other two intern teachers worked in a high school that had
two com puter labs each with 28 w orking computers that w ere available at the tim e o f
the W ebQuest. H owever, one o f these intern teachers also taught in a classroom that
contained 20 com puters and that is w here his students com pleted his W ebQuests.
Each intern teacher also felt that at least 50% o f their students had access to
computers outside o f school. Because these intern teachers had access to com puters
and they had researched and created W ebQuests, they w ere confident enough to
suggest using W ebQ uests to their intern teachers who knew nothing about the
activity. O ne intern teacher writes, “English 480 gave me enough background that I
was able to work and teach with the W ebQ uest.” All three cited that they felt very
com fortable using the W ebQuest and cited that the m ethods course had prepared them
well enough to use this W eb-based activity. W ith obvious pride, another intern
teacher writes, “A couple o f teachers heard through the grapevine what I was doing
[the W ebQuest] and asked me to show them what it was. I w as even able to show the
head o f the English D epartm ent how to incorporate it into h er classroom .” N ot only
did she feel com fortable asking to use a W ebQ uest during her intern teaching and
then actually using one, but she also felt confident enough to share the idea with her
peers. One intern teacher even used tw o W ebQ uests during his intern experience.
One dow nfall o f teaching a m ethods course w ithout a field experience
requirem ent is that preservice teachers create lesson plans and activities for
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hypothetical classes. W hen I ask them to create their W ebQ uests, I encourage
preservice teachers to think carefully about choosing topics that they m ight actually
teach someday. Though I hope that they w ill be able to use their ow n W ebQuests,
ju st creating a W ebQ uest gives them the needed experience to m ake creating another
one easier and the know ledge to find and adapt existing W ebQ uests to their
curriculum . Only one o f the three students used the W ebQ uest that she had created in
class. The other tw o students used W ebQ uests they found on the Internet. One
student found hers through a G oogle™ search w hile the other student, who used two
W ebQ uests, found one through a G oogle™ search and one from D odge’s W ebQ uest
site. The student who used her own had to m odify it to “m ake it sim pler for [her]
students and had to cut som e parts out because [they] didn’t have enough time in
[their] overall schedule for the semester.” The student who used tw o W ebQ uests did
not alter them, but he did com plete the W ebQ uests in order to better understand the
W ebQ uests and confirm that they would w ork for his students. He m ust have know n
that as one o f the intern teachers com mented, it is im portant to know the W ebQ uest
“inside out.” The third student found her W ebQ uest through a Google™ search and
found no reason to alter it for her students.
W hen using their W ebQuests, intern teachers realized that students needed
m ore guidance than expected. One intern teacher com m ents that she learned “ [t]hat
there is a lot m ore to it [a W ebQuest] than putting a project on a W eb site. I think
that any W ebQ uest I use I w ill have to tailor specifically to my class and make certain
changes.” She understands that the W ebQ uest allow s teachers to m eet the needs o f
her current students at the tim e she wants to use it. To introduce the activity, one
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intern teacher did a mini lesson on w hat W ebQuests are. Being fam iliar w ith and
know ledgeable about W ebQ uests in general would m ake com pleting one easier. In
addition, students must be able to understand their roles in order to do them w ell and
then w ork w ith the rest o f their group to create their final product. O ne Intern teacher
describes, “A t first my students were confused and kept looking to m e for the process.
They could not understand that the W ebQuest would guide them through the w hole
project. A t the end they loved the independence and kept asking to do another
W ebQ uest.” To help her students deal with this independence, another intern teacher
tried to help her students by printing group and individual packets from the
W ebQ uest to keep them organized and on-task.
A fter completing the W ebQ uest, the three intern teachers com m unicated
nearly all positive outcomes o f the activity with only one negative com m ent. All
three believed that their students were interested in doing a W eb-based project. For
one intern, the W ebQ uest caught the attention o f students who didn’t like the book on
which the W ebQuest was based. He writes, “The really liked it [the W ebQ uest].
Som e d id n ’t care much for the book, but they enjoyed doing the W ebQ uest. They
had fun with the different jo b titles.” The W ebQ uest offers one more w ay that
teachers can help all students learn. Another benefit that all three cited was being
able to use cooperative groups. “It was something new the students never used
before. Using a W ebQ uest was a chance to have them work in cooperative groups
and use technology.” A nother intern teacher com m ents, “The students w orked well
in their groups. I think they w orked harder on this assignm ent then another one.
They really enjoy using the com puters and working in groups.” The only negative
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outcome h ad to do w ith the classroom m anagement issue o f student groups getting
along and the uncontrollable attendance issue.
W hen preservice teachers leam how to make W ebQ uests, they acquire m any
skills through the experience that they can apply to other situations. First, they learn
how to grapple w ith the technical aspects o f using com puters firsthand. K nowing
how to use W eb page design tools, scanners, and other related technology and how to
deal with technical difficulties give them a com fort-level foundation that further
computer experience can build on. Second, they leam how to question why and w hat
they will teach w ith technology. Through confer and class, students discussed access
issues and debated w hether or not they even needed to leam how to teach with
technology. W hile m aking the W ebQ uests with their groups, students had to choose
appropriate content and resource m aterial and effective learning strategies to form a
task and process that both challenged and motivated their audience. A ll o f these
skills help develop com petent English language arts teachers.
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NCATE Professional Unit Standards
The N ational Council for A ccreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
provides both general teacher preparation standards and specific standards for the
certification o f teachers o f English, standards that affect C ollege o f Education and
English Departm ents. In the general 2002 edition o f N CATE's Professional

Standards, em phasis is placed not only on whether the institution provides and
im plem ents curriculum to meet the standards but also on w hether or not the students
dem onstrate in some measurable way that those standards have been met. Therefore,
methods faculty not only have to provide preservice teachers with the opportunities to
.meet these standards but also have to m ake sure that they have learned how to .utilize
what they have been taught.

National Council for Accreditation o f Teacher Education
Unit Standards
Standard

How the W ebQ uest Fulfills the Standard
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1. Candidates preparing to work in schools
as teachers or other professional school
personnel know and dem onstrate the
content, pedagogical, and professional
know ledge, skills, and dispositions
necessary to help all students leam.
A ssessm ents indicate that candidates meet
professional, state, and institutional
standards.

Because the W ebQ uest unit occurred at the
end o f the sem ester after discussing
different methods o f teaching writing and
literature, preservice teachers began the
sem ester focusing on content know ledge
and learning how to help their future
students succeed in learning. Synthesizing
their pedagogical and content learning, they
had already learned and practiced how to
incorporate their know ledge o f literature
into lesson plans w ritten to dem onstrate
their knowledge o f discussion techniques
and assignment and assessm ent creation.
The W ebQuest allow ed them to further
dem onstrate this know ledge while also
allowing them to w ork with a different
medium: the Internet. W eb-based lessons
require different m odes o f teacher
explanation and instruction and student
participation. In addition, the main
challenge in creating a successful and
effective W ebQ uest centers on creating a
task that is challenging and interesting and
appropriate for com pletion via the Internet.
Before even starting to put the activity
together, preservice teachers identify a task
that meets the content goals they have for
their students and then ascertain whether
using technology w ould be an appropriate
way to turn the lesson into an interesting,
meaningful activity fo r students to
com plete. W ebQ uests also further content
know ledge and help students learn because
tasks are meant to draw upon content to
activate higher-order thinking skills. The
W ebQ uest rubric assessm ent used from ■
D odge’s W ebQ uest site clearly guides the
evaluator to look for im portant content and
pedagogical issues: prior knowledge,
m otivation, standards, higher-order
thinking, scaffolding, cooperative learning,
and rubrics. The W ebQ uest was another
way for preservice teachers to dem onstrate
that they could com bine their content
know ledge with their pedagogical_________
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knowledge.

The educational institution m ust provide
preservice teachers with a high-quality
learning experience so that they can m eet the standards required o f them. Mindful of
6 . The unit has the leadership, authority,
the im portance technology now plays in
budget, personnel, facilities, and resources,
today’s world, W estern M ichigan
including inform ation technology
U niversity provides program s and
resources, for the preparation o f candidates
assistance for professors and instructors to
to meet professional, state, and institutional
utilize technology in their courses.
standards.
W estern M ichigan U niversity provides the
wireless com puter lab and trains professors
to use it so students can experience and use
technology in a thoughtful way.
Source: “N CA TE U nit Standards.” N ational Council for Accreditation o f Teacher
Education. 2002. 10 Jan. 2003
<http://w w w .ncate.org/standard/unit sends ch 2 .htm>.

NCATE E n g lish P ro g ra m S ta n d a rd s
The m ost current version o f N C A T E ’s English content standards, 1993, was created
by the “learned society” o f the N ational Council o f Teachers of English. Like the
professional unit NCATE standards, know ledge o f content, theory, and practice
dom inate the English language arts standards, and I easily found that teaching
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preservice English teachers to design W ebQ uests allows them to m eet several content
standards. T he W ebQ uest clearly adheres to technology as well as content-based and
pedagogically oriented standards.

National Council fo r Accreditation o f Teacher Education Program Standards
Prepared By N ational Council of Teachers o f English
“Program for Initial Preparation o f Teachers o f English Language Arts
for M iddle/Junior High and Senior High School Teaching”
Standard

How the W ebQ uest Fulfills the Standard

2.0 A ttitudes for English Language A rts Through m odeling, advisement, instruction,
related experiences, and assessment, the
program prom otes and strengthens
liiB S IlllllM llM M IS M i^ B W IM IB S IIK
professional attitudes needed by English
language arts teachers; as a result, the
candidate will
WebQuc-tts should have students divide up
the work so that each student does som e
independent w ork before joining the rest of
the group to assem ble the final product.
2.1 dem onstrate a respect for the worth and
These roles should take into consideration
contribution of all learners
that students learn differently and have
different interests. W hen roles are
carefully developed, all learners have the
opportunity to succeed.
A fter the W ebQ uest is com plete, preservice
teachers com plete their peers' W ebQ uests
and then peer-review them. B y doing these
two activities, preservice teachers are able
to work together to make the best
W ebQ uest possible. In addition, preservice
teachers discuss w hat and why they do
W ebQuests via in-class discussions and on
2.3 engage in reflective practice and
Confer, our electronic conference. They
pursue continued professional grow th and
can voice their opinions about the
collaboration with colleagues
assignm ent and bring up issues like
classroom m anagem ent and com puter
access, and at the end, they reflect on the
problem s they encountered during its
creation, the benefits o f using W ebQ uests,
and w hether or not they will use their
W ebQ uests in the future.
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2.4 help students develop lifelong habits of
critical thinking and judgm ent

2.5 take informed stands on issues of
professional concern

3.0 K nowledge of English Language Arts The program prepares English language
arts teachers who are know ledgeable about
language, literature, oral, visual, and
written literacy, print and nonprint media,
technology, and research theory and
findings.
3.6 The program prepares the candidate
w ith know ledge and understanding of the
range and influence of print and nonprint
m edia and technology in contem porary
culture; as a result, the candidate will

3.6.2 construct meaning from m edia and
non-print texts

Because the W ebQ uest should ask students
to use higher order thinking skills, it is one
activity that helps strengthen those habits.
In addition, the conclusion portion of the
W ebQ uest should point out or ask students
to consider how they can apply the
inform ation or skills gained from the
W ebQ uest to future learning.
Preservice teachers, after reading
introductory material about W ebQuests and
com pleting the W ebQ uest, can articulate
why the W ebQ uest benefits students and
represents one exam ple o f teaching with
technology.

wmmmmmmmmm

llBBIliilliil

By designing a W ebQ uest, preservice
teachers are asked to look at technology in
a way that they may not have done before.
Though many people may know how to
“s u r f ’ the Internet, research for
inform ation, and use it for entertainm ent
purposes, the developm ent of the
W ebQ uest allows preservice teachers to
consider how to best use the resources
available on the Internet to guide their
future students’ learning. W hile searching
for resources to include in the W ebQuest,
preservice teachers are reading and
evaluating the credibility, usefulness, and
appropriateness o f resources, both print and
non-print, for English language arts
instruction.
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4.0 Pedagogy for the English Language
Arts - The program enables the candidate to
acquire and dem onstrate the dispositions
and capacities needed to integrate
know ledge o f English language arts,
students, teaching, and practice; as a result,
the candidate will

4.1 exam ine, evaluate and select resources,
such as textbooks, other print materials,
video, film, recordings, and softw are which
support the teaching o f English language
arts

4.2 design instruction to meet the needs of
all students and provide for students'
continuous progress and success

4.3 organize classroom environm ents and
learning experiences that prom ote effective
whole class, small group, and individual
work

4.6 incorporate technology and print/non
print m edia into instruction

y:;;;
W hen choosing resources for their students
to access, preservice teachers m ust decide
if W ebsites are reliable, relevant to the
topic o f the W ebQuest, exploitive in any
way, and easy enough fo r their students to
maneuver. 15 o f 62 of preservice teachers,
or _ o f them, found that this part of the
W ebQ uest developm ent was difficult.
Am ple time and instruction on how to find
appropriate and useful resources must be
given so that preservice teachers feel
com fortable with this im portant step o f the
W ebQuest.
To m eet all their future students’ needs and
provide multiple instructional
environm ents, preservice teachers can
design W ebQuests that require their future
students to utilize any o f G ardner’s
m ultiple intelligences. F or exam ple, each
W ebQ uest requires linguistic and
interpersonal skills. D epending on the final
product required, logical/m athem atical,
spatial, intrapersonal, m usical, and/or
bodily/kinesthetic intelligences may be
activated.
Because W ebQ uests require both
individual and group work, preservice
teachers have multiple w ays in which they
will have students work w ith information.
In addition, the task can require students to
present inform ation to the whole class.
D esigning the W ebQ uest incorporates use
o f the Internet as well as other technologies
including PowerPoint presentations, W eb
site design, m ultim edia projects, digital
photography, image scanning, image
m anipulation, etc., all o f w hich can be part
o f the W ebQ uest students com plete, too.
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Early in the sem ester, preservice teachers
4.7 engage students, in discussion for the
leam about various discussion techniques.
purpose o f interpreting and evaluating ideas
The W ebQ uest requires that students
presented through oral, written, or visual
interpret and/or evaluate visual inform ation
forms
from the Internet to com plete their tasks.
Teachers may ask students to evaluate the
W ebQuest they have ju st com pleted as a
4.8 encourage students to respond
way for teachers to assess the success o f
critically to different m edia and
the lesson and as a way for students to
com m unications technologies
think m etacognitively about their ow n
learning.
To increase student motivation and on-task
4.11 provide students with appropriate
time, preservice teachers should allow
reading strategies that permit access to and
students to leam about and practice with
understanding o f a wide range of print and
reading hypertext. The nonlinear fashion
o f W eb resources requires a different
non-print texts
method of reading.
Source: “N CATE Program Standards: Program for Initial Preparation o f Teachers o f
English Language Arts for M iddle/Junior High and Senior H igh School
Teaching.” National Council for A ccreditation of T eacher Education. Oct.
1998. 10 Jan. 2003
< http://www.ncate.org/standarcl/new9f20progratn% 20staodards/ncte% 202001
.pdf>.
IS T E S ta n d a rd s
The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) provides six
technology standards for preservice teachers and perform ance indicators for each
standard to help assess whether the standard has been met in its docum ent N a tio n a l
E ducational T echnology Standards fo r T eachers (NETS®T). ISTE also provides

perform ance profile indicators for each step o f the teacher preparation process as
another way for assessing whether the six technology standards have been met. The
four steps include general preparation, professional education, student
teaching/internship, and first-year o f teaching. NCATE, W estern M ichigan
University, and the State o f M ichigan have adopted IST E ’s standards. For my
m ethods courses, I focused on the 24 profile indicators for professional education. To
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determ ine how my students were meeting these indicators I looked at how they were
experiencing and working with technology. M y preservice teachers access my
teaching W ebsite and on-line syllabus, participate extensively in our electronic
conference, make their own teaching W ebsites, develop W ebQ uests, and evaluate.
their own and others’ W ebQuests.

International Society for Technology in Education
N ational E ducational Technology Standards f o r Teachers
“Profile for Technology-Literate Teachers
Professional Perform ance Profile”
Perform ance Indicator
Prior to the culm inating student teaching or
internship experience, prospective teachers:

How the W ebQ uest Meets
the Perform ance Indicator

1. Identify the benefits o f technology to
m axim ize student learning and facilitate
higher order thinking skills.

Because preservice teachers can provide a
variety of W eb resources and print
resources, students have the benefit o f high
quality inform ation that will allow them to
com plete the assigned task. The assigned
task should ask students to analyze,
synthesize, or evaluate inform ation in order
to create their final product. The task
should not allow students to simply cut and
paste information.

. Identify specific technology applications
and resources that m axim ize student
learning, address learner needs, and affirm
diversity.

By designing a W ebQ uest, preservice
teachers use a specific technology
application to m axim ize student learning.
The resources that they choose to include in
their W ebQuests should take advantage o f
the tim eliness and variety of information
available on the Internet. The different
roles that students take in the W ebQ uest
should allow for differences in learning
styles and interests.

6
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9. Plan and teach student-centered learning
activities and lessons in which students
apply technology tools and resources.

If preservice teachers carefully plan the
task and process section o f the W ebQ uest,
their students should be able to com plete
the activity on their own via a computer.
The teacher’s roie is one o f facilitator,
finding ways to help students discover
inform ation and com plete their roles and
final products on their own. Students
becom e responsible for their ow n learning
rather than expecting the teacher to tell
them all that they need to know.

As my preservice teachers and W ebQ uest
teachers surveyed have testified, finding
10. Research and evaluate the accuracy,
appropriate and useful resources is very
relevance, appropriateness,
difficult. M ethods teachers should work
com prehensiveness, and bias o f electronic
with preservice teachers to develop a plan
information resources to be used by
for doing productive resource searches and
students.
to evaluate the resources they find. The
quality o f resources will definitely affect
the final products that students produce.
Source: “Profile for Technology-Literate Teachers: Professional Perform ance
Profiles.”
National Educational Technology Standards for Teachers. Eugene, OR: ISTE,
NETS Project, 2000.
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Y our teaching portfolio W eb site needs to be them atically and artistically coordinated
and include, at a minimum, these six pages:
1.

A home page with at least a site title, welcome to students, your name, a
picture of yourself, visual images, links to your other pages, and a working
e-m ail link to you.

2.

A teaching philosophy page encapsulated and condensed into
approxim ately ten-one sentence statem ents. These statem ents m ust refer
specifically to m ultiple aspects of English language arts teaching including
literature and writing, use current professional and theoretical language,
and be written so it can be understood by future em ployers, colleagues,
students, and parents.

3.

A student page that contains the follow ing entries:
a.

Your own annotated recom m ended reading list for your students.
Include a m inim um of ten entries. Use only books you have read,
include some m ulticultural and young adult titles. M ake it visually
appealing to catch students’ interests.

b.

An annotated list o f at least 20 links and resources that will be
interesting to students and relevant to your teaching. For example,
if you think you would like to teach To Kill a M ockingbird
someday, it w ould be neat to have some sites linked to materials
that would support learning about the novel. Links m ight include
background on the author, com m entary on the novel, sites about
lynching, race relations in the South, etc. In this w ay you begin
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creating your own electronic textbook targeted to your specific
ciass.

4.

c.

A place to publish student work in the future.

d.

A link to your W ebQuest.

A parent page that allows you to post student work and grades (you m ight
try setting up some sort o f a spread sheet or table) and that provides them
with at least five links to W eb sites concerning them.

5.

6.

A teaching page that contains the following entries:
a.

Individualized reading program.

b.

All lesson plans.

A professional page where you can post your professional m aterials and
accom plishm ents from your teacher preparation courses and intern
teaching. Include your resum e. This page (or pages) can serve as your
teaching portfolio and m ay be especially im portant for your intern teacher
supervisor and future em ployers.

General Requirements

1.

Each page needs to have your name, an e-m ail link to you, and the date the
page was last modified.

2.

Link all o f your pages to one another. A navigation bar that can be used
on all o f your pages w ould be easiest to do.
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3.

Design your pages with your future teaching in m ind and make it
attractive to your future students, their parents, and your teaching
colleagues.

4.

Your site needs to be academ ically and intellectually sound, including
meaningful information, activities, and links.

5.

Artistically coordinate backgrounds and structures that link your site
together graphically and them atically. Creativity counts!
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A W ebQ uest About W ebQ uests
M iddle School / High School V ersion
by Be mm Dodge

Introduction
Since early in 1995, teachers everyw here have learned how to use the web wel . by adopting
the
form at to created inquiry-oriented lessons. But w hat exactly is a W ebQ uest?
W hat does it feel like to do one? How do you know a good one when you see i t? In the space
o f 90 minutes, you're going to grapple with these questions and more.

The Task
To develop great W ebQ uests, you need to develop a thorough understanding o ' the different
. possibilities- open to you as you create w eb-based lessons. O ne way for you to >et there is to
critically analyze a num ber o f w ebquest exam ples and discuss them from mult: pie
perspectives. T hat’s your task in this exercise.
By the end of this lesson, you and your group will answ er these questions:
!. W hich tw o o f exam ple W ebQ uests listed below are the best ones? WI13 ?
2. W hich two are the worst? W hy?
3. W hat do best and w orst mean to you?

The Process
1. First, each participant will have a hard copy of
. To answi ;r t h e '
questions given above, you'll break into groups o f four. W ithin the groi ip, each o f you
will take on one o f the following roles:
* The Efficiency Expert: You value

* The A ffiliator: To you, t re best
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tim e a great deal. You believe that too
m uch tim e is w asted in today's
classroom s on unfocused activity and
learners not know ing what they should
be doing at a given moment. To you, a
good W ebQ uest is one that delivers the
m ost team ing bang for the buck. If it's a
short, unam bitious activity that teaches a
sm all thing well, then you like it. If it's a
longterm activity, it had better deliver a
deep understanding o f the topic it covers,
in your view.

learning activities are those! in which
students learn to w ork toge her.
W ebQuests that force collaboration and
create a need for discussior and
consensus are the best in your view. If a
W ebQ uest could be done by a student
working atone, it leaves you cold.

^ T he Aititudinlst: Higher level
thinking is everything to you. There's too
m uch em phasis on factual recall in
schools today. The only justification for
bringing technology into schools is if it
opens up the possibility that students will
have to analyze inform ation, synthesize
m ultiple perspectives, and take a stance
on the merits o f something. You also
value sites that allow for some creative
expression on the part o f the learner.

® The Technophile: You Io v e this
internet thang. T o you, the rest
W ebQ uest is one that makels the best use
o f the technology o f the Wetb. If a
W ebQ uest has attractive col ors,
animated gifs, and lots of linkss to
interesting sites, you love it . If it m akes
minimal use o f the W eb, yc u'd rather use
a worksheet.

2. Individually, you'll exam ine each o f the sites below and use the worksb eet to jo t
dow n some notes o f your opinions o f each from the perspective o f youi role. You'll
need to exam ine each site fairly quickly. D on't spend more than 7 rainuties on any one
site. Your instructor will keep time using this clock:
H ere are the sites you'll be analyzing:
A nalyze several paths to success
Gallery

of

A rfb - F a c t s

D esign and fill an art m useum wing
Take a stand on the reintroduction oi ' wolves

The Gilded Age

Create a docum entary on this histori al period

Eei.ee Extra

A nalyze the world o f the G reat Gats )y

3, W hen everyone in the group has seen all the sites, it's time to get togetl er to answ er
the questions. O ne way to proceed w ould be to go around and poll eacf team m em ber
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for the best two and worst tw o from their perspective. Pay attention to each o f the
other perspectives, even if at first you think you m ight disagree with the:m.
4. There will probably not be unanimous agreem ent, so the next step is to talk together
to ham m er out a com prom ise consensus about your team's nominations for best and
worst. Pool your perspectives and see if you can agree on what's best for the learner.
5. O ne person in each group should record the group's thoughts.
6.

W hen debriefing time is called, report your results to the whole class. Ej>o you think
the other groups will agree w ith your conclusions?

Conclusion
Ideally, this exercise will provide you with a larger pool o f ideas to w ork with as you develop
your W ebQ uest-m aking skills. The best W ebQuest is yet to be written. It m ight be yours!

Last updated on Septem ber 24, 2002

Source: “A W ebQ uest about W ebQ uests.” The W ebQ uest P age. Ed. Bernie Dodge. San
Diego State U Ed. Tech. Dept. 2 Nov. 2003
Used with permission o f Bernie D odge, editor, The W ebQ uest P age. 10-21-03.
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A Rubric for Evaluating WebQuests
The W ebQ uest format can be applied to a variety o f teaching situations. If you take
advantage of all the possibilities inherent in the format, your students will have a rich and
pow erful experience. This rubric will help you pinpoint the ways in w hich your
W ebQ uest isn't doing everything it could do. If a page seems to fall betw een categories,
feel free to score it with in-between points.

Accomrfiished
| Overall A esthetics (This refers to '

W ebQ uest page itself, not the external resources

I linked to it.)

0 points

2

Th ere are few or no
graphic elements.
Nc - variation in
lay out or
ty po graphy.

elements
sofnetimes, but not
alvj/ays, contribute
to ihe understanding
o f (concepts, ideas
an|l relationships.
Thjere
i is some
variation in type
sizje, color, and
layout.

O v erall
OR
V isual

Appeal

C olor is garish .
and/or typographic
variations are
overused and
legibility suffers.
Aground
interferes with the
readability.
omts

rfoints

2 points

There are a few
pldces w here the
an|i unconventional. learner can get lost
>es can't be found and not know where
eaiily and/or the
to go next.
wajy back isn't clear.
ting through the

Mechanical
Thjere are m ore than
Aspects
5 tToken links,
mijsplaced or

4 points
Af propriaty and
the malic grkphic
ele ments arte used to
mt .ke visuali
co inection^ that
col itribute tjo the
un ierstandjng of
COI icepts, ideas and
re ationships.
Terence: in type
size and/or color are
used w ell and
consistently.
St e Fine P pints
Ch ecklist.

fevigation lesson is confusing

oints

Score

point
j
j
Thjere are some
broken links,
m isplaced or
1

4 pom ts
Na vigation is
unless. I: . is
ah /ays clea x to the
lea:rner whc it all the
pk ces are a.nd how
to ?et to th<£im.

SCI

2

f om ts

Nd m echan ical
pr<dblem s n.pted.
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j mipsmg images,
| badly sized tables,
| misspellings and/or
I grammatical errors.

mijssmg images,
Ibajily sized tables,
j mik spellings and/or
|&
grammatical
errors.
s

See Fine P omts
Checklist.
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In tro d u c tio n
0

points

Thje introduction is
purely factual, with
no appeal to
relevance or social
Motivational im portance

Effectiveness
o f Ol|.
In tro d u c tio n
T he scenario posed
is transparently
bogus and doesn't
respect the media
literacy o f today's
leajmers.

C ognitive
Effectiveness
o f the
In tro d u c tio n

1

point

Th introduction
relates som ewhat i
\
thp learner's
interests and/or
d e cribes a
col npeiling question
or iroblem.

point

Of o m ts

1

The introduction
dop sn't prepare the
re der for what is to
cop ie, or build on
wl: at the learner
air eady knows.

The introduction
makes some
reference to
leajrner's prior
know ledge and
previews to some
ex |en t what the
lestson is about.

2

points

TH ; introdi ction
ws the r<;ader
int a the les on by
rel ating to i he
led:rner's in erests or
go ils and/o
en, agingly
dei'o rib in g ;
co m pelling question
or problem

2 points
Thj e introdr ction
bu Ids on le arner’s
p r ipr know edge and
eff ectiveiy prepares
the learner ay
for ieshadow ing what
the lesson i 5 about.

T a sk (The task is the end result o f student efforts... not the steps involved in getting
there.)

0 points
Tab k requires
C ognitive siniply
Level of the co:fnprehending or
T ask ret lling o f
inf orm ation found
on w eb pages and
ans w ering factual

3 {joints
i
Ta^k is doable but is
lixf ited in its
significance to
students' lives. The
task requires
analysis of
inform ation and/or

6 £ om ts
T a k is do;able and
.aging nd elicits
thi H iking th; it goes
be; /ond rofe
co m prehen don. The
tasPk requirt s
sy:Uthesis o'
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j

j

questions.

putting together
inlprm ation from
several sources.

m ultiple so' irces of
inform atior . and/or
tak ing a po pition,
and/or goin g beyond
thd data g i\ en and
mdking a
generalization or
creative prclduct.
Se^ W ebO uest
T askonotm
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Process (The process is the step-by-step description o f how students will accom plish the
task.)
j
0

points

2

om ts
fjoi

4 f omts

Some directions are
given, but there is
missing
information.
Students m ight be
confused.

Ev ;ry step is clearly
sta .ed. Mos)t
stu dents wduld
kn 3W exactjly where
th<jy are at pach step
of the process and
kn rw what to do
ne: tt.

0 points

3 floints

6

The process lacks
strategies and
organizational tools
needed for students
to gain the
knowledge needed
to complete the task.

Stiategies and
organizational tools
err bedded in the
process are
insufficient to
ensure that all
stiMents will gain
the know ledge
needed to com plete
the task.

Th j process
pr< vides students
co rung m h
di:fjferent en try
lev els with
str ategies a ad
or, anizatio rial tools
to access and gain
the know ledge
nei ded to cbm plete
the task.

Process is not
clejarly stated.
C la rity o f Students would not
Process know exactly what
they were supposed
to io ju st from
reading this.

Activities are of
little significance to
one another and/or
to (he
Scaffolding accomplishm ent of
o f P rocess the task.

Sobie o f the
acl ivities do not
relate specifically to
the accom plishm ent
o f the task.

f oints

Ac tm tie s are
cie arly rela :ed and
de igned to take the
sti dents frc:>m basic
know ledge to higher
lev e lth in k i ng.
Cfi ecks for
uni ierstand: ng are
bu: i t in to s ssess
w t eth er stu dents are
gel ting it. lee:
Process
Gui ies
A T axonom y
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of }
Information
Pattbrns
Lankaage
Standards
and
Tec inology
W epQuest
Enh ancem en
L ie ols
Rec ption.
Tra: isform atl
on 4k
Pro- luction
Sea folds

Od oints
Fe v steps, no
seijjiarate roles
R ichness o f ass igned.
P rocess

1

I omts

So me separate tasks
or roles assigned.
M<pre com plex
activities required.

2

doints

Di tferent re les are
ass igned to help
stu dents un derstand
diff<erent
pei spective s and/or
sh; ire respo nsibility
in accomplishing
the task. I

R esou rces (Note: you should evaluate all resources linked to the page, ?ven if they are in
sections other than the Process block. A lso note that books, video and other off-line
resources can and should be used w here appropriate.)
i
O f omts
Re sources provided
are not sufficient for
stu dents to
R elevance & ace om plish the task.
Quantity of
R esources O f
There are too many
resources for
learners to look at in
reasonable time.

2

point

There is some
connection between
th^ resources and
thd inform ation
needed for students
to accom plish the
task. Some
resources don't add
anything new.

4 points
ere is a cjlear and
mq aningful
CO: inection between
ail the resources and
the. inforaic tion
neidded for students
to iccom pl .sh the
ta:sk Every resource
ca;.fries its v-'eight.
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oints

2

points

4 fjomts

|

I

i

t

Links are mundane.
They lead to
Donation that
cottld be found in a
classroom
e so u rc e s
encyclopedia.

Sobie links carry
Links mak^
excellent u |e o f the
inlbrm ation not
ordinarily found in a W eb's tim eliness
classroom.
anl 1 colorfulness.
Varied resources
provide endugh
meaningful)
inform ation for
students to jthink
deeply.
!

Evaluation
0

points

Criteria for success
are not described.

Clarity of
E v alu atio n
Criteria

3 fjoints
|
Criteria for success
ard at least partially
deicribed.

6

f omts

Cr .teria for success
are clearly stated in
the form of a rubric,
Cr teria incl ude
qu: rlitative as well
as quantitatji ve
de; criptors
Th e evaluation
instrum ent clearly
me asures \\ hat
St!ddents m ifist know
and be able to do to
acs :omplis the task.
Se. C reating a
Ru brie.

Total Score

746 i

O riginal W ebQ uest rubric by Bernie D odge.
This is Version 1.03. M odified by Laura Bellofatto, Nick Bohl, M ike Casey, M arsha
Krill, and Bernie Dodge and last updated on June 19, 2001.
Source: “A Rubric for Evaluating W ebQ uests.” T he W ebOuest P ag e. Ed. Bernie Dodge.
■San Diego State U Ed. Tech. Dept. 19 June 2001. 2 Nov. 2003
<http://w ebquest.sdsu.edu/w ebquestrubric.htm l>.
U sed with perm ission of Bernie D odge, editor, The W ebO uest P ag e. 10-21-03.
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~Y ime ~Y ravel to A n c ie n t
G reece
develope A by
J G tud en ts at W estern Micliigan (^n lv e rsltij

Introduction ~ f ask f*rocess Research IT valuation (^ jo n d u s lo n
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Introduction
W h a t would it have been like to w ear to g as, watch the
original C % mp ^ G am es, or to ea t grapes on th e stone
step s o f th e Parthenon? O d y s s e y

com

ime

ravel, |nc.

a com pany that has developed a time machine

to travel back in time, wants to c o n tra c t your company to
design a travel guide fo r to u rists interested in traveling
back in time to y \n c ie n t (jr e c c e .
put on tjour creative thinking caps and g e t ready for
a great time travel adventure to visit the ruins, the people,
and the history o f A n cien t (jre e c e l!
Introduction T a s k f*rocess R esearch P valuation C o n clu sio n
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T

a

s

k

£ )e c a u 5 e o f th e overwhelming interest in /\n c ie n t
(jr e c c e , O d y s s e y T *mc T ra v e l3 jnc. needs to contract a
design team to produce an informative and eye-catching
travel guide. Y ° u and th re e o f your colleagues have the
wonderful opportunity to design a n d present this travel
guide to O T T j |nc. with the possibility that they will
select your guide for publication and distribution. T h e y
want y o u to create a guide that will entice to u rists to
travel b ack through th e time period from 2 5 0 0 B - C - - to
w

B -C

in

/\n c ie n t ^ jre e c e . ~J~he company requires

that you include information about culture s daily life,
g e o g ra p h y } history., art and architecture. Y ou will n e e d to
use the provided resources from th e Internet to research
and produce your travel guide. W h e n your team has
com pleted the travel guide., be prepared to give a
presentation to O T T j !nc*J u s t remember that you are
trying to convince O T T j Inc. t o c h o o se t^our guide. £ ) e
creative a n d have fun!
Introduction T agk P ro c c ss R esearch P valuation Q o n clu sio o
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I roccss
Y o u r design team will co n sist o f fo u r p e o p le th a t will work
cooperatively to create the A n cien t (jr e c c e travel guide.
F ach group member n e e d s to ch o o se one o f the
following roles (Remember that if there is difficulty in
ag reein g on roles, a mediator will have to ch o o se th e roles
for each group member):
K o le s

Historian:

Y °ur mission is to highlight th e major events in

j\n c lc n t ( j r e e k history to include as things to se e while
traveling. T hink about what historical ev en ts would peak
th e interests o f perspective tourists and excite their
curiosity.
g e o g r a p h e r : Y ° urj ° b is to locate maps w ith major cities,
rivers, an d landmarks. ]“1elp p ersp ectiv e tourists travel
around fi\ncie,ni (jr e c c e with area highlights.
C o lt oral A n th ro p o lo g ist: Y o u r ta sk is to investigate th e
fo o d , dress, entertainm ent, and religious traditions to
give tourists a b e tte r idea o f w hat life was like in /\nci& nt
( j recce.
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/ \ r t H isto ria m Y o u r specialty is ( j r e e k A r t and
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A rchitecture. Y ourjo b is to research im portant works o f
art a n d architecture to a ttra c t tourists to /\n c ic ,n t
(jre e c e .
N ow t h a t you have chosen which ro le you will take on in
your group., you must begin y o u r resea rch5planning and
design.

R esearch
• F ach member must include at least fo u r p ieces o f
interesting information to contribute to th e travel
guide.
• { J s e the provided Internet links to re se a rc h your
topic. A I s Oj be sure to check O T T j jnc.8s
specifications to know what th e y are looking for in a
travel guide.
Planning
( j e t together with y o u r g r o u p a n d discuss your
findings from your jntem ct se a rc h e s.
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Y ou should also be thinking about how you want th e
guide to look and what you want to include in it.
/ \ f t e r talking with your g ro u p members, it is time to
start writing
uour part
in the Cguide.
F"*ach individua
C? U
i
j
is responsible for on e page in the guide., including
text, pictures and advertisem ents.
W hen finished writing, exchange your work with
:rs in u o u r

ip for peer editing.

grout

D esig n
o a rough sketch or your design with yourgrou
to establish the layout.
(J s e M icrosoft f*ublisher to design your trave
guide, (^ h o o s e th e tem plates fo r catalo ^g and/**'or
newsletter for assistance in uour lauout.
sj
f*rep arc to give a 10 minute presentation to pitch
y o u rg ro u p fs travel guide to the representative o f
T j Inc. Remember that tiou are truing to
convince O T T j Inc. to ch oose yourguide.
Introduction T a s k p r o c e s s Research IT"valuation (Conclusion
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Name

_

Peer Editor

. Project.
Date

Peer Editing Checklist
Use this list to check your paper carefully.
:My writing meets the requirements of the
assignment.
:

:I read the paper fo r meaning.

;

;I checked th e paper fo r complete sentences.

I used correct principles of grammar.
I used the spell check tool on the computer.
I double-checked for correct spelling.
All sentences start with a capital letter.
Proper nouns are capitalized.
The title has capital letters where needed.
;

-Each sentence ends with proper punctuation.
Commas and quotation marks are used correctly,

;

;

I followed th e procedures of th e writing process.,

|

I reread th e paper carefully for all errors.
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( J s c th e follow ing links to online resources to aid tjou in
i|o u r re se a rc h :
( je r te r a l R e s o u rc e s :

Tsmeline 1 ^ 0 0 ^ 9 9 R -C R inks t o info on ( 3 reek tnqths

Pictures o f (Greece
Architecture, Religion, P a s Im1 jfe, and Mqtholog;q
^ to rij o f A n cien t Qltimpsc G am es
A n cien t [~dis to rtf S o u r c e s
H e lp with P u b lfs h e r

Histortj for R ids
Introduction T a s k P r o c e s s R esearch H valuation (R onciusson
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f 7 valuation
H o w well a re y o u doing? (^.heclc the
ow ing rubrics while y o u are working on
y o u r travel g u id e to insure y o u are

V3 lnc?s criteria.

follow ing O l

H o w well did y o u d o ? HH o u t a selfevaluation rubric t o tu rn in with y o u r travel
g u id e .

^ Q e i f - e v a lu a t io n R u b r i c

O T T , Jnc Specifications (.i.e. teacher evaluation rubric)

mmnmmmmw,

I

r'

'

V

T'

- 1- - - ■ ■ ■ , ■

--

r

I.......... ........—

I

Introduction ~J~~ask f*ro cess R esearch F valuation C onclusion
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(C r o u p [\jame:

Beginning

^D eveloping

A c co m p lish ed

r xemplary

1

2

3

i-

(C o o p era tio n

j w as u n a b le to

j was a b l e t o

j w orked with

j w orked with

with grou p

w ork with mq

work t o g e t h e r

my g r o u p on

my g r o u p o n t h e

g r o u p to

with my g r o u p

t h e travel g u id e

travel g u id e a n d

c o m p le te th e

to c o m p le te th e

b u t did n o t

s h a r e d th e

travel guide.

travel g u id e .

s h a r e th e

responsibility

responsibility

o f p r e s e n t in g

o f p r e s e n t in g
| am just

| was a b l e t o

j was a b le to

| was ab le t o

b eg in n in g to

find s o m e o f th e

find m ost o f th e

find all th e

u n d e r s t a n d tb e

inform ation

information

information j

task . My role

n ee d e d to

n e e d e d to

n e e d e d to

w ork is

c o m p le te my

c o m p lete my

co m p lete my

incom plete.

role work.

role work.

role work.

R e se a rch

M y research

My r e s e a r c h

My r e s e a r c h

My r e s e a r c h

Information

p ro v id e s o n e

p ro v id e s tw o

p ro v id e s t h r e e

p ro v id es f o u r o r

(C om pletion o f
J ravel ( j u id e

O v e r a l l visual

r

p ie c e o f

p ie c e s o f .

p ieces o t

more p ie c e s o f

in te re s tin g

interesting

in te re stin g

in te re stin g

inform ation j

info rm ation j

inform ation j

information j

fo u n d , a s my

f o u n d , a s my

f o u n d , a s my

f o u n d , a s my

role re p a ire d .

role r e p a i r e d .

role rep aired .

role re puired.

|~ew o r no

( 3 om e g r a p h i c

(C ra p hic

A p p ro p riate
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appeal

g raphic

ele m e n ts

ele m e n ts a n d

a n d th em atic

elem ents.

c o n t r i b u t e to

t h e majority

(g r a p h ic s

travel g u id e

c o n t r i b u t e to

g ra p h ic
I
e le m e n ts are

scarcely

content. T y p e

travel g u id e

u s e d t o made

c o n trib u te to

size, fo n t,

co n ten t.

visual

I

] qpe

r

co n trib u te to

a n d / o r co lo r

size, font,

co n n ectio n s

travel g u id e

need

a n d / o r c o lo r

th a t contribute

co n te n t.

c o n s is te n c y

are used

to the

T y p e size, fo nt,

a n d show som e

functionally a n d

u n d e r s ta n d in g

a n d / o r colo r

co n s is te n c y .

show overall

o f t h e trace!

c o n s is te n c y .

2Xiide

are n o t u s e d

ll>

c o n te n t.

well and

^ d iffe re n c e s in

co nsistently

t y p e size, font,
a n d / o r colo r
a r e u s e d well
i
ana
c o n s is te n tly

M ech anical

M o r e th a n 1O

A sp ects

grammatical a n d
spelling erro rs.

d to 1 o

L e s s th a n J

N o m echanical

gram m atical a n d

gram m atical a n d

pro b le m s

spellin g e rro rs

spelling errors.

no ted .

T ra v el ( j u i d e

| was u n ab le t o

| p a r ti c ip a te d in

f 5r e s e n t a t i o n

p a r tic ip a te in

the

the

presen tatio n

p r e s e n ta tio n .

a n d ex hibited
c o n f id e n c e in
k n o w le d g e of
t h e material
p resen ted .
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( C r o u p fsjame:

£ )e g in n in g

fC o v e S o p in g

/A c c o m p l i s h e d

T xem piary

j

1

2

5

4

|
1
|

(C o o p e r a tio n

( 3 t u d e n t w as

(C tu d e n t was

(jjtu d en t

(3 tu d en t

w ith g r o u p

u n a b l e t o work,

a b l e t o w o rk

w o r k e d with

w o r k e d with

with g r o u p t o

t o g e t h e r with

g ro u p on th e

g ro u p on th e

j

co m p lete th e

g ro u p to

tra v e l g u i d e

trav e l g u i d e

j

trav e l g u id e .

com p lete th e

b u t d id n o t

and s h a r e d th e

;

tra v e l g u i d e .

sh are th e

r e s p o n s i b i l i ty

j

re s p o n s i b i l i ty

o f p re se n tin g

1

o f p re se n tin g
C h tu d en t w as

(C tu d e n t was

(5> tud en t w a s

I

j u s t b e g in n in g

a b l e t o find

a b le t o fin d

a b l e t o fin d all

|

to u n d e rsta n d

som e o f th e

m ost o f th e

t h e in f o r m a t i o n j

th e task . K ° le

i n fo rm a tio n

in fo rm a tio n

■needed t o

w o rk is

n e e d e d to

n e e d e d to

c o m p l e t e ro le

in c o m p le te .

c o m p l e t e ro le

c o m p l e t e role

work.

w ork.

work.

(C o m p letion o f

O t u d e n t w as

T ravel (ju id e

>
i

R esea rch

( C t u d e n t ’s

S tu d e n t's

( 3 t u d e n t ’s

( 3 t u d e n t ;s

In fo rm a tio n

research

re searc h

re searc h

research

pro vid es one

p r o v i d e s tw o

p ro v id es th re e

pro v id es fo u r

p iece of

p iece s o f

p ieces o f

o r m o re p i e c e s

in tere stin g

in terestin g

in terestin g

o f in te re stin g

in fo rm a tio n a s

info rm atio n a s

in fo rm a tio n a s

in fo rm a tio n a s

t h e role

t h e ro le

t h e role

t h e role

r e q u ir e d .

re q u ired .

re q u ired

req u ired

C e w o r no

5 o m e g ra p h ic

M a n y g ra p h ic

/A p p ro p ria te

O v e r a l l visual
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appeal

I

g ra p h ic

e le m e n ts t h a t

e le m e n ts a n d

a n d th e m a t i c 155

i m e n ts .
e le

c o n trib u te to

th e m ajority

g ra p h ic

{grap h ics

travel gjuide

co n trib u te to

e le m e n ts a r e

s c a r c e ly

co n ten t.

travel 2,uide

u s e d t o make

co n trib u te to
!
. !
travel g u i d e

size, fo n t.

c o n ten t. T y p e

visual

a n d / o r color

size, fo n t,

con n ectio n s

c o n ten t.

need

a n d / o r co lo r

th a t c o n trib u te

T y p e size,

co n sisten cy

are u sed

to th e

fo n t, a n d / o r

and show som e

fu n c tio n a lly

u n d e r s t a nding;

co lo r are n o t

con sisten cy .

and show

o f t h e travel

u s e d well a n d

overall

eu ide co n ten t.

consisten tly

consistency .

j / i f f e r e n c e s in

{ ijp e

t t jp e size, fo n t,
a n d / o r c o lo r
a r e u s e d well
and
co n sisten tly

\_ess t h a n p

N o m echanical

g ra m m a tica l

g ra m m a tica l

p r o b le m s

a n d s p e llin g

a n d sp e llin g

a n d s p e llin g

noted .

errors.

errors

e r ro rs .

T r a v e l (ju id e

A t u d e n t was

d ptu d en t

T tu d e n t

T tu d en t

f r e se n ta tio n

u n ab le to

p a r t i c i p a t e d in

p a r t i c i p a t e d in

p a r t i c i p a t e d in

p a r t i c i p a t e in

th e

the

the"

th e

p resen tatio n

p re sen tatio n

p resen tatio n

p re sen tatio n .

but

M e c h a n ic a l

M o r e t b a n 1O

A sp ects

g r a m m a tic a l

d t o 10

a n d e x h ib ite d
c o n f i d e n c e in
k n o w le d g e o f
t h e materia!
p re sen ted .
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Introduction
Introduction

T he P e a rl
By John Steinbeck
Task

Process

Resources

Evaluation

Conclusion

For many centuries pearls have symbolized love,
luck and prosperity. The Pearl, a novel by John
Steinbeck, was adapted from an old folk tale about
a great pearl. In the town of La Paz they tell the
story of the great pearl. They tell how it was found
and how it was lost again. They tell of Kino, the
fisherman, his wife, Juana, and of their baby,
Coyotito. When Kino finds the pearl he and his
wife believe that it is the ticket to their son's future.
He and Juana soon learn that the pearl only brings
evil as it engulfs their lives in darkness and misery.
After reading the novel you will bring a scene to
life and enact it for your classmates!
This W ebQuest was created by 4 students at W estern M ichigan U niversity
D ate Last M odified: D ecem ber 5, 2002
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Task
In troduction

Task

Now for the fiin p art.. .your task! Your group will need to choose a
scene from the novel, The Pearl by John Steinbeck, and perforin it.
The scene you choose will need to fill 10 m inutes o f final theater
perform ance time. To complete this task your group will need to:
1. Meet and decide which scene you will perform.

P ro cess

R esou rces

Evaluation

Conclusion

2. Decide what role each group member will take. Read through
your role description and look at your resources for information.
3. Look at the grading ru b ric so you will know what you will be
graded on.
4. Set times for at least 2 group meetings to share your findings and
ideas.
5. Fill out the cooperative contract so that each group member has a
clear idea o f due dates and m eeting times.
6. Practice, practice, practice! You should ran through your play as
m any times as possible before the final perform ance. Remember to

focus on:
• Facing the audience
• Using body language and facial expressions
■Speaking slowly, loudly and clearly
7. Perform! You will be performing your play in front of an
audience of students
And teachers. Your group grade will be based on this final
performance. Remember to have fen and enjoy your time in the
spotlight!
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Here are four scenes from the book that could be turned into dialogue for this
You may choose from these or choose one o f your own.

a s s ig n m e n t! 6 9

Scene One: T h e baby gets bit by a scorpion
Kino aw akes and watches the hanging box where his infant son, Coyotito, sleeps. He then
watches his w ife, Juana, who has also awakened and rests peacefully. Kino thinks o f the
Song o f the Fam ily, a traditional song o f his ancestors, as the dawn comes and Juana
begins to prepare breakfast. Kino's ancestors had been great makers o f songs, and
everything th e y saw or thought had becom e a song. Juana sings softly to Coyotito part o f
the family song. Kino looks at them and thinks that "this is safety, this is w arm th, this is
the W hole." K ino sees a movement near the hanging box where Coyotito sleeps. A
scorpion m oves slow ly down the rope supporting the box. Kino thinks o f the Song o f
Evil, the m usic o f the enemy, as the Song o f the Fam ily cries plaintively. Kino stands
still, ready to grasp the scorpion, but C oyotito shakes the rope and the scorpion falls on
him. Kino reaches to catch it, but it falls onto the baby's shoulder and strikes. K ino grabs
the scorpion and kills it as Coyotito scream s in pain. Juana begins to suck the puncture to
remove the poison. Having heard the baby's screams, Kino's brother, Juan Tom as, and his
fat wife A poIonia enter with their children. Juana orders them to find a doctor. The doctor
never com es to their cluster o f brush houses, so Juana decides to go to the doctor herself.
The event becom es a neighborhood affair, for Juan Tom as and Apolonia accom pany
them and even the beggars in front o f the church follow Juana as she marches tow ard the
doctor. K ino feels weak as he approaches the doctor's home, for the doctor is not o f his
race and thus believes that Kino's people are simple animals. Kino tells the doctor's
servant that a scorpion poisoned his child. The doctor is a fat man who longs for civilized
living. A lthough the doctor is at home, he refuses to treat Coyotito unless he know s that
he has m oney. The servant asks if K ino has money, and w hen he can only offer sm all
seed pearls, the servant tells Kino that the doctor has gone out. Kino strikes the gate w ith
his fist, splitting his knuckles.
Scene Two: The poor fisherman finds a giant prize pearl
Kino and Juana w alk slowly dow n the beach to K ino’s canoe, the one thing o f value that
he owns. The canoe is old, bought by K ino's grandfather, and is the source o f food for
Kino. It Is their m ost im portant possession, for "a m an w ith a boat can guarantee a
w om an that she w ill eat something." C oyotito still suffers from the scorpion bite: the
swelling on his shoulder continues up his neck and his face is puffed and feverish. Juana
makes a poultice from brow n seaweed. This poultice is "as good a rem edy as any and
probably better than the doctor could have done." K ino and Juana get into the canoe so
that Kino can find pearl oysters that m ay pay for the treatm ent for Coyotito. K ino dives
for pearl oysters, w here he thinks o f the Song o f the Pearl That M ight Be and the Song o f
the Undersea. K ino w orks steadily under the w ater until he sees a large oyster lying by
itself w ith its shell partly open, revealing what seem s to be a massive pearl. Kino forces
the oyster loose and holds it tightly against him. W hen Kino comes up for air, Juana can
sense his excitem ent. Kino opens the various oysters he had caught, leaving the largest
one for la s t He w orries that the large pearl he saw was m erely a reflection, for "in this
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G uif o f uncertain light there were more Illusions than realities." F in a lly . Kino opens the 1 7 0
oyster to see a rich, perfectly curved pearl. Juana lifts the poultice o f seaweed from
Coyotito to see that the swelling has begun to recede. Kino puts back his head and how ls,
causing the m en in other canoes to look up and race toward K ino's canoe.
Scene Three: A great treasure brings greed and deception
The news o f the pearl travels fast through K ino's small village. Before Kino and Juana
return home, the news had already spread that K ino had found "The Pearl o f the W orld,"
as it comes to be known. The local priest learns, as well as the doctor who refused to treat
Coyotito. W hen the doctor leams, he tells the patient that he is treating that he m ust treat
Coyotito for a scorpion sting. All m anner o f people grow Interested in Kino, and the new s
stirs up som ething infinitely black and evil. The pearl buyers consider how they m ight
deal w ith Kino and offer him the lowest possible price. However, Kino and Juana do not
know the anger and bitterness they have engendered. Juan Tom as asks Kino what he w ill
do now that he has becom e rich, and Kino answ ers that he and Juana will be m arried In
the church. Kino envisions how he will be dressed, and sees Coyotito in a yachting cap
and sailor suit from the United States. Kino then imagines buying a rifle. Thinking o f the
rifle breaks down barriers for Kino, as he im agines the whole lot o f things that he m ight
have. He thinks that Coyotito will go to school and leam to read. He claims that "my son •
will make numbers, and these things will m ake us free because he will knowaC'he will
know and through him we will know." The priest visits Kino and Juana, and tells them
that he hopes that they w ill remember to give thanks and to pray for guidance. The doctor
also visits, and although Kino tells him that Coyotito is nearly well, the doctor claim s that
the scorpion sting has a curious effect that com es later and if he is not treated he m ay
suffer blindness or a w ithered leg. Not sure w hether or not the doctor is telling the truth,
Kino nevertheless lets him see the baby. The doctor takes a bottle o f white pow der and a
gelatin capsule, and gives Coyotito a pill. The doctor tells them that the medicine m ay
save the baby from pain, but he will com e back in an hour to check on him. After the
doctor leaves, Kino w raps the pearl in a rag and digs a hole in the dirt floor w here he
conceals the pearl. W hen the doctor returns, he gives Coyotito w ater with am m onia and
tells Kino that the baby w ill get well now. K ino tells the doctor that he will pay him once
he has sold his pearl. The neighbors tell the doctor that Kino has found the Pearl o f the
W orld and will be a rich man. The doctor suggests that Kino keep the pearl in his safe,
but Kino says that he has it secure. The doctor realizes that Kino will likely look to the
place w here it is stored, and sees his eyes m ove to the com er w here he had buried it.
A fter the doctor leaves again, Juana asks K ino w hom he fears, and he answers
"everyone.' That night, K ino thinks that he hears noises in his hut. He grabs his knife and
strikes out in the dark. The person scurries out. Juana tells K ino that the pearl is evil and
w ill destroy them. She tells him to throw it aw ay or break it, for It will destroy them.
Kino says that the pearl is their one chance, and that the next m orning they will sell the
pearl.
Scene Four: The fam ily tragedy
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A s Kino and Juana travel northward, Kino feels a sense o f exhilaration along with his
171
fear. They w alk all night and rest during the day so that they may not be found, and
attem pt to cover their tracks so that they cannot be followed easily. Kino w arns Juana that
"whoever finds us will take the pearl , ’1 but Juana wonders whether the dealers were right
and the pearl has no value. Kino says that they w ould not have tried to steal it if it were
not valuable. Kino repeats what they will have once they sell the pearl: the church
wedding, the rifle, and education for Coyotito. W hen they stop to rest during the day.
Juana does not sleep and Kino stirs as he dreams. W hen they hear noises from the
distance, K ino orders Juana to keep Coyotito quiet. W hile Juana hides. Kino moves
through the brush to see what he heard, and notices in the distance three bighorn sheep
trackers, one o f whom is on horseback. Kino realizes that if the trackers find them, he
m ust leap for the horseman, kill him and take his rifle. As the horsem an passes by Kino,
he does not notice him. Kino and Juana both realize that if the trackers find them, they
w ill kill them to get the p e a rl Kino and Juana escape into the m ountains, not bothering to
cover their tracks. Kino orders Juana and Coyotito to leave him, for he can go faster
alone, but she staunchly refuses. Kino and Juana take a zigzag path in order to thwart the
trackers, and eventually find a small stream and the entrance to a cave. K ino tells Juana to
hide in the cave, and he fears that Coyotito will cry,alerting the trackers. W hile hiding in
the cave, Kino finds that the trackers are by the stream. So that he will not be seen, Kino
takes o ff his white clothing and stealthily creeps near them as they rest. The trackers can
hear Coyotito, but think that it is m erely a coyote pup. As the tracker prepares to shoot
w hat he thinks is a coyote, Kino approaches the trackers and pounces on them. He grabs
one o f the trackers' rifle and shoots him between the eyes, and stabs another with his
knife. The third tracker escapes up the cliff tow ard the cave, but Kino shoots him. Kino
stands silently and hears nothing but the cry o f death. Coyotito has been shot. Kino and
Juana arrive back in La Paz; he carries a gun w hile she carries her shaw l w ith a
lim p,heavy bundle. Their return to La Paz becom es a notable event: "there m ay e some
old ones w ho saw it, but those w hose fathers and w hose grandfathers told it to them
rem em ber it nevertheless. It is an event that happened to everyone.” Juana appears
hardened and tight w ith fatigue. Kino thinks o f the Song o f the Family, w hich has
becom e his battle cry. As they return to La Paz, nobody speaks to them and even Juan
Tom as cannot bear to say a word. Kino and Juana approach the gulf, and in the surface o f
the pearl Kino remembers seeing Coyotito lying in the cave with his head shot away.
Kino throw s the pearl into the ocean.
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Theatre Production: The Pearl
S tu d e n t N a m e _
CATEGORY

Creativity

Organization

R eq uirem ents

T h e p la y c o n ta in s
m a n y c re a tiv e
. d e ta ils a n d /o r
d e s c rip tio n s th a t
c o n trib u te to th e
a u d ie n c e 's
e n jo y m e n t.
T h e p la y is very well
o r g a n iz e d . O n e id e a
o r s c e n e follows
a n o th e r in a logical

T h e p la y c o n ta in s
s o m e c re a tiv e
d e ta ils a n d /o r
d e s c rip tio n s th a t
c o n trib u te to th e
a u d ie n c e 's
e n jo y m e n t.
T h e p la y is p retty
well o rg a n iz e d . O n e

idea or scene may

sequence with clear

s e e m o u t o f p la c e .
Clear tra n sitio n s a r e

tra n sitio n s.

used.

All of the written

Almost all (about
90%) the written

re q u ire m e n ts w e re
m e t.

There is an
a p p r o p r ia te a m o u n t

Dialogue

1

4

of dialogue to bring
the characters to
, life.
S tu d e n t w a s an
e n g a g e d p a rtn e r,

listening to

Working with
: s u g g e s tio n s of
O thers

o th e r s a n d w orking
c o o p e ra tiv e ly
th r o u g h o u t le s s o n .

r e q u ir e m e n ts w e re

met.

The play contains
: few creative d e ta ils

; and/or descriptions
: th a t contribute to
the audience's
enjoyment.
The play is a little
hard to follow. The
transitions are
sometimes not
clear.

! The written work is

: T h e w ritten w ork is
; presented in a neat
p r e s e n te d in a n e a t,
, and organized
N eatn ess and.
c le a r, o rg a n iz e d
f a s h io n that is
Organization
. f a s h io n th a t is e a s y
' usually easy to
to r e a d .

; read.

ideas and scenes
seem to be
randomly arranged.

: Most (about 75%) of
the written
Many requirements
requirements were
were n o t met.
met, but s e v e ra l
were not.

There is not quite
There is enough
enough dialogue to
dialogue in this play,
bring the character
but it is not
to life for the
effective.
audience.
Student was an
engaged partner but
had trouble listening
to others and/or
.working
: cooperatively.

There is little
, evidence of
creativity in the play.

The dialogue is
random and doesn't
give the audience a
good idea of
character.

Student cooperated
Student did not
with others, b u t
,work effectively with
needed p ro m p tin g
others.
to stay on-task.

The written work is
: presented in a n
: organized fashion
b u t m a y be hard to
read a t times.

: The written work
; appears sloppy and
| unorganized. It is
i hard to know what
: information goes
together.
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Cooperative Contract
This sheet w ill need to be completed by each group m em ber and turned in on the day o f your
perform ance.
P roducer:
N am e
________
Script with Blocking: D ue Date_____________ _
R ole W orksheet: D ue Date:___________
Costum e D esigner:
N am e______________ ____ _____ ______________
Costum e Sheet: D ue Date:________________________
Character D escriptions: D ue Date:________________________
R ole Worksheet: D ue D ate:__________________
Set D esigner:
N a m e _ __________

•________________ _

Proposal for Props and Set M aterials: Due D ate:______________ _
R ole Worksheet: D ue D ate:___________________________
Lighting Technician:
N am e
________________ ______ ______________ _
Persuasive Argument: D ue Date:
R ole Worksheet: D ue Date:

__________

______ ___________________

Cooperative Group C onferences: (m inim um o f two throughout the process)
Team Conference #1: D ate:___ _____________________
Team Conference #2: Date:___________
Signatures o f Team M em b ers:
x_________

x

______

X

X___________________________ _______________ _
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In troduction

T ask

P ro c e ss

R eso u rces

Role #1
Producer
You are in charge o f writing the script. This means converting the
text o f the scene chosen by the group into dialogue. Make sure you
include blocking for each character if needed. Additional characters
m ay be created if desired. Be creative! Here are some resources you
can use to help you:

http://wwvv.vcu.edu/aitweb/plavwriting/voice.himl
http:// www .vcu.edu/ artw eb/p lavwritin g/fom iatnum bers.htm l
http://wyvwaycu.edLi/aitvveb/playwriting/formatpage.html
h ttp ://w w v w .v c u .e d u /a rtw e b /p ia v w ritin g /sd .h tm l

Evaluation

Please fill out your role sheet as you find useful information.
Include at least 3 items and turn this sheet in with your script.

Conclusion

Role #2
Costume Designer
You will be responsible for designing and making /aquiring all of
the costumes for the final performance. Remember to keep it simple
and use resources that are readily available to you. See your
instructor for availability of funds. You may also want to contact
the drama department for available resources. You will need to
work with the actors in order to get measurements, fit the costumes,
and make any adjustments necessary. You will need to complete the
costume sheet for every character in the play. You are also
responsible for writing a character description for each character
(age, mannerisms, etc.j.These are the things that you will need to
complete:
1. Costume sheet for each character.
2. Character descriptions for each character.
3. Costumes for each character.
Here are a few resources to help you:
http:// alpha,furman .eduAkgossm an/tha42/tutor6. htro 1
http://al.pha.furman.edu/~kgossnian/tha42/tutor7.html

http ,7/www.costu nies.org/pages/muchado3.htm
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http://wvvw.costumes.org/pages instruct2.htm
Please fill out your role sheet as you find useful information.
Include at least 3 items and turn this sheet in with your costume
sheets and character descriptions.

Role #3
Set Designer
Set and props make the production real. You want the audience to
forget that this is a play. You want them to believe it-so make the
set and props as realistic and interesting as possible. These should
be things that you can bring from home or make and bring in. It
would be a good idea to work closely with the producer to make

sure that the props work well with the script. You will need to visit
these sites for information and inspiration and write up a proposal
for set and prop design. This proposal should be presented to your
group. Please include items needed, materials with instructions, and
reasoning behind your ideas.
http://www.cQlbv.edii/persQnal/i7idervin/Qther/rules.html

http://ohoh.essortment.com/theatersetdesi myy.htm
h ftp ://www.stagecre w .fsworld.co.uk/
http://sarcasm.fanfic.org/accessories.html

Please fill out your role sheet as you find useful information.
Include at least 3 items and turn this sheet in with your proposal.
R ole #4

Lighting Technician
Lighten Up! Because this is just a scene from a book and not a full
blown play, many students w ould be apt to put a minimal effort into
the production. You on the other hand want this to be the play of a
lifetime. You want to see your name in lights! Speaking of lights,
your job is to convince your drama partners that lighting is very
important. You will research stage lighting and come back to your
group with a convincing argument that states why lighting is so
important. Don’t forget to include a little background on lighting,
like how it was first used and what the important principles of
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lighting are. This should be approximately 2 pages in l e n g f f . 6
R em em ber.. .Be C O N V IN C IN G ! Here are a few websites that you
can look at to get you started.

h ftp :/7www.mts. o et/'-w illi am5 / s Id.htm
http: //w w w.unm.edu/~t ddes jg n /L A .htm 1
http://ww w .mts.net/-will iam5/sld/sld-100. iitm
http://www.nits.net/~william5/sid/sld-20Q.hti'n
Please fill out your role sheet as you find useful information.
Include at least 3 items and turn this sheet in with your persuasive
argument
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Role Chart
Use this sp ace to gather and organize inform ation from three different w ebsites. Each team m em ber
must fill o u t his/her own form for this project. This page should be printed and reproduced as
needed.
N a m e ________________

R o le __________

W ebsite Inform ation gathered. How you will use this info?
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C ostum e Sheet
N am e:

Character N a m e :______ ___________________ _
C ostum e D escrip tio n : Include Extras/accessories (shoes, hats, tights, jew elry etc):

Costume pieces needed

Who will brtng/get/make
i

i

Done |
!

1

i

...—..........-............................... . ........ - ... - ..............;

j

|
i

j

i.

i

1

1

'

i

1

■
C h a ra c te r N am e:__________________________
C ostum e D escrip tio n : Include Extras/accessories (shoes, hats, tights, jew elry etc):

C o stu m e p iec es needed

W ho will bring/get/m ake

D one
s

j

i

—

j

j

j

i

1
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... -..........

C h a r a c te r N am e:
C o stu m e D escrip tio n : Include Extras/accessories (shoes, hats, tights, jew elry etc):

C o s tu m e p ie c e s n e e d e d

W ho will b rin g /g ef/m ak e

179

; D one

|

j
--- --

-

---------- -----------.........

]

i
j

C h a ra c te r N am e:_____________________
C o stu m e D escrip tio n : Include Extras/accessories (shoes, hats, tights, jew elry etc):

j W ho will bring/get/m ake

C o s tu m e p ie c e s n e e d e d

j Done
..............
i

j

j
|

j

i
]

i

!
i
i

.......

'

.....

.........

;

j
i’:
j

|
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Character Description
The character description will have a list o f each character in the play and a short
description o f each character. The description should deal with the personality, age and
m annerism s o f the character. Y ou can address the character’s clothing in a general w ay
but you should not go into specific detail about costum es (this should be detailed on the
costum e sheet).
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Resources
Introduction

The following is a recap o f all o f the websites needed to fulfill each
role.
Task

Role #1 - Producer
P rocess

http:./wvvvv.vcu.edu/amveb/playwriting/voice.html
http:/Av\v\v.vcu.edu/artweb/playwriting formatnumbers.html
http://\v\v\v.vcu.edu/artweb/playvvritiny' formatpage.html
http://www.vcu.edu/artweb/playwritiny/sd.html

R esources

Role #2 - Costume Designer
Evaluation

http://alpha.fumian.edu/-kgossmamtha42/tutor6.html
http://alpha.fiirm.an.edu/~kgossman/tha42/tutor7.html

Conclusion

h ttp ://w w w .c o s m rn e s .o rg /p a g e s /rn u c h a d o 3 .h tn i
h ttp :/ /w w w . e o s tu m e s .org/ p ag es/ instmct2 .htm

Role #3 - Set Designer
http://yvww.cQlby.edU/personal/i/jdervin/oth.er/rules.html
http ://o h o h .esso rtirien t.co m /th eatersetd es3 my y. htm
h ttp ://w w w .sta g ecrew .fsw orld.co ,uk/

http://sarcasm.fanfic.org/accessories.html

Role #4 - Lighting Technician

http://www.mts.net/~william5/sid.htm
http://www.un.rn.edu/~fddesign/LA.html
htt p ://w w w .m ts .net/~w 111iam5 / s 1T s Id-100 .htm

http://www.mts.net/~william5/sld/s1d-200.htrn
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Evaluation
introduction

i ask

P ro c e ss

R eso u rces

Your Webquest will be worth 100 points. 72 of
those points will be for group work. Your group
will be evaluated using a rubric. Each item will be
multiplied by 3. The other 28 points will come
. from a peer evaluation form that each group
member must fill out and turn in the day of the
final perfomance.

E valu ation

C o n c lu sio n
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Peer Evaluation
Peer Evaluation of : ___________ ______ _ Role;
Completed B y;

_______ _

________ __

Please circle one.
Each categ o ry is w orth 7 points fo r a total of 28.

This person met his/her deadlines:
strongly d isag ree
7

0

disagree

1

neutral 3

agree 5

strongly ag ree

agree 5

strongly ag ree

This person contributed to the team effort:
strongly d isagree
7

0

disagree

1

neutral

3

This person had a positive attitude towards working with the team:
strongly d isagree
7

0

disagree

i

neutral

3

agree 5

strongly ag ree

agree 5

strongly ag ree

I would like to work with this person again:
strongly disagree

0

disagree

1

neutral

3

7
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introduction

Task

P rocess

R esources

Evaluation

By going through the processes of script writing,
costume design, set design, lighting techniques,
and production you will leam everything that is
involved in presenting a play. It can be a lot of
work but it will be extremely rewarding when your
play is a success. As you have seen, each role is
equally important because actors cannot make a
great production alone. It takes the work of those
behind the scenes also. Hopefully your experiences
have not only been a -learning endeavor, but have
been fun as well. Congratulations!

Conclusion
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Please fill this out as com pletely and descriptively as possible. The creators o f the W ebQ uest
you com plete w ill need this inform ation to make any necessary adjustm ents to their W ebQuest.
Be honest an d helpful! And if you couldn’t guess, your explanations are m ost im portant. If
needed, please use another sheet o f paper.

1.

W hich part(s) o f the W ebQ uest did you like? W HY?

2.

W hich part(s) o f the W ebQ uest really “w orked” for you? W H Y ?

3.

D id you get “ lost” anywhere in the W ebQ uest? I f so, w here? W HY?

'4.

W hich part(s) o f the W ebQ uest didn’t “w ork” for you? W H Y ?

5.

6

.

' Please give some suggestions for adding to or changing the W ebQ uest based on you
answ ers to the above.

W ere the resources (web links) you had to utilize helpful and easy to use to find the
inform ation you needed? I f so, how? I f not, w hy not?

7.

W hat scaffolding could have been included to help you com plete your task?

8.

W hat general educational benefit(s) does the W ebQ uest have?

9

.

W hat writing skills or other Language A rts skills were used or practiced in this
W ebQuest?

10.

H ow will this W ebQ uest benefit Language A rts students?
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Please answer the following questions as honestly as possible by putting a check
in the appropriate box. .
After questions w here there is w riting space, please list specific
uses/assignm ents.
0
days
1. H ow m any times a w eek do you use a w ord processing program ? For what?
2. How m any tim es a w eek do you use a spreadsheet program ? For what?
3. H ow m any tim es a w eek do use e-mail? For what?
4. H ow m any times a week do you surf the web? For what one main purpose?
5. H ow m any times a w eek do you use a com puter for something other than the
above? F or w hat other purposes?
6. H ow m any times a w eek m ight you have students using a word processing
program ? For what?
7. How m any tim es a w eek m ight you have students using e-m ail? For what?
8.How m any tim es a w eek m ight you have students surfing the web? For w hat one
m ain purpose?
9.H ow m any tim es a w eek m ight you have students using the web for something
else? For w hat other purposes?

1-2
days

3-4
days

5-6
days

7
days
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10. If you have a webpage, how m any tim es a w eek m ight you have students access
your page? For what?
Use the scale o f 1-5 w ith 5 being the m ost com fortable & 1 being the least
co m fo rtab le.
1 .How com fortable do you feel using a w ord processing program?
2 .H ow

com fortable do you feel using e-mail?

3,How com fortable do you feel surfing the web? Why?
4.In general, how com fortable do you feel using a computer? W hy?

1

2

3

4

5

A ppendix I
H um an Subjects Institutional Review D ocum ents

190
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Human Subjects in stitutional Review Board
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„ e n te n n ia i
1903-2003 C e le b r a tio n

Date:

A pril 17, 2002

To:

A llen Webb, Principal Investigator
M elinda D obson, Student Investigator for dissertation

From: M ary Lagerwey, C hair
Re:

fY {

H SIRB Project N um ber 02-04-

This letter w ill serve as confirm ation that your research project entitled “Practical
A pplications o f the W ebQ uest” has been a p p ro v e d under the ex em p t category o f review
by the H um an Subjects Institutional R eview Board. The conditions and duration o f this
approval are specified in the Policies o f W estern M ichigan U niversity. Y ou may now
begin to im plem ent the research as described in the application.
Please note that you m ay only conduct this research exactly in th e form it was approved.
Y ou m ust seek specific board approval for any changes in this project. You m ust also
seek reapproval if the project extends beyond the term ination date noted below. In
addition i f there are any unanticipated adverse reactions o r unanticipated events
associated w ith the conduct o f this research, you should im m ediately suspend the project
and contact the Chair o f the H SIR B 'for consultation.
The B oard w ishes you success in the pursuit o f your research goals.

A pproval Term ination:

A pril .17,2003

,

Watwood Ha!!, Kalamazoo Ml 43008-5456
(616) 387-8293 m (616) 387-8276

PHONE:
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W e s te rn

H,

M i c h ig a n U m i ^ e r s i t y

S, I R.

B. .

Approved for use' for on% year ?rom this iat®:

APR 1 7 2002
W estern M ichigan U niversity
D epartm ent o f E nglish
Principal Investigator: A llen W ebb
Student Investigator: M elinda Dobson
Y ou have been in vited to participate in a research project entitled ‘"Practical A pplications o f the
W ebQuest." This research is intended to study the topic o f the W ebQ uest, "an inquiry-oriented
activity in w hich m o st o r all o f the inform ation used b y learners is draw n from the W eb.
W ebQuests are designed to use learners' tim e well, to focus on using inform ation rather than
looking for it, and to support learners' thinking at the levels o f analysis, synthesis and evaluation"
(D odge h ttp ://w w w .webquest. sdsu.edu). M y study will focus on the developm ent and use o f
W ebQuests by pre-intern teachers. W hat are pre-intem teachers’ initial and final reactions to
Internet learning? I w ill also follow their progress into their intern teaching, looking at
difficulties, both technical and pedagogical, that inhibit the use o f the W ebQuest. W ill future
teachers who have been taught how to develop W ebQuests and w hy they are valuable to student
learning utilize them in their own teaching? The dissertation w ill cover such topics as
constructivist theory, collaborative and cooperative learning, and technology learning theory.
This project is M elinda D obson’s dissertation project.
The duration o f your involvem ent w ould be late April 2002 and Fall 2002 if you are intern
teaching in the fall, and you agree to talk w ith me for an interview during that intern teaching.
N o one is required to keep in contact w ith m e after the term ination o f W inter 2002 semester.
You will be asked, in the natural course o f our class, to develop a W ebQuest. A fter the
W ebQ uest you w ill be asked to com plete a questionnaire that addresses your com fort level with
the Internet and your uses o f the Internet. Survey responses m ay be used as research data. In
addition. Confer item s m ay be posted in relation to the W ebQ uest. Y ou may choose to respond
to those items or you m ay Ignore those items. Responses to C onfer items m ay be used as
research data. I f you intern teach in Fall 2 0 0 2 ,1 will ask for anyone who m ight be w illing to let
m e interview them to keep in contact w ith me via e-mail or telephone. Y our interview responses
may be used as research data.
As in all research, there m ay be unforeseen risks to the participant. I f an accidental Injury occurs,
appropriate em ergency m easures w ill be taken; however, no com pensation or treatm ent w ill be
m ade available to you except as otherw ise specified in this consent form.
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APR 1 7 2002
„

.

C hd

One w ay in which you may benefit from this activity is learning about m ethods for using
technology in your future classrooms. Others who want to use technology in their classrooms
may benefit from the know ledge that is gained from this research.
Ail o f the information collected from you is confidential. That means that your name will not .
appear on any papers on which this information is recorded. The forms will all be coded, and
M elinda Dobson will keep a separate master list w ith the names o f participants and the
corresponding code numbers. Once the data are collected and analyzed, the.m aster list will be
destroyed. All other forms will be retained for at least three years in a locked file in Alien
W ebb’s office. In addition, neither your name nor any other identifying information will appear
in any w rite-ups o f the study.
Y ou may refuse to participate or quit at any time during the study w ithout prejudice o r penalty. If
you have any questions or concerns about this study, you may contact Allen Webb at 387-2596
or M elinda Dobson at 329-2683. You may also contact the chair o f H um an Subjects Institutional
Review Board at 387-8293 or the vice president for research at 387-8298 with any concerns that
you have.
This consent docum ent has been approved for use for one year by the H um an Subjects
Institutional Review B oard as indicated by the stam ped date and signature o f the board chair in
the upper right com er. Subjects should not sign this docum ent if the co m er does not have a
stam ped date and signature.
Y our signature below indicates that you have read and/or had explained to you the purpose and
requirements o f the study and that you agree to participate.

Signature

■

Consent obtained
by;

.

.

;

D ate

_

_ _

initials o f researcher . D ate
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Human Subjects institutional R e^ g jB o a rd

rauj-^iAi3 C e le b ra tio n

Date:

D ecem ber 4, 2002

To:

A llen W ebb, Principal Investigator
M elinda Dobson, Student Investigator for dissertation

From: M ary Lagerwey, Chair

This letter w ill serve as confirm ation that the changes to your research project “Practical
A pplications o f the W ebQ uest” requested in your m em o received on D ecem ber 2, 2002 have
been approved by the H um an Subjects Institutional R eview Board.
The conditions and the duration o f this approval are specified In the Policies o f W estern
M ichigan U niversity.
Please note that you m ay on ly conduct this research exactly in the form it w as approved. You
m ust seek specific board approval for any changes in this project. Y ou m ust also seek
reapproval if the project extends beyond the term ination date noted below . In addition if there
are any unanticipated adverse reactions or unanticipated events associated w ith the conduct o f
this research, you should im m ediately suspend the project and contact the C hair o f the HSIRB
for consultation.
The Board w ishes you success in the pursuit o f your research goals.

Approval Term ination: A pril 17, 2003

Watoood Hall, Kalamazoo M
l 49008-5456
(6161387-8293 FAX: (616) 387-8276

PHONE:
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A p p ro v e d

APR 1 7 2002
W estern M ichigan University
D epartm ent o f English
Principal Investigator: A llen Webb.
Student Investigator: M elinda Dobson

H S IR B C h a ff

Y on have been invited to participate in a research project entitled “Practical A pplications o f the
W ebQ uest." This research is intended to study the topic o f the W ebQ uest, "an inquiry-oriented
activity in w hich m ost or all o f the inform ation used by learners is draw n from the W eb.
W ebQ uests are designed to use learners' tim e well, to focus on using inform ation rather than
looking for it, and to support learners' thinking at the levels o f analysis, synthesis and evaluation”
(D odge http://ww w .w ebquest.sdsu.edu). M y study w ill focus on th e developm ent and use o f
W ebQ uests by pre-intern teachers and current teachers w ho already use W ebQ uests in their
classroom s. W hat are pre-intern teachers’ initial and final reactions to Internet learning? H ow
and w hy do existing teachers utilize W ebQ uests? I w ill also follow m y students’ progress into
their intern teaching, looking,at difficulties, bo th technical and pedagogical, that inhibit the use
o f the W ebQuest. W ill future teachers w ho have been taught how to develop W ebQ uests and
w hy they are valuable to student learning utilize them in their ow n teaching? The dissertation
w ill cover such topics as constructivist theory, collaborative and cooperative learning, and
technology learning theory. This project is M elinda D obson’s dissertation project.
The duration o f your invol vement would be after the close o f the sem ester in m y class through
A pril 2003. I f you are intern teaching soon after com pleting m y class, I m ay em ail you to if you
w ould agree to talk w ith m e for an interview during or after that intern teaching. N o one is
required to keep in contact w ith me after the term ination o f W inter 2002 semester.
Y ou w ill be asked, in the natural course o f our class, to develop a W ebQ uest. A fter the
W ebQ uest you w ill be asked to com plete a questionnaire that addresses your com fort level with
the Internet and your uses o f the Internet. Survey responses m ay be used as research data. In
addition, Confer item s m ay be posted in relation to the W ebQ uest. Y ou m ay choose to respond
to those items or you m ay ignore those items. Responses to C onfer item s may be used as
research data. I f you intern teach after com pleting my class, I w ill ask for anyone w ho m ight be
w illing to let m e interview them to keep in contact w ith m e via e-m ail or telephone. Your
interview responses m ay be used as research data.
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O ne w ay in 'which you m ay benefit from this activity is learning about m ethods for using
technology in your future classrooms. Others w ho w ant to use technology in their classroom s
may benefit from the know ledge that is gained from this research.
All o f the inform ation collected from you is confidential. That m eans that your name w ill not
appear on any papers on w hich this inform ation is recorded. The forms w ill all be coded, and
M elinda D obson will keep a separate m aster list w ith the nam es o f participants and the
corresponding code numbers. Once the data are collected and analyzed, the m aster list w ill be
destroyed. A il other forms w ill be retained for at least three years in a locked file in A llen ■
W ebb’s office. In addition, neither your nam e nor any other identifying inform ation w ill appear
in any w rite-ups o f the study.
Y ou m ay refuse to participate or quit at any tim e during the study w ithout prejudice or penalty. If
you have any questions or concerns about this study, you m ay contact A llen W ebb at 387-2596
or M elinda D obson at 329-2683. You may also contact the chair o f H um an Subjects Institutional
R eview B oard at 387-8293 or the vice president for research at 387-8298 w ith any concerns that
you have.
This consent docum ent has been approved for use for one year by the H um an Subjects
Institutional R eview Board as indicated by the stam ped date and signature o f the board chair in
the upper right comer. Do not participate if the stam ped is more than one year old.
Y our signature below indicates that you have read and/or had explained to you the purpose and
req uirem ents o f the study and that you agree to participate.

Signature

D ate

C onsent obtained
by:
initials o f researcher

D ate
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W estern M ichigan U niversity
D epartm ent o f English
Principal Investigator: Allen Webb
Student Investigator: M elinda D obson
Y ou have been invited to participate In a research- project entitled “Practical A pplications o f the
W ebQuest." This research is intended to study the topic o f the W ebQuest, "an inquiry-oriented
activity in w hich m ost o r all o f the inform ation used by learners is drawn from the Web.
W ebQ uests are designed to use learners5tim e well, to focus on using Inform ation rather than
looking for it, and to support learners' thinking at the levels o f analysis, synthesis and evaluation"
(D odge http://w w w .webquest. sdsu.edit). M y study will focus on the developm ent and use o f
W ebQ uests by pre-intern teachers and current teachers w ho already use W ebQ uests in their
classrooms. W hat are pre-intern teachers’ initial and final reactions to Internet learning? H ow
and w hy do existing teachers utilize W ebQ uests? I will also follow my students’ progress into
their intern teaching, looking at difficulties, both technical and pedagogical, that inhibit the use
o f the W ebQuest. W ill future teachers w ho have been taught how to develop W ebQ uests and
why they are valuable to student learning utilize them in their ow n teaching? The dissertation
will cover such topics as constructivist theory, collaborative and cooperative learning, and
technology learning theory. This project is M elinda D obson’s dissertation project.
The duration o f your Involvem ent if you choose to com plete the survey w ould be late Decem ber
2002 until April 2003. N o one is required to fill out the survey or contact m e in any way.
You will be asked to com plete an anonym ous online survey addressing your use o f W ebQuests.
Survey responses may be used as research data.
One w ay in w hich you may benefit from com pleting the survey by receiving th e results o f this
survey o r any other inform ation you request from me. A ll d ata from the survey w ould be
w illingly shared by M elinda D obson w ith those w ho request th e results.
All o f the inform ation collected from you is confidential. That means that your nam e will not
appear on any papers on which survey inform ation is recorded. Once the data are collected and
analyzed, the m aster list will be destroyed. All other form s w ill be retained for at least three
years in a locked file in A llen W ebb’s office. In addition, neither your nam e n o r any other
identifying Inform ation will appear in any w rite-ups o f th e study.
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Y ou m ay refuse to participate o r quit at any tim e during the study w ithout prejudice o r penalty. I f
you have any questions or concerns about this study, you may contact A llen W ebb at 269-3872596 o r M elinda D obson at 269-329-2572. Y ou may also contact th e chair o f H um an Subjects
Institutional R eview B oard at 269-387-8293 o r th e vice president for research at 269-387-8298
w ith any concerns that you have.
This consent docum ent has been approved for use for one year by th e H um an Subjects
Institutional R eview Board. D o not participate after April 17, 2003.
B y selecting the “I accept” button at the end o f this document, you are indicating that you have
read and/or had explained to you the purpose and requirem ents o f th e study and that you agree to
participate. You w ill be taken to the on-line survey. I f you choose not to accept, you can close
this w indow and not participate.
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